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Основной целью пособия является развитие у студентов навыков реферирования 

на основе чтения аутентичных текстов экономического содержания разного объема и 

степени сложности по программной тематике и выполнения соответствующих заданий. 

Дополнительными целями пособия является формирование аналитических и языковых 

компетенций,  развитие навыков ведения дискуссии и комментирования, а также 

навыков разных видов чтения. Тематика текстов отражает современные экономические 

проблемы. 

Предназначено для работы на занятиях по общеязыковой подготовке в рамках 

программы со студентами IV курса бакалавриата, обучающихся по направлению 

подготовки 100700 «Торговое дело» и изучающих английский язык в качестве основного 

и второго иностранного языка. Уровень С1.    
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ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ 

 

Учебное пособие «Getting to the Bottom of the Problem» можно 

использовать на занятиях по общеязыковой подготовке в рамках программы 

со студентами IV курса бакалавриата, обучающихся по курсу 100700 

“Торговое дело» и изучающих английский язык  в качестве основного и 

второго иностранного языка, а также для работы со слушателями 

магистратуры факультета прикладной экономики и коммерции МГИМО 

МИД России и со студентами других экономических вузов. 

Основной задачей пособия является развитие коммуникативных 

компетенций на уровне С1, а именно, навыков реферирования на основе 

чтения аутентичных текстов экономического содержания разного объема и 

степени сложности по программной тематике и выполнения 

соответствующих заданий. 

Дополнительными целями пособия является формирование 

аналитических и языковых компетенций, развитие навыков ведения 

дискуссии и комментирования, а также навыков разных видов чтения: 

аналитического, просмотрового и поискового. 

Учебное пособие соответствует Программе по английскому языку 

кафедры английского языка №4: Модуль «Речевая практика - 7» и Модуль 

«Речевая практика – 8». 

Данное пособие рассчитано на годовой курс объемом 66 

(соответственно по семестрам 34 и 32) часов аудиторной работы и может 

быть использовано как полностью и самостоятельно, так и выборочно или в 

сочетании с другими учебными материалами. 

В соответствии со ст. 1274 Гражданского кодекса Российской 

Федерации автор данного учебного пособия использовала в своей работе 

правомерно обнародованные произведения и отрывки из них в качестве 
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иллюстраций в объеме, оправданном поставленной целью, с обязательным 

указанием имени автора, произведение которого используется, и источника 

заимствования.  
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МЕТОДИЧЕСКАЯ ЗАПИСКА  

 

Учебное пособие «Getting to the Bottom of the Problem» предназначено 

для работы на занятиях по общеязыковой подготовке в рамках программы 

со студентами IV курса бакалавриата, обучающихся по курсу 100700 

“Торговое дело» и изучающих английский язык  в качестве основного и 

второго иностранного языка. 

Пособие может также быть использовано для работы со слушателями 

магистратуры факультета прикладной экономики и коммерции МГИМО 

МИД России и со студентами других экономических вузов. 

Основной целью пособия является развитие у студентов навыков 

реферирования на основе чтения аутентичных текстов экономического 

содержания разного объема и степени сложности по программной тематике 

и выполнения соответствующих заданий. 

Дополнительными целями пособия является формирование 

аналитических и языковых компетенций, развитие навыков ведения 

дискуссии и комментирования, а также навыков разных видов чтения: 

аналитического, просмотрового и поискового.  

Пособие состоит из девяти разделов, в которых представлены 

аутентичные публицистические тексты экономического содержания в 

основном из англоязычных, а также из русскоязычных источников. 

Тексты отобраны из периодических изданий Великобритании и США, 

а также  интернет-ресурсов на основе тематики, предусмотренной 

программой по общеязыковой подготовке. 

В начале пособия даются рекомендации по письменному 

реферированию текста, в конце пособия прилагается структура, 

необходимая для реферирования текста, а также слова и выражения, 

обеспечивающие логичность и связность изложения информации. 
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При составлении пособия соблюдался основной дидактический 

принцип «от простого к сложному», поэтому в пособии есть тексты разной 

степени сложности и разного объема. 

Большая часть заданий направлена на достижение основной цели 

пособия – развитие у студентов навыков реферирования. 

1. Прочитайте текст и выберите предложение, которое точно выражает 

основную мысль текста. Дается три предложения. 

2. Прочитайте текст и расположите в правильной последовательности 

заголовки абзацев текста. 

3. Прочитайте текст и вставьте по смыслу пропущенное предложение в 

каждый абзац. Дается список  первых предложений в этих абзацах. 

4. Прочитайте текст и вставьте по смыслу пропущенные абзацы. 

5. Прочитайте текст и озаглавьте каждый абзац. 

6. Прочитайте текст и сформулируйте его основную идею.  

7. Прочитайте текст и составьте его план или ассоциативную схему. 

На начальном этапе план текста предлагается студентам в виде 

вопросов для обсуждения текста, чтобы помочь им выделить главную 

информацию. 

 Затем, когда студенты овладевают этим навыком, они должны 

составить план текста сами. 

Для формирования навыков разного вида чтения в пособии 

используются следующие задания: аналитического (прочитать и сделать 

выводы, проанализировать, сравнить), просмотрового (прочитать и кратко 

изложить суть прочитанного), поискового (прочитать текст и выбрать 

нужную информацию). 

Для овладения языком профессии и обогащения тематического 

словаря после каждого текста предлагается список выражений, которые 
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понадобятся студентам при реферировании, и задания для активизации этой 

лексики. 

В целях обобщения материала по теме и закрепления тематического 

словаря в конце каждого раздела дается один или два текста на русском 

языке для реферирования на английском языке.    

Кроме того, для развития навыков дискуссии и комментирования 

студентам предлагается поделиться своей точкой зрения и способом 

решения проблем, упомянутых в статьях, прокомментировать заголовки 

статей и высказывания. 

В пособии есть ряд заданий, призывающих студентов обращаться к 

интернет-ресурсам для самостоятельной работы. 

Подбор материала в пособии дает возможность преподавателю 

использовать индивидуальный подход и выбирать конкретные тексты для 

работы в зависимости от уровня и заинтересованности студентов. 

Пособие может быть использовано как в качестве основного, так и в 

качестве дополнительного к учебнику Market Leader Upper-Intermediate и 

Advanced.  
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PREPARING AND WRITING A SUMMARY 

Preparing and writing a summary 

A summary contains the essential information from a text. In a general 

way, writing a summary can help you check if you have understood or 

remembered the main ideas of any reading passage. Being able to write a 

summary is a necessary skill when gathering information for research papers. 

Summarizing facts and opinions is also important for business presentations, 

work meetings and conferences. 

The list that follows outlines the steps for writing a summary. 

 

1. Read the text and identify the main idea. 

2. Decide what you are going to leave out. Include only the most essential points. 

The structure of the text will help you to do it. Each paragraph contains a new 

point expressed by a topic sentence. 

3. Make out an outline using headings or short sentences expressing the main 

point of each paragraph. Reorganize the ideas in a way that makes your points 

clear. You do not have to follow the order of the original text. But it should be 

logical. 

4. Start with factual information about the article giving its headline and stating 

where the original text comes from, and/or the original author’s name and then 

give the main idea (the gist).  Choose one of these verbs to introduce the main 

issue of the text: to deal with, to raise the problem of, to touch upon the 

problem of, to comment on, to criticize, to emphasize, to show etc. 

5. Make use of your outline when summarizing the text. Expand on each point of 

your outline a little and pass on to the next point using linking words and 

phrases such as in addition (to this fact), besides, furthermore, moreover, also 

to connect similar ideas and in contrast, on the other hand, nevertheless, 

conversely, but to connect contrasting ideas.   
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6. Use your own words. Do not copy sentences from the text unless you use 

direct quotes and quotation marks, or indirect speech. 

7. Use a more formal style in a written summary. 

8. Do not give examples from the text. Give only points illustrated by this 

example. 

9. State only the author’s opinions and not your own. Do not use personal 

pronouns I or we. 

10. Use only the present tense. 

11. In written summaries do not use contracted forms such as isn’t, doesn’t etc. 

12. In the end give a conclusion made by the author. If there is no conclusion in 

the text, make it on the basis of all the important information generalized. 

13. Make the summary short, no more than 30-40 percent of the original text.  

14. Be sure to edit your work. Polish it to make the language flow smoothly. 
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                           UNIT 1 Communication 

 

COMMUNICATION 

 

1.1. EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION PROTECTS COMPANY 

BOTTOM LINE 

 

A. Comment on the headline of the article. Can you suppose what it is about? 

 

B. Scan the article and give the main idea.  

 

The Union Review recently posted the results of a workplace study 

showing the benefits of unionized workplaces. Unions are associated with 

improved communication – and other benefits, such as higher productivity, lower 

employee turnover and a better-trained workforce – says Professor Harley 

Shaiken, University of California-Berkeley. 

Several other academic studies support his findings, saying that US 

surveys have found a positive, statistically significant association between unions 

and productivity of between 10% and 20%. 

Unions can also positively impact economic development. For example, 

members of the Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership – “an association of 

125 employers and unions dedicated to family-supporting jobs in a competitive 

business environment” – have stabilized manufacturing employment in 

Milwaukee by contributing some 6,000 additional jobs over the last 5 years.  

When unions provide workers with a voice, employees are better able to 

deal with safety hazards. Survey findings suggest union growth could indirectly 

reduce job stress by helping workers cope more effectively with job hazards. 

http://unionreview.com/unions-are-good-business,-productivity-and-economy
http://berkeley.edu/
http://www.wrtp.org/
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By improving communication channels, unions give workers the ability to 

improve their conditions short of leaving and so reduce the organization’s 

turnover. 

One study credited the General Motors-United Auto Workers partnership 

at the Saturn Corporation with building a dense communication network, with a 

significant positive impact on quality performance. 

However it's done, effective employee communication is clearly the way to 

go. By improving communication channels, unions give workers the ability to 

improve their conditions. 

Staff should be supported in turbulent waters. CEOs navigating similar 

difficult times need to remember that employees really are their most valuable 

asset.  Failure to give them the tools they need to do their jobs – information, tone 

from the top, moral support – only makes a bad situation worse. Companies need 

to find ways to engage employees and keep them motivated at work.  

It is possible to use digital tools such as blogs, podcasts, intranets and 

wikis. The type of digital tools deployed will depend on a variety of factors at 

any given firm: its overall culture, how employees typically receive and digest 

information and the willingness of management to dedicate time and effort. But 

you should not stop once you've started. It's important to view digital campaigns 

as an ongoing venture during good times and bad. 

Could it be time for a resurgence of trade unions in the workplace? 

Although deemed by many to be a “bad thing” – old fashioned, militant and anti-

management – US studies are discovering several benefits.  

Some senior leaders prefer to ignore their unions, keeping them out of the 

information loop, but how much better to bring them “inside the tent”. 

innosystems.ru, 2015 

 

C. Give Russian equivalents of the following expressions. 

http://www.saturn.com/saturn/SaturnIndex.jsp
http://www.innosystems.ru/
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1. unionized workplaces 

2. high productivity 

3. low employee turnover 

4. a better-trained workforce 

5. to impact economic development 

6. to deal with safety hazards 

7. to cope with job hazards 

8. quality performance 

9. to keep someone out of the information loop 

 

D. Read the article again and answer the questions using the above vocabulary. 

 

1. What are the benefits of unionized workplaces? 

2. What should be done to make employee communication more effective and 

improve their performance? 

3. What is the attitude to unions today? 

 

E. Use the questions in task D as an outline to summarize the article.   

 

1.2. CLEAR, EFFECTIVE BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 

 

A. Scan the article and choose its most appropriate message. 

 

1. To be a good communicator, you should be able to make yourself clear and 

your statements succinct, speak to the point, be an active listener and sum up 

the key points of your message. 
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2. Face-to-face communication is more effective than phone conversations, e-

mail or text messaging. 

3. Most businesses use ineffective measures to improve communication. 

 

 Ineffective communication in business is the root of all evil. The inability 

of managers and employees to communicate clearly leads to more problems than 

anything else in business. The cost of this deficiency can easily reach 5 to 10 

percent of a company’s bottom line at the end of the year. Most businesses 

understand this but still struggle. The remedies attempted generally involve more 

talk and more meetings with the results looking the same. 

Clear and effective communication in business can only be achieved when 

information is successfully transferred between parties in a manner which leaves 

little to doubt regarding the decisions made, directions given or actions which 

will occur.  

In business communication it is most effective when we state our 

intentions early and get to the point quickly. Within the opening moments of any 

correspondence the receiver should know why it is occurring and what the 

message is about. This opens the door for a more candid and effective exchange 

of information between the two parties. It also establishes trust between the 

parties because the key information is not masked by supportive information or 

excuses. 

In addition, an effective exchange of information between parties can 

occur with a higher degree of clarity when both parties are present with each 

other. Being present does not always mean physically present, but mentally 

present and free of distractions. It involves giving someone your undivided 

attention, listening intently and actively engaging in a conversation. This strategy 

conveys a level of priority and importance to the receiver which cannot be 
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expressed in words. If you are more present with people, you will also find their 

respect for you increases along with the effectiveness of your communication. 

There are times, even when we state our intentions early, get to the point 

quickly and are present with our counterparts, when parts of our message get lost 

in translation. This is why it is important to summarize the key parts of our 

message for the receiver. Summarization should be a brief recap of the 

information contained in the message, actions which will occur and 

responsibilities of the parties. In many ways it looks very similar to the initial 

opening. 

 The overall effectiveness of these strategies and clarity it brings to 

business communication are only as good as the venue chosen to deliver the 

message. Numerous studies have shown that as little as 7 percent of the 

information in a message comes from the words used. The balance comes from 

body language (55 percent) and tone of voice (38 percent). These statistics clearly 

make face to face communication a more effective method of communicating 

over phone conversations, email or text messaging. 

This is not to suggest that a phone call, email or text message does not 

serve a purpose in the business world, because they do. Text messaging is a great 

time-saving way of relaying key facts and gathering information when both 

parties already know the subject and the intention. Email is a very effective way 

of transferring information between parties when active feedback is not necessary 

and tone of voice is not relative to the delivery. And a phone conversation is next 

best thing when face-to-face is not possible because the tone of voice is present. 

Mastering the art of clear, effective communication goes well beyond the 

strategies outlined in this article. Many have devoted their entire careers to the 

study and improvement of communication. The subject and subsequent research 

has shaped the landscape of advances in technology and the business 
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environment in which we all work today. It is without a doubt a critical 

component to success or failure. 

That best part about all of this is you don’t need to be an academic or 

scholar to improve your communication skills. If you can state your intentions 

clearly, get to the point quickly, be present with people, and summarize the 

information all through the appropriate channels, you will be well on your way to 

achieving clearly effective communication in business. 

randrmagonline.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of the following expressions in English. 

 

1. to state intentions 

2. to be present with a counterpart 

3. to convey a level of priority and importance 

4. a brief recap of  information 

5. to go well beyond something 

 

C. Read the article again and answer the questions using the above vocabulary. 

 

1. What is clear and effective communication? 

2. What can lead to a more effective exchange of information and trust between 

the two parties? 

3. Why is it necessary to be an attentive listener? 

4.  When can parts of our message be lost and what should be done to avoid it? 

5. What is the most effective method of communication? Why? 

6. Is it so difficult to master the art of clear, effective communication? 

7. Can you think of the problems that may arise due to ineffective 

communication in business? 

http://www.randrmagonline.com/
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D. Make a mind map of the article to summarize it.    

 

1.3. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 

EFFECTIVE BUSINESS COMMUNICATION? 

 

A. Read the article and match the first sentences with the paragraphs. 

 

a. With the business world becoming increasingly connected globally, you will 

want to take advantage of that fact and widen your audience and client base. 

b. Although e-mail may seem like the fastest way to get your message across at 

work, taking a few minutes to pick up the phone or walk to someone's office 

may be more effective. 

c. According to 2004 survey of business leaders performed by the National 

Commission on Writing, "writing is almost a universal professional skill 

required in service industries, as well as finance, insurance and real estate." 

d. Most people have received e-mails or had conversations at work that left them 

wondering exactly what was just said. 

e. Good communication among and between employees and managers greatly 

increases productivity. 

f. Everyone in an organization needs to be kept informed to perform effectively, 

especially during hard times. 

g. Good communication is essential to managing and working in a productive 

and efficient workplace. 

h. In its 2009-2010 business communication report, global consulting firm 

Towers Watson found that companies focusing on effective communication 

were also among the top earners. 
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1. An expert on business, the former dean of Harvard's Business 

School, Robert Kent, stated that, “In business, communication is everything.” 

Since communication can be both verbal and written, focus on fine tuning all 

types for peak performance in your business. 

2. The median cost of training each employee on better writing skills is 

approximately $950. Depending on the needs and size of your company as well 

as the employee's existing skill level, educating your staff could be a costly 

venture. Hiring employees with good writing abilities already in place will save 

you the additional educational expenses. Good verbal and written communication 

aids in relaying company messages and duties clearly and efficiently. By not 

wasting time on redoing a misunderstood task, employees can devote more 

company time to their work. Since time is money, that adds up to savings. 

3. With both employees and management communicating well, the 

benefits are twofold. First, they can work in tandem to accomplish work-related 

duties so there is both time to devote to clients and confidence in the abilities of 

the company itself. Second, good communication increases your company's 

capacity to expand. With different cultures and languages in play, good 

communication is necessary to obtain new business and prevent 

misunderstandings. 

4. Rather than wasting time on clearing up confusions caused by a 

breakdown in communication, workers can spend time on their job duties. 

Additionally, good communication allows employees to feel clear on what their 

assignments are. This results in confidence in their work and getting the desired 

results more quickly and efficiently. Employees are also less likely to make 

mistakes when communication is promoted in the workplace. 

5. These firms' cost-efficient, inclusive communication practices 

produced measurable results, and focused on maintaining a two-way dialogue 

with both employees and customers. The study found that candid, clear, inclusive 
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communication was especially important in hard times, when employees are 

feeling apprehensive about their economic futures. Regardless of the company's 

financial standing or the employee's status, effective business communication is 

achieved through efficiency, clarity and honesty. 

6. Body language and facial expressions make setting the right tone 

infinitely easier, and speaking in person allows for back-and-forth dialogue to 

ensure that both parties understand each other.  

7.  Confusing jargon, contradictory statements or a lack of focus can 

remove the meaning from business communication. According to Bill Gates in 

his 1999 book "Business at the Speed of Thought," "Like a human being, a 

company has to have an internal communication mechanism, a 'nervous system,' 

to coordinate its actions." Keeping e-mails, memos and discussions clear and 

precise, and proofreading any messages before hitting send can help keep that 

system running smoothly. 

8. Sometimes managers at various levels may be tempted to withhold 

unpleasant corporate updates from employees for fear of reduced productivity. 

However, honesty is always crucial. In fact, employees will feel more a part of a 

company that trusts them with difficult news, and will do their best to get the 

company back on its feet. After all, everyone in the business has something at 

stake.  

smallbusiness.chron.com, 2016 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of the following expressions. 

 

1. a costly venture 

2. to relay a company message  

3. to add up to savings 

4. to widen a company’s audience and client base 
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5. a company’s capacity 

6. to increase productivity 

7. a breakdown in communication 

8. to maintain a two-way dialogue with both employees and customers 

9. to feel apprehensive about something 

10.  to withhold something from employees 

11. to trust someone with difficult news 

12. to get a company back on its feet 

 

C. Use the vocabulary above to answer the questions. 

 

1. Explain what the statement in the article “Since time is money, that adds up to 

savings” means. What should a company do to save some additional 

expenses?  

2. What are the main benefits of good communication? 

3. What may hinder good communication when a company goes global? 

4. What does the experience of top earners show in terms of communication? 

5. Why is face-to-face communication more effective than e-mails? 

6. What can create problems in business communication? What should be done 

to avoid it? 

7. Why is it important to keep employees informed, especially during hard 

times? 

 

D. Make an outline of the article and summarize it. 

 

1.4. THE BAD NEWS AS WELL AS THE GOOD 
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A. Look through the article and put these paragraph headings into the correct 

order.  

 

1. The Shell Report is a model of a new kind of company reporting. 

2. People like society magazines 

3. Some companies have started to communicate in a new way. 

4. People are suspicious of company reports. 

 

B. Give the definition of “spin”. 

 

While society magazines such as “Hello!” and “People” sell millions, 

company publications telling of charity work are ignored as corporate trash. 

Why? The answer is spin – the way facts are rearranged to present the story in the 

best possible light. Readers love the positive spin put on the stories of minor 

royals and fading celebrities as they “talk openly” of their wonderful marriages 

and “graciously open the doors” of their palatial homes. Readers know it is a load 

of nonsense, but it is a bit like eating chocolate – great fun and nobody gets hurt. 

The same readers, though, are highly suspicious of the slant put on 

corporate stories about the good work companies do in the community. Readers 

heavily discount anything a company says on the issue. They are realize they are 

getting only one side of the story, and want to hear the bad news as well as the 

good.  There are good reasons for this. We are losing our respect for traditional 

authorities and social structures. Large companies are being called on to act as 

moral entities, to uphold codes of conduct and to take on social responsibilities in 

return for the freedoms they enjoy. 

But consumers know, too, that companies, like priests and government 

ministers, are never perfect. They face dilemmas and often act in error. By far the 

biggest mistake companies can make is to wear a halo; yet judging by the quality 
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of corporate publications, many do just this. But some leading companies have 

begun to modify the way they communicate, especially about their social 

responsibilities. They have shaken off the halo and reduced the spin. 

Take the Shell Report. It was well received mainly because it confronted 

the difficult issues: human rights, bribery and corruption.  Publishing this 

information – including the number of people fired for taking bribes – is 

embarrassing but honestly gains good marks from the public. The Shell Report is 

the first of its kind from such a big, mainstream multinational. It marks the 

beginning of not only a new form of non-financial reporting, but – more 

important – a decline in the amount of corporate spin in company 

communications. 

Peter Knight, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2006 

 

C. Which two-word expressions in the first paragraph mean 

 

1. work done by volunteers with a social purpose? 

2. unimportant members of royal families? 

3. people who were famous but are now less famous?  

4. very expensive houses? 

5. the way that a story is told so that it will have the best effect? 

 

D. In the second paragraph, which verbs are used to link these nouns? 

 

1. readers /what companies say about their charity work 

2. readers /one side of the story 

3. readers /bad news and good 

4. people in general /respect for authority 

5. companies /moral entities 
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6. companies /codes of conduct 

7. companies /social responsibilities 

 

E. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Who normally wears a halo? 

2. Why is it a mistake for organizations to try to wear a halo? 

3. If an organizations shakes off its halo, what happens? 

4. Why is the Shell Report important? 

5. What sort of things count as “bad news” in company reports? Would you buy 

shares in a company that had bad news in its report? 

 

F. Make an outline of the article and summarize it. 

 

1.5. COMMUNICATION – IT’S MUCH EASIER SAID THAN DONE  

 

A. Read the article and complete the chart below. 

 

Communication problems 

A. High tech 

consequences 

B. Information 

overload 

consequence 

C. Common 

loyalties 

Consequence 

1. 4. 5. 

2.   

3.   

 

Trust is key in an open organization. 
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Getting staff to talk to each other ought to be the least of your problems, 

but internal communication can be one of the hardest nuts to crack in business. 

“Communication comes up in every department. The repercussions of not 

communicating are vast,” says Theo Theobald, co-author of “Shut up and Listen! 

The Truth about How to Communicate at Work.”  

Poor communication can be a purely practical problem. Gearbulk, a global 

shipping business with branches around the world, faced language and 

geographical difficulties, as well as a huge amount of paper work. With up to 60 

documents per cargo, it was a logistical nightmare to track and monitor jobs, 

while tighter security regulations after 9/11 meant customs documents had to be 

ready before a ship was allowed to sail. 

Installing an automated system means data is now entered only once but 

can be accessed by anyone in the company, wherever they are. 

“Reporting is faster by a matter of months,” says Ramon Ferrer, Vice 

President of Global IT at Gearbulk. “An operational team carrying a voyage all 

the way across the world doesn’t always have to be talking to each other – and 

we don’t waste time duplicating the same information.”  

Given today’s variety of communication tools, it seems strange that we still 

have a problem communicating. But the brave new world of high-tech can create 

barriers – senior managers hide behind their computers, staff use voice mail to 

screen calls, and employees sitting next to each other will send e-mails rather 

than speak. 

“Managers should get up, walk round the office and talk to people,” says 

Matt Rogan, Head of Marketing at Lane4, a leadership and communications 

consultancy. “Face-to-face communication can’t be beaten” 

Theobald recommends checking e-mail only three times a day, allocating a 

set period of time to deal with it. “If you leave the sound on, the temptation is as 

great as a ringing phone. People will interrupt meetings to check their e-mails.” 
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Another problem is simply hitting the “reply all” button, bombarding 

people with information. “We had unstructured data coming at staff from left, 

right and centre, leaving it up to individuals to sort out,” says Gearbulk’s Ferrer. 

“Our new system had reduced e-mails and changed the ways people work. It will 

remind you about work flow.” 

Information overload also means people stop listening. But there may be a 

deeper reason why a message fails to get through, according to Alex Haslam, 

Professor of Psychology at Exeter University. 

“Everyone thinks a failure to communicate is just an individual’s error of 

judgment, but it’s not about the person: it’s about the group dynamics,” he says. 

“Just training people to be good communicators isn’t the issue. 

The problem is that employees develop common loyalties that are far 

stronger than the need to share information. This can even extend to the questions 

of safety. 

In the mid-1990s there were a lot of light air crashes in Australia because 

the two government departments responsible for air safety weren’t 

communicating. The government was trying to save money and both groups felt 

threatened. The individuals were highly identified with their own organization 

and unwilling to communicate with the other department. 

A company is particularly at risk when cost-cutting is in the air. 

Individuals withdraw into departmental loyalties out of fear. Sending such people 

on yet another “how to communicate” course will be pointless. Instead, Haslam 

believes that identifying the subgroups within an organization and making sure 

each group feels valued and respected can do far more to encourage the sharing 

of information. The key to communication, he says, is trust. 

Clare Gascoigne, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2006 
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B.  Which word in each group does not form a word partnership with the word 

in bold? 

1. waste                   time                   resources                   information      

2. face                     trouble                problems                   difficulties 

3. duplicate             information         time                           work 

4. install                  systems              factories                     equipment 

5. save                     money                time                           experience 

6. develop                truth                   loyalty                       motivation 

7. share                   support                information                ideas 

8. allocate                time                    ideas                          resources 

9. interrupt              e-mails                conversations             meetings 

 

C. Answer the questions. 

 

1. What communication problems did Gearbulk have? 

2. How did Gearbulk overcome the problems? 

3. What solutions did Theobald recommend for the above problems? 

4. Why do staff often receive too many e-mails? 

5. Why weren’t the two government departments responsible for air safety 

communicating? 

6. What does the author think about sending people on communication courses? 

7. Do you agree with the statement “Face-to-face communication can’t be 

beaten?” Why? 

8. How will communication change in the office of the future? 

 

D. Summarize the article using the chart in task A. 
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1.6. ПОЧЕМУ СОТРУДНИКИ КРУПНЫХ КОМПАНИЙ 

ИСПОЛЬЗУЮТ ДЛЯ ПРОФЕССИОНАЛЬНОГО ОБЩЕНИЯ 

«ЛЕВЫЙ СОФТ» И ЧТО С ЭТИМ ДЕЛАТЬ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Крупные компании имеют определенные особенности, которые 

оказывают влияние на то, как внутри таких организаций выстроены 

внутренние и внешние коммуникации и обмен информацией. 

Во-первых, в них работает очень много людей, которые заняты в 

очень большом количестве проектов, что подразумевает очень интенсивное 

информационное взаимодействие как внутри подразделений, так и между 

подразделениями. 

Во-вторых, их сотрудники физически не могут быть знакомы со 

всеми коллегами, и зачастую они распределены по всей стране (или по всей 

планете, как в случае глобальных мега-корпораций), что усложняет 

коммуникационные задачи. 

В-третьих, в каждой из них есть выделенный отдел информационных 

технологий (ИТ) , специалисты которого отвечают за работу корпоративной 

инфраструктуры и сохранность данных. Эти же специалисты обычно 

занимаются внедрением сторонних продуктов, которые были куплены 

компанией для своих нужд. 

Обычно эта система внедрения работает довольно неплохо, но именно 

в организации коммуникаций часто происходит сбой — рекомендованные 

отделом ИТ системы, предназначенные для обсуждения проектов и другого 

профессионального взаимодействия, оказываются неудобными. В 

результате сотрудники корпорации саботируют их использование, 

применяя внутри своих подразделений более удобные альтернативные 
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продукты без согласия отдела ИТ на это (и часто — даже без его ведома 

вообще). 

Это явление описывается с помощью специального термина «теневые 

технологии» (“shadow IT”). Риски утечки, фрагментации, потери, искажения 

и воровства информации в результате применения теневых технологий для 

профессионального общения чрезвычайно высоки. 

Существует два основных метода, с помощью которых компании 

обычно решали проблему использования теневых технологий во 

внутренних коммуникациях. 

Первый метод борьбы с самодеятельностью сотрудников в деле 

выбора инструментов для профессионального общения — это жесткие 

запретительные меры. Очевидно, что это путь в никуда — запреты не 

только демотивируют сотрудников (что может, например, привести к 

потере качественных специалистов), но и физически снижают их 

продуктивность. 

Люди используют несанкционированные (в том числе, 

«потребительские») системы для профессиональных коммуникации для 

того, чтобы облегчить себе решение рутинных задач. Если их лишить 

доступа к удобным инструментам, работники либо будут тратить усилия на 

обход ограничений, либо же просто смирятся с неэффективной одобренной 

системой. В любом случае бизнесу неизбежно наносится ущерб. 

Альтернативой описанной выше корпоративной политике запретов 

является игнорирование отделом ИТ опасностей, связанных с теневыми 

коммуникационными технологиями. Данный подход часто использует 

слабую осведомлённость руководителей организаций в вопросах защиты 

интеллектуальной собственности и безопасности данных. 

Известны примеры, когда, после перехода в фирмы-конкуренты, 

бывшие сотрудники корпораций годами продолжали сохранять доступ к 
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теневым коммуникационным технологиям в своих старых организациях (и, 

соответственно, к свежей — и зачастую секретной — корпоративной 

информации). 

Грустная для всех участников ситуация с использованием теневых 

коммуникационных технологий начала, наконец, меняться в лучшую 

сторону за последние несколько лет. 

Изначальное противоречие можно описать так: с одной стороны, 

большая часть продуктов, призванных решать проблемы взаимодействия 

внутри крупных организаций, не очень удобны, с другой стороны, любой 

сотрудник компании в повседневной жизни может пользоваться десятком 

аналогичных «потребительских» сервисов, которые гораздо удобнее, 

надёжнее, и быстрее.  При таком положении дел довольно сложно ожидать 

энтузиазма от сотрудников, вынужденных использовать неудобный (но 

разрешённый корпорацией) софт. 

Очевидное решение этого противоречия — делать средства для 

корпоративных коммуникаций не менее удобными, чем потребительские 

сервисы, но с сохранением всех преимуществ корпоративного контроля над 

ними. Технологический прогресс перевёл, наконец, эту задачу в разряд 

решаемых. Массово появляются всё более удобные инструменты, 

специально разработанные для применения в профессиональной жизни. 

habrahabr.ru, 2015 

 

1.7. УЧАСТИЕ В ДЕЛОВЫХ СОЦИАЛЬНЫХ СЕТЯХ – ЗА И 

ПРОТИВ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 
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Преимущества деловых социальных сетей очевидны. В бизнесе, где 

многое решают связи, такие сети позволяют находить партнеров и 

покупателей. К тому же, участвуя в социальной сети, можно сделать себе 

имя, создать определенный имидж. Многофункциональная деловая 

социальная сеть дает возможность подать весть о себе и своем деле, 

рассказать миру об уровне своего профессионализма. Для этого, правда не 

достаточно быть простым участником, нужно стать, например, одним из 

консультантов, вести блог или как-то по-другому проявить себя. Начать же 

можно с простого размещения в базе контактов информации о виде 

деятельности компании. 

Но даже этот простой шаг зачастую вызывает много сомнений. 

Например, опасение о доступности информации о компании для 

конкурентов. Часто на таких сайтах находят данные о своих жертвах 

рейдерские компании. Как быть с этим? 

Отчасти это надуманный страх, так как информация, размещаемая в 

деловой сети, не отличается от той, что может простой потребитель узнать, 

просто позвонив вам в компанию. Сообщать о размерах оборота, размере 

заработной платы или даже штате компании никто не требует.  

Все подробные сведения при необходимости ваши потенциальные 

партнеры смогут получить уже на стадии заключения договора. Но ведь для 

того, чтобы подойти к этой стадии, нужно с чего-то начать. Таким началом 

и является размещение стандартной информации о компании. 

Еще одно сомнение – общение в социальной сети занимает время, не 

будет ли оно потрачено зря? Ответ на этот вопрос зависит от качества 

самой социальной сети, уровня ее участников, а также от вашего умения 

вести переговоры онлайн. Это умение, как и все остальное в бизнесе, 

нарабатывается с опытом. Через какое-то время уже просто по переписке 

вы научитесь чувствовать насколько стоящее то или иное предложение. К 
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тому же общение можно быстро переводить в реал, используя скайп или 

телефон. А тут уже у предпринимателя, как правило, наработано чутье как 

на обман, так и на честность и порядочность партнера. 

Кроме возможности найти партнеров для бизнеса сеть 

может предоставить доступ к нескольким полезным ресурсам – образцам 

документов, бизнес-библиотеке, каталогу товаров и услуг, каталогу резюме, 

инвестиционных проектов. Также есть возможность получения бесплатных 

консультаций специалистов в разных сферах от финансов до здорового 

образа жизни. 

В целом,  деловая социальная сеть – это еще одна возможность для 

бизнеса. Возможность бесплатная, а потому более выгодная с точки зрения 

вложения времени. И если использовать ее с умом, то можно извлечь из нее 

выгоду для развития своего предприятия. 

delovoymir.biz, 2015    

 

B. Surf the Internet to make a presentation about modern methods of 

improving communication within a company, between a company and its 

clients and partners.                                                                                                       
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                                      UNIT 2 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 

 

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 

 

2.1. OVERCOMING CULTURAL BARRIERS 

 

A. Read the article and summarize it in 8-10 sentences. 

 

Many business owners dream of the day when they can expand their 

company into other nations and operate on a global scale. There are a number of 

barriers to achieving this, such as cost of entry, legal issues, and logistics. One 

way to overcome these challenges is to use a team of sales agents to represent 

your company in other countries. However, even after you find sales reps, you're 

not quite out of the woods yet. You must still deal with the constant challenge of 

effective communication with an international team. Managing cultural 

differences, varying social norms and translation issues are all concerns that must 

be addressed. Luckily, with a bit of research and attention to detail, you will be 

able to effectively manage your international sales agents.  

Of the utmost importance is your ability to understand your sales reps' 

cultures and recognize important differences that could affect communication. 

One area to be mindful of is appropriate topics for conversation. For example, in 

the UK, it is considered taboo to bring up the topic of religion in polite 

conversation. However, in Italy, where the population is overwhelmingly 

Catholic, talking about religion is perfectly acceptable. It is very important to 

research the cultures of your sales reps to make sure that you don't do, say, or ask 

them to do anything culturally inappropriate.  

An incomplete understanding of social norms could cause an awkward 

misunderstanding between you and your sales representatives. Acceptable 
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behaviors regarding personal space, eye contact, recreation, and other social 

activities are different across cultures. For instance, while in the United States it 

is considered rude to speak to someone without making eye contact, in Asian 

culture averting one's eyes during conversation is a sign of respect. Another 

example of varying social norms is the attitude towards alcohol. In nations such 

as the United States and the UK, drinking is viewed as a recreational activity and 

is not acceptable for most work situations. However, in countries such as France, 

Italy, and Spain, many have a more relaxed attitude towards drinking. It is 

perfectly normal to have a glass of wine during one's lunch break because 

drinking alcohol is not regarded as a purely recreational activity. It is necessary to 

properly research the country of your sales reps in order to make sure you do not 

accidentally offend anyone and to ensure that you do not misinterpret anything.  

Translation issues are a very common problem for companies operating in 

multiple nations. Even if you and your sales rep are speaking the same language, 

if you are not both native speakers it is easy to translate something wrong. In 

some cases improper translations may not have much of an impact; a simple 

grammatical error is unlikely to offend anyone, but it could tarnish your 

company's reputation or make your company seem illegitimate. In other cases, a 

translation error could be a bigger issue and actually be quite offensive or cause a 

problematic misunderstanding. If your sales reps have to interpret complex 

information, it may be worth using a professional translation service to ensure 

your ideas are communicated clearly.  

Making sure you do proper research and carefully reviewing all 

communication with sales agents are necessary for avoiding cultural confusion. It 

is desirable that you find sales reps that are familiar with your culture and have 

them function as a Master Sales Agent; they will be able to communicate with 

your other sales reps and resolve any miscommunication errors. 

sooperarticles.com, 2015  
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B. Could you add any other challenges a company may face when going 

global? What should be done to cope with them? 

 

2.2. CHINA HAS CHANGED, THE CHINESE HAVEN’T 

 

A. Scan the article and state its issue. 

 

Has China changed? Companies bet millions on the answer, but it’s the 

wrong question. You should ask if the Chinese have changed. China has changed; 

the Chinese haven’t. 

Go back 50 years. China’s 1959 changes were as amazing as changes 

today. But Mao and communism didn’t change the Chinese, and it’s naive to 

think MacDonald’s and capitalism will. China changes but the Chinese don’t. 

Or don’t change in areas important for business. China’s changes are 

outside-in, important for what types of business can be done but not for actually 

doing business. That requires inside-out change, a harder thing. 

China’s market is growing in two ways. First, more people with purchasing 

power, the new middle class. A few hundred million so far, with hundreds to 

come. Second, different consumption habits, coffee shops, convenience stores 

and beauty salons. Huge changes, yet neither affect how business is done. 

Cultures develop unique ways of using language, their Rules of 

Communication. Chinese and Western rules are very different. Consider 

disagreement. Westerners believe: state your honest opinion, even if you 

disagree. The Chinese believe: disagree in an indirect, discreet manner. Add the 

different ways each use to say No - Westerners say No directly whereas the 

Chinese say No indirectly, if possible not even using the word No - and trouble is 

guaranteed. 
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Differences in building business relationships add more trouble. 

Westerners feel the Contract determines the relationship, that differences are 

decided by referring to the Contract. The Chinese think a Contract is a good place 

to start but if the situation changes then the terms and conditions should change. 

Meeting contract terms, doing   business, is where “The Chinese haven’t 

changed” is clearest. 

All business relationships must communicate and solve problems: success 

in both creates trust, failure destroys it. Misunderstandings are the biggest hidden 

cost in international business, eroding trust as well as causing mistakes and 

inefficiencies. Business without trust signals a “going broke” relationship. 

Westerners put faith in law, the Chinese in relationships. “How can you ask me to 

lose money?” could only be asked by a Chinese businessman, “It’s not personal, 

just business” only said by a Westerner. 

Westerners only see where China has changed and stay blind to where the 

Chinese have not, confusing what kinds of business can be done with the way the 

Chinese actually do business. 

How the Chinese communicate, solve problems and build business 

relationships is changing, but slowly. The Chinese control these changes, not 

Westerners, and fundamentals of culture don’t change easily. If communism 

couldn’t force the Chinese to change it is folly to think capitalism will either. Use 

China’s outside-in changes to judge business opportunities, but let the slow 

change of Chinese inside-out “ways” determine how you actually do business. 

One sure requirement to succeed is being able to see communication and 

business relationships as the Chinese do. Westerners need to look at business 

through Chinese glasses. 

chinasuccessstories.com, 2015 

 

http://www.chinasuccessstories.com/
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B. Explain the meanings of the following expressions and give their Russian 

equivalents. 

 

1. purchasing power 

2. consumption habits 

3. to erode trust 

4. to put faith in law 

5. to judge business opportunities 

6. to look at something through someone’s glasses 

 

C. Go through the article and comment on the title. What aspects of cultures 

are brought about to show the difference between the Chinese and 

Westerners? 

 

D. Make a mind map of the article and sum it up in Russian. Can you give 

more differences between Chinese and Western business cultures? 

 

2.3. GLOBALIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 

ETHICS PROBLEMS 

 

A. Three paragraphs have been removed from the article Look through the text 

and choose from paragraphs A-C the one that fits each gap (1-3). 

 

It is accepted that globalization is an unavoidable process and will progress 

forever. All business firms that desire to compete successfully in international 

environment should observe legal and ethical rules and regulations. To behave in 

an ethically and socially responsible way should be a hallmark of every 

marketer`s behavior, domestic or international. It requires little thought for most 
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of us to know the socially responsible or ethically correct response to questions 

about breaking the law, destroying the environment, denying someone his or her 

rights, taking unfair advantage, or behaving in a manner that would bring bodily 

harm or damage. 

Actually, difficult international marketing issues are not the obvious and 

simple right-or-wrong ones. In many countries the international marketer faces 

the dilemma of responding to many situations where there is no local law, where 

local practices forgive a certain behavior, or the company willing to “ do what is 

necessary” is favored over the company that refuses to engage in practices that 

are not ethical. 

1.  – 

Perhaps it is possible to solve international business ethics problems in five 

guidelines:  

 Do not direct intentional harm. 

 Produce more good than harm for the host country. 

 Respect the rights of employees and of all others affected by one`s actions or 

policies. 

 To the extent consistent with ethical norms, respect the local culture and work 

with and not against it. 

 Multinationals should pay their fair share of taxes and cooperate with local 

governments in developing equitable laws and other background institutions. 

2.  –  

It is absolutely necessary to work out universal ethical norms and rules. In 

addition to such international organizations as the UN, the IMF, World Bank, the 

WTO, the International Chamber of Commerce “International Court of Justice for 

Business and Commerce” should be established to solve international marketing 

ethics problems legally. Then ethical things will become legal. If we want to do 

business honestly and fairly in the international marketing area, we can find many 
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universal ethical rules and regulations to obey. Cultural differences should not 

result in violations of universal ethics. If the UNO is reorganized as a more 

powerful institution, it can enforce global business agents to conform to the 

universal ethics norms. 

3.  –  

Adapted to the contemporary world conditions, a well-organized, 

reformed, empowered and effectively working UNO and related institutions 

could really contribute to global peace, security and, social and economic wealth 

of nations. All nations could obey the rules and regulations of independent global 

institutions in regulating and reorganizing world trade and global economy. 

International Research Journal of Finance and Economics, 2015 

 

A. In a global economy, to solve international marketing ethics 

problems, self regulation by companies and industries is important, but it is even 

more important to have additional background institutions having authority to 

direct globalization. Under these circumstances international sanctions can be 

applied for ethical violations. 

B. Today, it is generally believed that, the U.S.A. as a superpower has 

been taking advantage of official political power of the UN and related 

institutions, such as the IMF, the WTO, and World Bank in order to realize its 

political and economic benefits to sustain global domination. These institutions 

could not function effectively and freely to their predefined objectives. 

Reorganization and reform are necessary to empower the UN and other 

international institutions to meet the common needs of all humanity, instead of 

only the U.S. and other developed countries. Otherwise, instead of peace and 

stabilization, chaos and terror could dominate the whole world. 

C. In many countries, laws may help define the borders of minimal 

ethical or social responsibility, but the law is only the basis above which one`s 
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social and personal morality is tested. In the U.S.A., in general, legal sanctions 

prevent marketers from doing unethical transactions. The problems related to 

international marketing ethics are not important problems in the U.S. domestic 

market; but in international settings, especially differences in culture create some 

ethical dilemmas. 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of the following expressions and use them in your 

own sentences. 

 

1. a hallmark of every marketer’s behavior 

2. to take unfair advantage 

3. to be favored over someone 

4. in international settings 

5. to apply sanctions for ethical violations 

6. to conform to the universal ethics norms 

7. a predefined objective 

8. to contribute to global peace, security, social and economic wealth of nations 

 

C.  Answer the questions. 

 

1. Why do you think it is necessary to observe legal and ethical rules and 

regulations in international environment? Do all multinationals do it? Could 

you give examples of breaking such norms? 

2. What dilemma may the international marketer face? 

3. What are the main guidelines to solve international business ethics problems? 

Can you add others to the list?  

4. What are the functions of international organizations? What international 

organizations are mentioned in the article? Give their full names. 
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5. Do they function effectively? Why? 

6. What should be done to change the situation? 

 

D. Make an outline of the article and summarize it. 

 

2.4. WHY GLOBAL CMOs FACE GREATER CHALLENGES THAN 

TRADITIONAL MARKETERS 

 

A. Read the text and answer the question in the title. 

 

Levi Strauss & Co. recently announced the hiring of Jaime Cohen Szulc, 

who is the first in the company's history to take the title of global chief marketing 

officer. The news is predictable yet intriguing. 

It is predictable because elevating the marketing discipline to global status 

under the purview of one executive is a corporate trend that shows no signs of 

waning. The intrigue in Levi's appointment of a global CMO is because the job of 

building and maintaining a global brand is still a relatively new discipline, as 

truly global brands are a relatively small, though fast-growing, segment. 

Marketers working in global organizations with complicated reporting 

structures encounter a surprisingly similar set of issues, according to the results of 

our Effective Brands' Leading Global Brands Study. The study culled insights 

from more than 200 global brands, 2,000 marketing leaders and quantitative 

benchmarking data from 20,000 survey participants. The challenges a global 

CMO faces go well beyond the traditional marketing leadership challenges like 

mining for consumer insights, developing the brand's strategy and 

communicating effectively. Actually, making an impact on the business as a 

global CMO requires as much focus on building global marketing capability as 

on getting the marketing mix sorted. 
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Therefore, even with all the marketers around the globe reporting into the 

CMO (instead of into the regional business divisions), winning globally is simply 

not the same as winning locally or regionally. The global CMO must build long-

term global marketing capability by driving a single global strategy, forcing 

organizational alignment, clarifying roles and responsibilities, safeguarding the 

consistency of the brand and accelerating speed to market, while building brand 

and marketing expertise across geographies. 

For any CMO, but particularly for those in U.S.-based companies, a 

background in regions outside America is a huge asset. Marketing executives 

with significant non-U.S. experience understand that simply exporting what is 

done here doesn't necessarily work around the world. That sensitivity helps 

anyone new to the global CMO role quickly gain trust and buy-in of managers 

around the globe. 

A concern for Mr. Szulc at Levi's and for anyone else new to the global 

CMO seat is alignment: differing strategic priorities between markets and 

disciplines. The CMO has to unite them with a clearly defined common goal for 

the brand and the business. Once that's defined, empowering managers to take 

action is key. In organizations with complicated reporting structures, it is really 

important that those in charge of implementation are empowered to be successful. 

In recent years, for instance, GlaxoSmithKline's Consumer Healthcare 

made over its marketing organization to achieve better long-term growth. It 

devised a more centralized, robust and connected global marketing and R&D 

organization for its global brands by putting decision making in the right places 

and at the right levels. Global responsibility for the company's biggest brands was 

given to groups called "Future Teams." 

Related to empowerment is clarification of roles. In Levi's case, for 

instance, the questions are: Who is responsible for in-store activities worldwide? 

Should in-store be assigned to regional executives? 
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Every new global CMO should investigate his company's marketing 

activities around the world, find what is working well and export those pockets of 

excellence companywide. Insufficient sharing of learning among markets is one 

of many firms' greatest stumbling blocks. 

Global CMOs are truly a new breed. Better than most, they know from 

experience that the world is flattening. Taking the marketing role global is not a 

question of if, but how. 

adage.com, 2015 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of the expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

 

1. to elevate the marketing discipline to global status 

2. under the purview of 

3. to build and maintain a global brand 

4. traditional marketing leadership challenges 

5. to mine for consumer insights 

6. to build long-term global marketing capability 

7. organizational alignment 

 

C. Make a mind map of the article and sum it up. 

 

  

2.5. GLOBALISATION AND GLOCALISATION 

 

A. Read the article and give headings to each paragraph. 
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When firms expand overseas, what should be their approach to these new 

markets? Should they be regarded as a simple extension of the domestic market 

or should each one be treated in a different way? 

In the last 30 years major political and economic changes have opened 

up international markets dramatically. The collapse of the Soviet Union, the 

introduction of the single European currency, the enlargement of the European 

Union, the entry of China into the World Trade Organization and the entry of 

Mexico into the North American Free Trade Area are just some examples of 

how global trade barriers have been removed. This greater openness of markets 

has made it easier for firms to buy their supplies and sell their products 

anywhere in the world. 

Globalisation is not only due to political and economic change, it is also 

the direct result of better and cheaper communications and technology. Firms 

can market their products to far more customers through the internet and 

satellite television; they also have the ability to mass produce, enabling them to 

supply goods at an affordable price.  

The globalisation of business should offer tremendous opportunities for 

firms: new markets, new customers, a wider choice of suppliers and the ability 

to benefit from marketing, production and purchasing economies of scale. By 

operating worldwide, firms can build global brands - McDonald's, Sony, Kodak 

- that can be promoted and sold in similar ways in every country.  

However, despite the attractions of globalisation there are still huge 

numbers of markets and products that have not achieved this status. Part of the 

reason may be that regional and national markets remain quite distinctive. Even 

without trade barriers, trading in France may be very different from selling in 

the UK. This may imply that worldwide markets may only ever exist for a 

limited number of product categories, such as cigarettes, jeans, cameras and 

soft drinks. Even the firms that have global brands are now considering 
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whether this is the right strategy. In the last few years there has been a 

movement away from global brands as locals look to buy products that seem 

more tailored or more linked to their own lifestyles, cultures and attitudes. 

In response to this anti-global movement some of the large multinational 

firms have been developing local brands to a much greater extent than in the 

past. They now realise that 'the next big evolutionary step of "going global" has 

to be "going local". Recent move for some organisations is therefore away from 

globalisation towards 'glocalisation': an approach in which they operate 

globally but act locally. 'Glocal' companies seek to operate worldwide but do so 

in a way that shows sensitivity to and awareness of local markets, whether this 

be through changing the taste, the recipe, the packaging or even the brand itself. 

Two thirds of Coca-Cola’s sales in Japan, for example, are from local brands; 

worldwide, the company now has 100 local brands. McDonald’s varies its 

menu to suit local tastes and MTV has different programming to suit different 

countries and regions. 

It seems then that some customers remain very aware of their own 

culture and values and suspicious of what are perceived as arrogant 'super-

brands'. Consequently, markets remain quite differentiated. Interestingly 

though, some economists suggest that global brands will once again become 

popular, but they will be Chinese not American. Large firms will continue to 

have to find the right balance between the economies of scale of global 

operations and the need to meet individual customer needs. 

The balance may well shift back towards globalisation as technological 

developments enable firms to mass produce, but still customise their products. 

What must be avoided is the perception of a brand that only cares about its own 

interests and has no links to, or concerns about, other countries except to make 

profits. 

                                     The Economist, 2015 
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B. Summarize the article using the underlined words and word combinations 

and your headings as an outline.  

 

2.6. IT’S A BRAVE NEW WORLD OUT THERE … SO SHOULD YOU 

RELOCATE? 

 

A. Scan the article and put these points in the order they appear in the article. 

There are two that do not appear. 

 

1. Executives’ families do not have to relocate as often as in the past. 

2. People now want a different type of accommodation when they relocate. 

3. Cultural differences put stress on business people who relocate. 

4. Executives are no longer working abroad for long periods of time. 

5. Relocation agencies believe that they will always have lots of business. 

6. Serviced apartments may become a more popular alternative to hotels. 

7. More Asians and Europeans are relocating to America. 

8. There is a downward pressure on luxury rents in many key locations.  

 

Relocation agents like to say their business is shockproof. When times are 

good, business people move around the world with the fluidity of cross-cultural 

commuters. When times are tough, they head back home again. One way or 

another, they are always on the move. However, the business of relocation agents 

is changing. These days, when executive are given their marching orders, it is a 

brave new world they are entering.  In decline are the expat ghettos, the lavish 

rental allowances and the monocultural schools. Instead, expatriates are 

increasingly wanting to blend into their surroundings. 
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The habits of this well-heeled human traffic have big implications for 

property markets around the world; expatriates have long been a mainstay of the 

luxury rental sector. In central London, some 40 per cent of tenants work in the 

financial sector, and three quarters traditionally come from overseas. 

Landlords in the most exclusive expatriates neighbourhoods  - St John’s 

Wood for Americans, Kensington and Chelsea for Europeans – have been forced 

to take lower rents on the chin. They have also had to invest heavily to stand out 

in a saturated marketplace, ripping out old carpets to put in wooden floors, 

radiators to fit underfloor heating, and baths to make way for power showers. 

Horror of horrors they have also been forced to compete with lower rental 

locations attractive to expatriates outside of London. 

The change is felt just as keenly in other parts of the world. According to 

Stephan Branch of Sirva Inc., the worldwide relocation specialists, landlords in 

Hong Kong have been offering business free accommodation for up to 18 months 

of a three-year lease to secure their tenure. He says even expat-friendly 

Singapore, home to 80,000 foreigners working in white-collar professions, has 

begun to play second fiddle to Chinese cities such as Shanghai, where rents are 

lower, and infrastructure and schools are improving immeasurably. 

So, what are the changes to the typical expat way of life? Cris Collie, 

executive vice president of Worldwide ERC, a global relocation association, says 

Americans, for example, are likely to travel less, with more US companies 

moving employees locally, rather than across continents. “It’s not just going to be 

the typical American expat working for a US company any more. They’ve built 

up cadres of professionals all over the world. The talent is much more global.” 

That means shuffling more Europeans around Europe, Asians around Asia. When 

they do travel, American assignments are likely to be shorter: to train local 

employees, for example, then head home. The days of compound living are also 

in abeyance, he believes: “We’re clearly moving to a more homogeneous world.” 
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Fons Trompenarrs, a Dutch cross-cultural academic and author of a 

pioneering book on the subject” Riding the Waves of Culture”, believes the old 

expatriate lifestyle is dying out. “You now see many more nomads, who stay not 

years in a country, but days, and jump from country to country.”  

The hotel industry has already adapted to the train of such a lifestyle, 

offering fitness rooms, healthier food and better communication links – in short, 

more home comforts. Increasingly, however, executives will demand from their 

companies homes away from home, he believes in the form of serviced 

apartments peppered around the world. These might be owned on a fractional 

basis: available for a number of weeks a year. But they will often come with 

concierge services and tailored facilities, so your favourite wine is stored for you, 

your own paintings are on the wall, and there are tickets to your favourite show 

when you arrive.  

That means there is less need to uproot families, disrupting the children’s 

education and putting strains on a marriage. It does mean, however, that some of 

the pungent flavour of living abroad will be lost. Which is a shame. Because it’s a 

wonderful world out there, and exploring its neighbourhoods – and the people 

who live in them – should be one of the most fulfilling career moves a business 

executive can ever make. 

Henry Tricks, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2014    

  

B. Use the correct form of expressions in paragraph1 to complete these 

statements. 

 

1. A person or thing that is strong and resilient after being in a difficult situation 

is … . 

2. If someone returns to a particular place, they … … there. 

3. A person who travels a long distance to work every day is a … . 
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4. To be constantly travelling is to be … … … … . 

5. When a person is ordered to live somewhere, they are … … … … . 

6. A situation that is new and exciting and expected to improve one’s life is 

known as a … … … . 

7. Part of a city where people of a particular group or class are concentrated is 

known as a … . 

8. A generous sum of money given to someone for accommodation is a … … … 

. 

9. A person who lives in a foreign country is a … for short. 

10.  If you want to appear similar to people around you and not be noticed, you try 

to … … the group.   

 

C. Read paragraphs 2 and 3 and find words and expressions which match 

these definitions and descriptions. 

 

1. informal word meaning “rich” 

2. the activity of buying, selling and renting buildings 

3. important part of something that makes it possible for it to continue to exist 

4. people or organizations that pay rent to work or live somewhere 

5. people or organizations that own land or buildings 

6. expensive parts of town where foreigners live 

7. to accept a difficult situation without complaining 

8. to be really much better than the rest 

9. when there are more people selling than buying 

10.  to make it possible for something newer or better to be built 

 

D. Read paragraph 4 and say whether these statements are true or false. 
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1. Some landlords offer three years’ free accommodation to businesses in Hong 

Kong. 

2. It’s possible to get a rent-free period for signing a three year agreement in 

Hong Kong. 

3. There are 80,000 foreign office workers living in Singapore. 

4. Singapore is more popular than Chinese cities with people who relocate.  

5. The infrastructure in Shanghai is gradually getting better. 

 

E. Read paragraphs 7 and 8 and use the correct form of the verbs to replace 

the underlined words. 

 

1. Hotels provide many new facilities for business travelers. 

2. Serviced apartments are in many different locations around the world. 

3. Serviced apartments will have concierge services and tailored facilities. 

4. Families won’t have to leave their homes for a new place as often. 

5. Relocation can adversely affect a couple’s relationship. 

 

F. Use the points in task A to summarize the article. 

 

2.7. WHAT BEING GLOBAL REALLY MEANS 

 

A. Read the article and sum it up in 6-8 sentences. 

 

Today’s greatest business opportunities, and also the greatest challenges 

we face, are global in nature and therefore demand leaders who are also global. 

But what does “global” really mean? The old mantra “think global, act local” is 

woefully inadequate to describe the complex realities global leaders face. Truly 

global leaders act as bridge builders, connectors of resources and talent across 
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cultural and political boundaries — relentlessly dedicated to finding new ways of 

creating value. They don’t just think and act global, they are global. 

There are three critical skill sets that are essential for effective global 

leadership: global mindset, global entrepreneurship, and global citizenship. The 

global mindset allows leaders to be connected with individuals and organizations 

across boundaries. Their entrepreneurial spirit equips them to create value 

through those connections. And their citizenship drives them to make a 

positive contribution to the communities they engage with. Being connected, 

creating, and contributing are the three core tasks that make or break a global 

leader. 

Leaders who possess a global mindset are able to interpret and decode 

situations from multiple, even competing, points of view. They have an insatiable 

interest to learn about other cultures. They care to understand other people’s 

perspectives and suspend their judgment to do so. They are knowledgeable about 

economic and political issues around the world and can grasp the inherent 

complexity of international affairs from multiple national perspectives. Finally, 

they nurture relationships with associates and friends around the world and have 

a unique ability to transcend cultural barriers and cultivate trust. 

Global leaders utilize their understanding of cultural and institutional 

nuances and their global connections to create new forms of value by bridging 

people and resources across boundaries in novel ways, whether to create a better 

or cheaper product, improve the efficiency of a key process, access a new pool of 

resources, or serve a new market. Sometimes they do that by leveraging 

differences across boundaries, sometimes by leveraging similarities, and 

sometimes by building and exploiting networks or by adding reciprocal value 

add. 

But true global leaders are defined not only by their worldly knowledge 

and connections, nor by the global opportunities they seize, but by how they 

https://hbr.org/cs/2012/04/how_to_manage_confrontation_in.html
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contribute to the improvement of the multiple contexts in which they operate. 

True global leaders don’t exploit one community to benefit another. They find 

solutions that create multidirectional value. They don’t see business as a zero-

sum game, but as a mechanism to bring about prosperity to more. 

Globalization has brought unprecedented benefits to many, but not all. 

Hundreds of millions have escaped the dehumanizing effects of hunger and 

poverty. But hundreds of millions remain trapped in them. Our ability to build a 

truly sustainable and inclusive world economy will depend on how well we help 

new generations of leaders to become global. 

hbr.org, 2014 

 

B. Can you add other skills that are essential for effective global leadership? 

Give examples of successful global leaders. Do they possess these skills? 

 

  

2.8. ПОСТРОЕНИЕ ДЕЛОВЫХ ЭФФЕКТИВНЫХ ОТНОШЕНИЙ В 

КИТАЕ 

 

A. Read the text, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Китайский стиль ведения бизнеса становится более прозападным. 

Однако руководителям-иностранцам все еще приходится потрудиться, 

чтобы наладить доверительные отношения с китайскими деловыми 

партнерами. 

В ходе исследований межкультурных взаимодействий  обнаружилось, 

что у западных руководителей сложилось фундаментальное непонимание 

значения гуаньси (в Китае так называют личные отношения между людьми, 

ведущими дела). Эксперты выстраиваются в очередь, чтобы предложить 
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западным бизнесменам книги, статьи, курсы и сайты, которые помогут им 

создать гуаньси. Но все советы «специалистов» по гуаньси обычно сводятся 

к общим словам о дружбе и семейных ценностях и к банальным указаниям 

типа «держите визитки наготове». Делая акцент на построении отношений, 

эксперты обычно упускают из вида факторы, которые делают их 

плодотворными. Обычно представления о гуаньси искажаются из-за двух 

заблуждений. Первое заблуждение — игнорирование перемен, 

происходящих в китайской деловой среде. Стремительное развитие Китая 

и его интеграция в мировую экономику способствуют сближению местных 

методов ведения бизнеса с западными стандартами. Деятельность 

китайских регулирующих органов становится более прозрачной, 

развивается и юридическая система, что позволяет решать конфликты более 

эффективно. 

Эти перемены привели к тому, что все больше китайских компаний 

негативно относятся к дарению подарков и другим подобным жестам, 

предпочитая фокусироваться на той ценности для бизнеса, которую 

приносит потенциальный партнер. В этом смысле гуаньси становится все 

более похожим на прагматичное создание деловых связей (networking), 

свойственное западным руководителям. Все большее значение приобретают 

знания и умения, а не знакомства. 

Вторая ошибка — использование при выстраивании гуаньси грубых 

инструментов социального этикета и общих представлений о дружбе 

и семье. Успешные долгосрочные деловые отношения в Китае 

действительно основаны на сильных личных связях. В Китае не принято 

проводить четкую границу между деловыми и личными отношениями, 

как во многих западных обществах. Но попытки построить гуаньси, 

используя те методы, которые эксперты чаще всего предлагают западным 

руководителям, могут оказаться тщетными. Как сказал американский 
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руководитель, отвечающий за брэндинг в Китае, «слишком большой фокус 

на общении в итоге обесценивает отношения». 

Хотя зарубежные предприниматели знают о важности гуаньси 

для успеха бизнеса в Китае, они получают мало советов о том, что именно 

делает деловые отношения с китайскими партнерами эффективными. 

Нужен новый рецепт, который переведет прагматичные западные деловые 

отношения в китайский контекст и даст представление о том, 

как установить эффективные отношения между партнерами, разделенными 

культурными границами. Доверие можно налаживать двумя способами. 

В западной культуре принято налаживать доверие «от головы», а в Китае — 

«от сердца». Доверие «от сердца» не просто иное, но и более сложное. 

В любом случае, если вы хотите построить гуаньси, начинать нужно 

именно с доверия. 

mybiz.ru, 2015 

 

B. Surf the Internet to find more examples of differences in business cultures. 

 

2.9. О КУЛЬТУРНЫХ ОСОБЕННОСТЯХ ВЕДЕНИЯ БИЗНЕСА В 

РАЗНЫХ СТРАНАХ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Если говорить сугубо о бизнесе, то инструменты, которые мы 

используем,  достаточно универсальны. То есть можно получить степень 

MBA в любой стране мира, поехать в любую другую страну и вести там 

собственный бизнес на основе одинаковых инструментов. Речь идет, 

прежде всего, об инструментах, связанных с управлением бизнесом, оценке 
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эффективности деятельности, финансовым показателям, управлением 

кадрами, маркетингом и тому подобное. 

С другой стороны, сам бизнес, фактически, базируется на 

отношениях. Конечно же, в итоге, все сводится к бизнес-операциям, но 

проводят их и управляют ими люди. А люди попадают под влияние тех 

культур, в которых они работают, в которых родились и выросли. Поэтому, 

если посмотреть на бизнес в разных культурах, инструменты или набор 

инструментов могут быть одни и те же, но именно их применение, скорее 

всего, будет отличаться в зависимости от культуры. 

Например,  проблема коррупции, которая является болезненной и в 

России, и в Индии, и в Китае. Коррупция является реалией жизни в этих 

странах. Зато в других странах, в частности в некоторых западных 

экономиках, коррупция гораздо меньше выражена, ее не терпят. 

Соответственно, вести бизнес, принимать решения, сотрудничать с 

различными заинтересованными сторонами, партнерами, властью и 

чиновниками в этих странах вы будете по-разному из-за культурных 

различий. Но, если вам надо определить влияние коррупции на финансовую 

сторону вашего бизнеса, то вы будете использовать одинаковые 

инструменты, независимо от того, американская это компания в США или 

российская в Китае. То есть подходы к оценке  финансовой 

целесообразности и приемлемости ведения бизнеса будут одинаковыми.  

Еще один аспект, который следует рассмотреть в этом контексте, — 

это вопрос взаимодействия с работниками, с вашей командой и как вы ими 

управляете. В разных культурах, конечно же, есть свои особенности 

межличностных отношений, которые играют важную роль с точки зрения 

внутренних процессов и корпоративной культуры компании: как вы 

управляете, мотивируете и вдохновляете свою команду, чтобы получить от 

нее ожидаемый результат. Например, в Индии непунктуальность — все еще 
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привычное и довольно приемлемое явление, чего точно не скажешь о 

Японии или Китае. То есть такие культурные нюансы или различия тоже 

влияют на то, как вы будете себя вести. 

Во время встречи  с индийским, или с китайским, или c американским 

коллегой суть делового разговора будет неизменной: применяются одни и 

те же базовые принципы, чтобы донести свои ожидания и достичь 

поставленных целей. Но способ  налаживания взаимодействия, отношений с 

собеседником,  ведения переговоров  в значительной степени будет 

зависеть от культуры.  Работая с японцами, нужно учитывать, что на 

налаживание отношений уйдет определенное время. При этом с ними важно 

регулярно встречаться, обмениваться мнениями, ближе знакомиться, чтобы 

заслужить их доверие. И тогда со временем наступит момент, когда можно 

договориться о какой-то форме делового сотрудничества или партнерства. 

Когда этот этап уже пройден,  японцы, как правило, становятся 

долгосрочными партнерами, но такой результат требует сначала 

определенной работы и инвестиций с вашей стороны. Если рассмотреть 

такой же сценарий для индийцев, то в большинстве случаев (не у всех, 

конечно), после нескольких встреч и обсуждений они будут достаточно 

быстро готовы принять решение о сотрудничестве с вами, которое будет 

определяться сугубо  ценностью вашего предложения. Для индийцев 

налаживание отношений тоже является важным, но им не нужно так много 

времени, чтобы начать деловые отношения. В Китае межличностные 

отношения играют важную роль в ведении бизнеса. Точнее, ведение 

бизнеса возможно именно благодаря межличностным отношениям, которые 

формируются в течение длительного времени. И только потом начинают 

давать плоды. Хотя в последнее время ведение бизнеса в Китае становится 

все меньше ориентированным на отношения и все больше основывается 

исключительно на бизнес-фактах и показателях. 
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В этом и заключается самое большое и самое весомое отличие. 

Нужно различать инструменты, которые мы используем в бизнесе (а эти 

инструменты являются относительно одинаковыми) и то, как мы 

используем эти инструменты в различных культурных контекстах. И 

именно эта культурная составляющая, которая определяется людьми, 

является, пожалуй, самым важным элементом бизнеса во многих аспектах. 

Здесь уже нужно понимать культурные реалии рынка, на котором вы 

работаете, культурные особенности партнеров и клиентов, с которыми  вы 

взаимодействуете, и, соответственно, подстраивать свой базовый набор 

инструментов, чтобы получить желаемый результат.  

r-reforms.ru, 2016 
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                              UNIT 3 Building relations 

 

BUILDING RELATIONS 

 

3.1. THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

OTHER COMPANIES 

 

A. Skim through the article and state its issue. 

 

Small home business owners need just about every opportunity to network 

with customers, which involves building relationships with other companies. You 

need to build relationships with other companies because they can provide you 

with exposure to a new audience.  

Marketing deals a lot with networking. Who you know helps you to find a 

new niche market and you will be able to easily pick up some new customers just 

by building relationships. Other companies will help you acquire new customers 

as you take the time to come up with a marketing strategy that works for both of 

you. This usually means you will agree to put their logo on your products or 

marketing pieces in exchange for the same from them. 

A lot of companies have even found that building an alliance with some of 

their competitors can actually help both companies. Quite often it will be a cause 

that brings the two companies together and you can both gather up enough clients 

to sustain both companies for a number of years.  

Trying to find the customers on your own can be time consuming and 

pretty expensive. You need the help from others to find enough customers to 

sustain your business, which is something you can often only find by building 

relationships with other companies.  
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Why are alliances with other companies so successful? One of the biggest 

reasons is because they are cheap. You don't have to pay anything to build a 

relationship; you just need to have the skills of being social and convincing in 

order to work with the other company and to acquire a listing of their customers. 

Then you need to be able to provide them with value in exchanging information 

with your company so they can see why and how this relationship will be 

beneficial for both of you.  

To build a relationship with other companies, you need to respect one 

another. Respect is the only way to come up with a mutual understanding and 

build a relationship that provides long-term growth for both of your companies. 

Without having trust, a relationship will not work and you may find the 

partnership you have created does nothing for both companies but leaves you 

with a lot of debt. Make sure you are choosing the companies wisely when you 

are building the partnership and sharing information with one another. 

Partnerships work due to a name. When you think of successful companies 

such as Nike, Microsoft, and Apple, simply throwing that name out there helps 

you to have a specific image in mind about them. When a customer sees this 

name and then can associate it with your company, you have a great opportunity 

to acquire new customers and to generate more revenue.  

To make the partnership work and to build trust, you need to take the time 

to provide the right type of marketing tools to your customers. They want to see 

what you can offer them in exchange for a nice mailing list or other marketing 

pieces. As long as you have valuable information to provide to them, it will be 

easier for you to convince other companies to generate interest in your company.  

Get yourself a good graphic designer as they will be able to help make 

your marketing pieces stand out and draw attention from the new niche market 

you are "talking" to. If your customers cannot initially look upon the marketing 

pieces and recognize the partnership with the companies, you need to do some 
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more work. You need to have something to offer the other company in order for 

you to build a relationship with them and to get them to offer you a listing of their 

customers and other things. 

improvingyourworld.com, 2016 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of the expressions. 

 

1. to network with customers 

2. to pick up new customers 

3. to come up with a marketing strategy 

4. to build an alliance with a competitor 

5. to be time-consuming 

6. to acquire a listing of customers 

7. to generate more revenue 

8. to build trust 

 

C. Answer the questions using the vocabulary above. 

 

1. Why is it necessary to network with customers and build relationships with 

other companies, even with rivals? 

2. What is essential to make an alliance work? 

 

D. Make a mind map of the article and sum it up in Russian. 

 

3.2. IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONSHIPS IN THE WORKPLACE 

 

A. Scan the article and paraphrase the underlined word-combinations. 

 

http://www.improvingyourworld.com/
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Many full-time employees spend more of their waking hours with co-

workers than they do with their spouses and families. As such, it is important to 

allow employees the opportunity to build quality relationships with their co-

workers. This can be accomplished through the organization of informal get-

togethers away from work, as well as by encouraging employee interaction. 

There are many benefits that can be reaped by small business owners who allow 

and foster good relationships in the workplace. 

When people know one another well, they are much more likely to work 

well together. Watch teams who have a new member; typically, that new member 

will remain somewhat isolated until everyone else gets to know her. If you have 

several employees who are barely on speaking terms and you throw them 

together into a project, it will take some time for them to break the ice and begin 

to work well together. Conversely, team members who already know, like and 

respect each other may be more willing to collaborate for the betterment of the 

project. 

Given how much time employees spend in one another's presence, the 

development of good relationships in the workplace can increase employee 

morale. Coworkers become friendly and look forward to spending time with one 

another while they do their jobs. This may also make work more fun for these 

employees with the end result not only being a more positive workplace but also 

improved overall morale. Conversely, a stiff and unfriendly work environment 

will have the opposite effect. 

When employees feel connected to a company, whether it is because they 

share the same vision as the company leaders or they feel as though their fellow 

co-workers have become like family, they will be much less likely to want to 

seek employment at another company. Friendships take time to build, especially 

quality friendships, and the prospect of having to start all over may help convince 

some employees to stay right where they are. 
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All of these elements add up to one common result: happy employees who 

are naturally more productive. Overall, while you may have some issues with 

employees becoming too friendly and wasting time together, a happy and well-

adjusted workforce is a productive one. By feeling more connected to their place 

of employment, workers naturally want to try harder to help keep the company 

going and to help it grow. 

It is necessary for employees to build good relationships not only with their 

colleagues but also with their employers. But there should always be specific 

protocol between management and employees. While some might think informal 

procedures in the workplace would reduce stress, which would make the 

employer-employee relationship smoother, it doesn’t always work out that way. 

Often the lack of specific protocol makes the workplace confusing due to a lack 

of structured roles. In these cases, worker performance is likely to suffer. 

The lack of clear guidelines often results in confusion in the workplace. It's 

difficult for workers to develop their own protocols when rules are not firmly 

established. The protocols they do write differ from each other, which cause 

headaches for management. An employer will likely prefer certain procedures 

over others. This can lead to bias by the employer toward certain employees. This 

can, in turn, cause anxiety and anger among the non-favored employees. 

Inappropriate relationships can develop between management and 

employees when only informal procedures are in place. An employer and an 

employee might become too personally involved. This can lead to gossip and 

resentment among others at the job. 

 Office romances can also develop and result in problems. For instance, 

these relationships can cause the pair to lose focus at work. A break-up can also 

cause problems due to the likely development of hurt feelings. 

Informal procedures can add to the problems that typically occur between 

employers and employees. This is especially true when a conflict arises. It's often 
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difficult to mediate a workplace dispute when a paper trail is not present due to 

the office's reliance on informal procedures. The resolution of the problem is then 

more difficult as it's harder to prove who has erred and in what respects. 

There can be more conduct issues when formal procedures aren't in place 

at work. Employees and management might have looser attitudes toward their 

conduct in an informal environment. Among the problems that can occur are 

vulgar joke-telling, which can be interpreted as sexual harassment. Other less 

serious issues that can occur due to lack of formal protocol are poor time 

management and decreased productivity among employees. 

smallbusiness.chron.com, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again and say what types of relationships and what aspects 

of these relationships are mentioned. 

 

C. Sum up the article in 8-10 sentences. 

 

3.3. WHY MAKING YOUR EMPLOYEES HAPPY WILL HELP YOUR 

BOTTOM LINE 

 

A. Read the text, answer the question in the title and say what can make 

employees engaged, interested and satisfied. 

 

The business world is rapidly changing. In this digital economy, businesses 

must cater to consumers on the cusp of fully embracing and demanding the 

Internet of Things. This makes for an environment in which businesses can end 

up struggling to stay afloat while delivering a viable product. 

There is a triple bottom line to account for: on the financial, environmental 

and social fronts. As for social accountability, it means not only giving back to 
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the community but also factoring in ways to increase employee satisfaction, 

which in turn can translate into better serving customers. Without doing both 

things, a business is unlikely to be sustainable. 

That’s why the mission of a CEO is to deliver the best experience ever for 

his customers and staff. If a business owner has engaged employees, satisfied 

customers will follow. 

Leaders have a responsibility to create a company culture that's engaging 

and satisfying. Nonetheless, last year’s Gallup State of the Global Workplace 

report found only 29 percent of employees in the U.S. and Canada are engaged. 

While some people might find this statistic shocking, perhaps business leaders 

will be prompted to change their approach. 

Typically if employees are good at performing a certain work role, they 

stick with it. There is nothing wrong with this, but what excites someone today 

won’t necessarily excite the person tomorrow. This is why companies need to 

stop confining employees to specific roles but rather let them explore and expand 

their interests. 

This strategy may seem unconventional, but if implemented correctly, it 

can increase employee engagement. Employees rarely switch departments within 

an organization because once they excel at performing a certain role, their 

manager wants them to stay put. But what does that mean for the employee who 

has been working in the same team for the last three years. Sure, he may be an 

expert in a specific area, but is he still as engaged as he was at the start? To really 

succeed at their jobs and give customers the best experience, employees need to 

be passionate about what they are doing. 

Encouraging employees to explore what interests them, whether a new 

position or a fresh project, will empower them to be more successful. The people 

who end up thriving and prospering in a job over the long term may well be those 

who were most excited about it not the ones with the most experience. This isn’t 
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to say employers should encourage employees to hop around between 

departments every year. But if an employee has been with the company for a 

period of time and is a proven hard worker, it might be worthwhile to allow the 

person to try doing something new. 

So what does this have to do with the customer? Engagement correlates to 

declines in absenteeism and turnover and also to increased customer service, 

productivity and sales. The last thing an employer wants to do is put an 

unengaged employee before a customer. Part of creating the best consumer 

experience is building a relationship in which clients feel comfortable and 

respected. To achieve that, help employees feel engaged, interested and satisfied 

with their jobs. 

There's the phrase "happy wife, happy life" but for those working in the 

service industry it’s more like "happy worker, happy customer." Giving 

employees the opportunity to explore their interests within a company will not 

only help forge the best experience for them but will also create the best 

experience for customers. 

entrepreneur.com, 2015 

 

B. Summarize the text in 6-8 sentences. 

 

C. What else can be done to engage and satisfy employees? 

 

3.4. HOW TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS 

 

A. Scan the article to say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. Most of decisions are made on personal or subjective grounds. 

http://www.entrepreneur.com/
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2. Strategic relationship building implies an extensive network of influential 

people. 

3. Most managers tend to build business relationships through showing interest 

in people. 

4. Many managers do not have enough time to pay attention to success factors. 

 

Everyone agrees that relationships are important for career and business 

success. But who has the time to build relationships these days? It is useful to 

remember all the reasons why relationships are critical for success at work.  

People are more likely to help their friends than strangers. Managers who 

think along highly rational lines often overlook this simple truth. They think it 

should be possible to influence anyone with straightforward facts and logic. They 

feel that any honest person who wants to do the right thing should be only too 

willing to listen to reason. The idea of cultivating people strikes these managers 

as unethical or beneath them. No manager will admit to making decisions on 

personal or subjective grounds. 

The truth is, however, no matter how objective managers may be, when it 

comes to choosing a supplier or business partner, most people prefer someone 

they know, all things being equal. Career advancement at higher levels is a lot 

like getting elected. Managers who get promoted have an extensive support 

network. When senior executives make promotion decisions, they consult their 

colleagues. If there are two equally qualified candidates, the one who people feel 

they can best work with will have the edge most of the time. When managers 

strive to get unpopular proposals accepted, good relationships with key 

stakeholders reduces resistance to change. Influential people are also 

indispensable for introductions to other important stakeholders. 

Often managers see themselves as having good skills for building 

relationships simply because they behave in a friendly way with everyone they 
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meet. Spending time with people, discussing common interests and a few laughs 

can go a long way. But one of the key skills for building critical business 

relationships is thinking strategically about who is worth knowing. Time 

constraints dictate a selective approach. Strategic relationship building means 

identifying a small set of people who are in powerful positions and whose help 

could advance your career and business interests.  

Managers who are short of time or not very socially inclined are not 

sufficiently proactive in building relationships with important stakeholders. They 

just can’t see themselves approaching someone cold and striking up a 

conversation. Such managers have a very limited understanding of how to sell 

themselves. Flattering people or buttering them up is something they could never 

bring themselves to do. What they don’t realize is that there is a very simple 

formula for building business relationships: showing interest in people. This 

means asking questions about what they are doing, how it’s going, what’s 

keeping them awake at night and so on.  People find it flattering to be asked 

questions about themselves even if the person asking them does not explicitly say 

anything flattering. 

It’s also vital to stay in touch regularly, to seize every opportunity, even for 

five minutes to ask what people are working on now and how their pet projects 

are going. As you learn more about them, you could offer some gentle 

suggestions along the lines of: “Have you thought of trying x?” Or, “Would y 

work in this situation?” Just letting people talk through their issues in an 

understanding way can help them develop their own solutions, so it is possible to 

be very helpful without actually doing anything for people. This is not overly 

time-consuming, provided it is done selectively with strategically important 

stakeholders. When the time comes for managers to ask for help on one of their 

critical proposals, they will certainly get a more receptive audience with their 
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strategic relationships than they would if they waited to approach key people 

until their help was needed. 

One final, but core reason why so many managers fail to invest enough 

time in relationship building is that they are too busy “doing.” They haven’t 

learned the lesson that business gets done through people. These managers are 

not really managing at all; they are in a rush to do things and will never really 

succeed because they are too busy to think about the real keys to success. 

suite101.com, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again to answer the question in the title. 

 

C. Summarize the article in 6-8 sentences. 

 

3.5. HOT AND COLD RECEPTION AWAITS MOSCOW’S VISITORS 

 

A. Scan the article and put the paragraph headings in the correct order. 

 

1. The use of names 

2. The importance of appearances 

3. Arranging meetings 

4. Building trust 

5. The (in-)accessibility of Russia 

6. Personal and professional life 

7. Talking to the right person 

 

When Russia first opened up to foreign visitors in the 1990s, some puzzled 

international business people would take psychologists into negotiations to help 

fathom what was going on. Two decades later, the Russian business world seems 

http://www.suite101.com/
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outwardly accessible. Russian companies have built flashy corporate 

headquarters and have teams of English-speaking managers with western MBAs. 

But deep down, Russian business culture – a mix of the authoritarian and the 

free-wheeling – remains alien to foreigners. For their part, many Russian business 

people still regard outsiders with suspicion and prefer to work – and play – within 

close-knit circles. 

The western practice of compartmentalising work and personal life has not 

caught on in Russia, where business carries on round the clock. Russian laws are 

unclear and dangerously open to interpretation, so business people prefer to strike 

deals on a comradely handshake rather than rely on written contracts. 

Ivan Korsak, the trade commissioner at the Belgian embassy in Moscow, 

says: “Fifty per cent of doing business in Russia is about selling a product, and 

the rest is about building relationships. The first thing is to convince Russians 

you have a value-added product and that you are a person they can trust. Price is 

secondary to all that,” he says. 

Responsibility for decision-making rests at the highest level in most 

Russian organizations. Doing a deal in Russia is about building trust with one or 

two people at the top, says Daniel Wolfe, a Moscow-based entrepreneur. “It’s 

better to spend time figuring out how to get an audience with them than on 

devising flow charts and power point presentations to sell your product.” 

Russian business people prefer face-to-face meetings, reflecting an 

ingrained suspicion that telecommunications are tapped. Nonetheless, fixing a 

high-level tete-a-tete can be frustrating. All too often, advance requests for 

appointments will be brushed aside with “Let’s call each other when you arrive”. 

“It’s always a muddle right up to the last moment, but in the end everything 

works out, “says one expatriate banker in Moscow. 

Russians address each other by first names and patronymics, leaving 

surnames aside. Nicknames add another layer of complexity providing fertile 
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grounds for gaffes. The Vladimir met in a boardroom can turn into Volodya by 

lunch or Vova in a late night bar. Russians know their language is difficult and 

are forgiving of foreigners’ mistakes. 

External appearances matter a lot. If you have to choose, a big car is more 

impressive than a fancy office suite. Business attire is a formal suit and tie. Clean 

shoes – the more expensive the better – are an absolute must. Chunky timepieces 

are part of the business kit. 

Isabel Gorst, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2014  

 

B. Find words in the first paragraph that mean: 

 

1. understand (6 letters) 

2. seemingly (9 letters) 

3. open (10 letters) 

4. attractive but not in good taste (6 letters) 

5. managed by a powerful person whose decisions are not questioned (13 letters) 

6. very different and hard to understand (5 letters) 

7. uncertainty about the honesty of others’ motives (9 letters) 

8. describing a group, etc. where people know each other very well and others 

find it difficult to enter (5 letters, 4 letters) 

 

C. Match the two parts of these expressions from the last three paragraphs. 

 

1. ingrained                     appearances 

2. high-level                     banker 

3. advance                        office suite 

4. expatriate                     requests 

5. external                        suspicion 
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6. fancy                            timepieces 

7. chunky                         tete-a-tete 

 

D. Read the article again to say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. If you compartmentalize two things, you keep them together. 

2. If something catches on, a lot of people start to do it. 

3. If a law is open to interpretation, it may have several meanings. 

4. If you strike a deal, you make one. 

5. If price is secondary, it’s the most important thing. 

6. If a request is brushed aside, it is ignored. 

7. If a plan works out, it is not realised. 

 

E. Summarize the article using the headings in task A as an outline. 

 

F. Do you agree with the author’s description of Russian business culture? 

Would you like to correct or add anything? 

 

3.6. ВЫЯСНЕНИЕ ОТНОШЕНИЙ МЕЖДУ СОТРУДНИКАМИ 

 

A. Read the text, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Конфликт на работе – дело обычное и, как правило, непредсказуемое. 

Любой человек хоть раз, но попадал в неоднозначную ситуацию. А вот 

выйти из нее с положительным результатом удается далеко не всем. 

Конфликт может стать причиной увольнения, депрессии, нервозности. 

Несмотря на это, вряд ли можно добиться того, чтобы сотрудники 

перестали выяснять отношения на работе. Если разногласий избежать не 
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удается, топ-менеджмент компании должен выявить причину появления 

споров и постараться минимизировать их последствия. 

Если не уделять должного внимания проблемам возникновения 

конфликтов, они могут негативным образом сказаться на психологическом 

климате коллектива и осложнить бизнес-процессы компании. Хотя, по 

мнению многих психологов и менеджеров, разногласия на работе могут 

способствовать как личностному росту сотрудника, так и развитию 

деятельности предприятия в целом. По большому счету конфликт может 

быть двух видов: производственный и личностный. И порой отличить их 

друг от друга становится не то что сложно, а фактически невозможно. 

Производственные конфликты зачастую заложены в бизнес-модель 

организации и являются в этом смысле объективными, то есть не зависят от 

воли его участников. Например, типичный спор между двумя 

департаментами, встречающийся во многих компаниях. Ситуация 

усугубляется, когда производственный конфликт становится также и 

личностным. Постепенно представители сторон начинают смешивать 

рабочие и личные отношения. Переговоры между «лагерями» носят 

эмоционально напряженный характер. Иногда оказывается, что с внешними 

контрагентами компании договориться гораздо легче, чем отделам 

организации друг с другом. 

Еще одна распространенная причина производственного конфликта – 

неоптимальные бизнес-процессы организации. Если присутствует 

дублирование функций (сотрудники выполняют одну и ту же работу) либо 

существуют «разрывы» (зоны неопределенной ответственности), 

противоречия просто неизбежны. Но бояться этого не стоит. Прежде всего, 

потому, что такие конфликты способствуют выявлению проблемных 

ситуаций и способствуют оптимизации деятельности организации. Эти 

разногласия компания может решить сама или пригласить консультантов. 
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Зачастую их роль состоит в том, чтобы выступить посредниками между 

конфликтующими сторонами, помочь им найти компромисс и договориться 

о правилах игры. 

Намного сложнее разрешить личностный конфликт. Тут все зависит 

от коллектива и конкретного его представителя. Не всем сотрудникам 

удается найти между собой общий язык. Конечно, можно сказать, что 

руководитель должен брать на работу психологически совместимых друг с 

другом людей. Но, к сожалению, при найме на службу этому вопросу не 

уделяют должного внимания. 

Решение такого конфликта – в руках самих сотрудников. И 

выигрывает тот, кто сможет конструктивно им управлять. Руководство 

компании и HR-менеджеры подключаются к разрешению спора, только 

когда он начинает негативно сказываться на результате деятельности 

предприятия. 

Директор компании или сотрудник HR-отдела может взять на себя 

роль посредника, то есть человека, который помогает сторонам высказать 

свои претензии без эмоционального накала, найти общие позиции и сделать 

возможные шаги навстречу друг другу. Иногда приходится признать, что 

спор зашел так далеко, что необходимо ставить вопрос ребром и 

расставаться с «разжигателем» конфликта. 

Есть очень много примеров того, что именно личные конфликты с 

руководителем не позволяли работнику проявить себя на сто процентов. 

Еще больше случаев, когда за такими противоречиями просто не видны 

действительные преимущества сотрудника. 

Конфликт – дело неприятное, но, тем не менее, из него можно извлечь 

немало и положительных результатов. 

Прежде всего, любая размолвка заставляет «вскрыть» проблему. 

Трудно не согласиться с тем, что замалчивание спорного вопроса может 
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сказаться на работе пагубнее, чем явное противостояние. Открытый 

конфликт следует попытаться направить в конструктивное русло. 

Любое противоречие позволяет обозначить свои позиции, 

альтернативно посмотреть на проблему. Как показывает практика, для 

менеджерских позиций управление конфликтами – прямая обязанность. И 

научиться этому можно лишь на личном опыте. 

Но не стоит забывать, что любая ссора становится причиной 

напряженности, выбивает из колеи. Производственные конфликты могут 

перерастать в личностные, справиться с которыми гораздо сложнее. Да и 

выгода от неприязни сотрудников друг к другу весьма сомнительна. С 

одной стороны, производственные конфликты – вполне рабочая ситуация, 

которая может быть использована для дальнейшего развития компании. С 

другой – она может выйти из-под контроля и завести в тупик. 

 delovoymir.biz, 2015 

 

3.7. НЕОБРЕНДИНГ: ОТ ЭМОЦИИ – К ЧУВСТВАМ! 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

В наши дни потребителю нужно нечто большее, чем просто 

качественный продукт, и этот факт стал очевидным уже для многих 

производителей. Сегодня компании стремятся выстроить не только 

классическое (функциональное) позиционирование своих брендов, но и 

пытаются эмоционально окрасить их. 

Однако связанные с брендом эмоции, чаще всего, лишь 

декларируются на страницах глянцевых журналов и в рекламных роликах. 

Поскольку потребительский опыт общения с брендом редко выходит за 
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рамки рекламы в СМИ и стандартных акций, испытать обещанные эмоции в 

реальной жизни удается немногим. 

По мере усиления конкуренции, чтобы выделиться на фоне других 

компаний, производителю придется искать принципиально иные области 

уникальности. Будущее брендинга - в формировании уникальных, 

фундаментальных чувств, которые потребитель испытывал бы по 

отношению к бренду вследствие установления теплых 

человеческих отношений с его представителями. Именно чувства и живые 

люди способны превратить транснациональные корпорации из бездушных 

машин в хороших знакомых, советчиков, друзей. 

Сегодня и бизнес и потребители нуждаются в брендах новой 

формации (назовем их условно необрендами), которые не были бы созданы 

по циничным законам «марионеточного маркетинга» с целью 

максимального завышения воспринимаемой ценности продукта, а 

апеллировали бы к чувствам человека и налаживали с ним 

персонифицированный, двусторонний эмоциональный контакт.  

Ни одну из перечисленных задач нельзя решить без привлечения 

большого числа хорошо обученных специалистов (так называемого 

контактирующего персонала), каждый из которых общался бы с 

относительно небольшим количеством закрепленных за ним клиентов. При 

такой схеме, менеджер имеет возможность запомнить индивидуальные 

особенности своих подопечных, их привычки и предпочтения. Клиент, в 

свою очередь, получает одну «точку входа» в компанию, то есть 

единственного человека, через которого он может решать любые возникшие 

вопросы. 

Люди ценят индивидуальное отношение к себе и верят, что если 

продавец знает их в лицо, это служит определенной гарантией качества - он 

не подсунет некачественный товар, не обманет. Возможно, эта вера имеет 
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основания, ведь человеку, которого знаешь лично, труднее говорить 

неправду. Общаясь с одним и тем же сотрудником в течение длительного 

времени, потребитель проникается доверием к компании, так как чувствует, 

что персональный менеджер берет на себя индивидуальную 

ответственность, а не прячется за коллективной ответственностью всей 

организации. 

Разумеется, нанять и обучить «армию» персональных менеджеров 

гораздо труднее, чем выписать сумму с большим количеством нулей «лицу 

бренда» из числа знаменитостей. Для поддержания высокого уровня работы 

таких людей одной денежной мотивации будет недостаточно. Но результат, 

несомненно, окупит затраченные усилия и средства. Эмоционально 

вовлеченные люди, которые смогут общаться со своими клиентами как с 

хорошими знакомыми, а не как с обезличенными потребителями, позволят 

создать самый ценный на сегодняшний день актив - бренд, построенный на 

дружеских отношениях с вашими клиентами. 

advertology.ru, 2016 
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                          UNIT 4 Team building 

 

TEAM BUILDING 

 

4.1. IMPORTANCE OF TEAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES 

 

A. Read the article and match the first sentences with the paragraphs. 

 

a. Depending on the varied personalities of your employees, unnecessary 

conflicts and disputes might arise. 

b. As a small business owner, a cohesive team of employees might be imperative 

to your success. 

c. Through team-building activities, employees can learn how to better 

communicate with one another because they probably will be faced with 

activities that need to be solved as a group. 

d. Team-building activities can help develop trust among your employees. 

e. Team-building activities can establish a stronger bond between coworkers 

who might blame one another when problems arise within shared business 

projects.    

 

1. According to Inc. Magazine, many small businesses find high-

performing teams critical because "people must work closely together, wear 

many hats and work effectively across the organization to get tasks accomplished 

quickly enough to remain competitive." Because teamwork is so critical to a 

business' success, team-building activities are vital. 

2. Trust is a critical component to business, especially when teamwork 

is required on a daily basis to achieve objectives and grow companies. According 

to John Castro, the CEO of Merrill Corporation, "Trust is critical in business 
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because it can make or break a team, and business can no longer survive without 

teams." Mutual trust fostered by team-building activities can allow your 

employees to depend more on one another and be more productive and efficient 

as a result. One team-building activity that can build trust pairs employees and 

requires them to maintain eye contact for at least 60 seconds without looking 

away. According to cloud collaboration company Huddle, this activity can make 

employees "become more comfortable and trusting of each other through the 

practising of eye contact." 

3. Team-building activities can play an important role in easing 

conflicts between coworkers by allowing employees to bond with one another 

and become more accustomed to each others' personalities. To ease conflicts, use 

team-building activities that allow coworkers to get to know one another on a 

personal level. This type of exercises might include having each employee share 

three interesting personal facts with the group. If conflicts in the office are an 

issue with your team, hold your team-building activities in a neutral location such 

as a retreat space, a public park or a rented hotel conference room where any 

sentiment from the office won't be so palpable. 

4. This bond can help in increasing collaboration among employees 

during daily business activities. According to Inc. Magazine, an effective team is 

one with "a penchant for collaboration and a keen awareness of 

interdependency." Assign team-building activities that require all employees to 

participate at once. For example, present your team with a hypothetical business 

problem, assign specific responsibilities to each employee and give the team an 

hour alone to solve together. During team-building activities, encourage 

employees to avoid blaming one another for solutions to hypothetical situations 

that might not work well. 

5. For example, one activity could include giving one sheet of paper to 

each of your employees. Split your employees into two groups and ask them to 
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compete in making the tallest structure out of the paper provided. These two 

groups will be forced to pool their resources and communicate to build the tallest 

paper structure. This type of communication practice can translate into more 

productive and efficient daily work and allow employees to function better as an 

overall team. During team-building activities, encourage your workers to 

verbalize issues as they arise in a calm and professional manner. 

smallbusiness.chron.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of these expressions in English. 

 

1. a cohesive team of employees 

2. a high-performing team 

3. to foster mutual trust 

4. to maintain eye contact 

5. to ease conflicts 

6. to establish a stronger bond between coworkers 

7. to verbalize issues 

 

C. Sum up the article using the vocabulary above. 

 

D. Could you add other reasons to persuade business owners to use team-

building activities? 

 

4.2. WHY TEAM-BUILDING IS NONNEGOTIABLE FOR 

VIRTUAL EMPLOYEES 

 

A. Comment on the headline of the article. Can you guess what it is about? 
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B. Skim the article and give the main idea. 

 

When asked “What is your most valuable asset?” almost every leader will 

say, “Our people.” At every level, employees are contributing to success — 

working with customers, innovating, building products, and more. And while 

there are many factors that affect output, the most important ones revolve around 

engagement and, by extension, camaraderie. 

In a traditional office environment, in-person interaction makes it easy for 

employees to form relationships naturally, across all parts of the relationship 

spectrum. From chatting about weekend plans with “work friends” while making 

their morning coffees to a casual smile or nod to that person whose name you’ve 

forgotten, they may vary in significance. All, however, are important parts of the 

workplace experience and sense of camaraderie. 

Consciously or otherwise, companies are investing all the time in 

strengthening relationships — holiday parties, philanthropy, intramural sports, 

and even the ping-pong table are all opportunities for employees to interact and 

build connections around common interests. 

Team building for virtual workers is much trickier because of the lack of 

in-person interaction (verbal and nonverbal) that helps people build rapport with 

their colleagues and others within the company. 

The demand for dynamic remote work arrangements is increasing. But you 

can’t just hire a bunch of virtual workers and call them teammates. You must 

help them discover shared interests to build relationships. Without commonality, 

employees will be less likely to help each other, build trust, feel comfortable 

proposing new ideas, and more. Commonality imbues teams with a greater sense 

of purpose in their jobs, and trust is the most powerful way to reduce bureaucracy 

and increase innovation and overall output. 
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How do you build community among employees who live all over the 

map? You apply the same principles you use when cultivating relationships 

among in-person teams. The execution is a little different, but the concepts ring 

true in both circumstances. 

There are a few ways to create similar bonds in your virtual organization: 

First, it is necessary to invest in shared in-person experiences.  It’s 

important to invest some money in bringing remote teams together at a consistent 

frequency. You should get employees to discover shared interests through ice 

breakers and encourage them to share stories about their families, hobbies, and 

travel experiences with fun virtual activities. The time spent bonding will 

dramatically enhance their online relationships and collaborative output. 

Second, it is very helpful to use videoconferencing early and often.  Digital 

communication might never replace the depth and meaning conveyed through in-

person communication. From tonality and voice to facial expressions, in-person 

communication conveys a depth of meaning that technology will likely find 

impossible to replicate, that’s why bringing people together is hugely important. 

However, videoconferencing allows everyone to put faces to the names 

they see in their chats and emails every day. They can also learn their co-

workers’ facial expressions and communication styles, which reduces the 

potential for misunderstandings. It is possible to schedule virtual holiday parties 

or brainstorming sessions over video, too. 

Third, it is essential to invest in shared digital experiences.  It is necessary 

to give permission and encourage employees to interact with each other by 

sharing content about their lives. That permission can only come from 

leadership’s recognition of the importance of building relatedness. 

Relationships are built and maintained through thousands of verbal and 

nonverbal interactions that can be lost through e-mail and instant messaging. A 

misinterpretation about the tone of an e-mail can cause a deep rift. Instead of 

http://www.thecouchmanager.com/3-fun-and-easy-virtual-team-building-activities/
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allowing mistrust and negativity to arise, you should create opportunities for your 

virtual teams to be really connected and build the relationships that are so critical 

to forming trust and camaraderie. 

humanresourcesiq.com, 2016 

 

C. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Why is team-building for virtual workers much trickier? 

2. Why is team-building for virtual employees as essential as for in-person 

teams? 

3.  What principles should be applied to build commonality among virtual 

employees? Is there any difference in the approach to in-person teams and 

virtual employees? 

4. What recommendations are given? 

5. Do you find them really useful? Do you believe it is possible to create an 

effective virtual team? Could you add your team-building advice? 

  

D. Use questions 1-4 in task C as an outline to summarize the article.  

 

4.3. WE GAVE OUR EMPLOYEES FRIDAYS OFF PAID AND NOW 

WE HAVE AN AMAZING TEAM 

 

A. Scan the article and state its issue. 

 

Making Fridays off is not an extraordinarily new idea. Billionaires Carlos 

Slim and Larry Page have spoken publicly in support of shorter work weeks since 

2014, but the idea has yet to catch on. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/sebastianbailey/2013/03/05/how-to-overcome-the-five-major-disadvantages-of-virtual-working/#1d03c46153d7
http://www.humanresourcesiq.com/
http://www.cnbc.com/2014/07/09/millionaires-support-four-day-work-week-.html
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At many companies, in the San Francisco Bay area particularly, work 

perks are very entitlement-focused and thrown at employees - team happy hours, 

free gym memberships, a fully stocked kitchen, logo-emblazed hoodies, an in-

office ping-pong table. These perks were essentially non-existent a decade ago, 

but have now become so common that employees actually expect them, lessening 

their appreciation for them. We often hear company leaders soapbox about 

employee wellness and providing a work-life balance, but does throwing 

employees a free gym membership truly promote that? 

A recent  survey revealed that one-third of employees report that managing 

a work-life balance has become harder than ever. It means that today’s run-of-

the-mill incentives do nothing to motivate employees. They simply create 

expectations (for what?) and waste company money. While several hyper-funded, 

successful companies go above and beyond to offer something unique - vacation 

allowances, college tuition reimbursements and long-term paid parental leave -

 only a select few actually give employees a true work-life balance; one that 

includes more time off. 

REI, for example, gives its employees two paid days off a year, called 

"Yay Days," to enjoy their favorite outside activity. The World Wildlife 

Foundation (WWF) takes every other Friday off, coining those "Panda 

Fridays." These companies truly believe it is the key to a more productive 

workforce. 

People perform at their best when they aren’t forced to confine themselves 

to pre-set office hours. They stay intensely focused during the normal workweek 

and come back from a longer weekend feeling more refreshed and alert. As a 

result, they are more driven and productive, and most importantly, happier. 

So what is the catch? 

There may be fear that fewer working days equals fewer days of the 

company making money, but in the long-term, there are tangible ways  in which 

http://www.ey.com/US/en/About-us/Our-people-and-culture/EY-work-life-challenges-across-generations-global-study
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/241746
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/241746
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it can positively impact your bottom-line. Take recruiting and retention, for 

example. Recruiting is crucial for attracting top talent. Every leader wants to hire 

the very best, and the very best candidates are typically those with high aptitudes 

and significant experience. If you can combine high aptitude with experience, 

you do not only get someone who is exceptional, but someone who has already 

made the mistakes - on someone else’s dime - and learned from them. That is 

called wisdom. These candidates are dramatically more productive because they 

can do something fast and right the first time. 

Often, you’ll find top performers who are further along in their careers 

value their free time even more than the average employee. They tend to have a 

spouse, a family and a home, which means more responsibility and a 

yearning for work-life balance. By offering a flexible schedule with more 

personal time, you create a magnet for these very individuals. And top performers 

translate into stronger culture, which results in lower turnover - shorter time to 

train new hires and replacements and less money spent on recruiting. Attrition 

alone is one of the most expensive costs to a company and one of the hardest to 

quantify. Imagine how much a company can save by simply increasing retention 

by 10 percent. 

With today’s laundry list of perks, organizations expecting to attract and 

retain top talent employees need to offer more than what’s expected. They need 

to differentiate by offering a unique incentive that truly promotes balance and 

employee happiness - work flexibility. In doing so, no longer will work-life 

balance be a ubiquitous, buzzword term, its meaning blurred by its overuse. It’ll 

be a life in which your employees have control over the amount of time and 

energy they give to work and the time and energy left for their personal lives. It's 

an idea we can all get on board with. 

entrepreneur.com, 2016 
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B. Give Russian equivalents of the expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

 

1. to be entitlement-focused 

2. to lessen appreciation for something 

3. to manage a work-life balance 

4. run-of-the-mill incentives 

5. college tuition reimbursements 

6. long-term paid parental leave 

7. to confine oneself to pre-set office hours 

8. to impact a bottom-line 

9. top performer  

10.  to offer a flexible schedule 

 

C. Sum up the article in 8-10 sentences. 

 

4.4. GOOD COMPANY CULTURE IS NOT ABOUT SILLY, 

ATTENTION GRABBING PERKS 

 

A. Read the article and say what the author thinks of a wedding perk as a 

sample of great corporate culture and what, in his opinion, makes corporate 

culture outstanding. 

 

Just because you offer an eye-grabbing perk doesn't mean you can brag 

about your company's culture. 

There's a lot of attention over the startup Boxed Wholesale deciding to 

offer an innovative employee benefit: paying for a wedding for its employees, up 

to $20,000. Boxed CEO Cheih Huang said he considered good, old-fashioned pay 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/topic/culture
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/276096
http://qz.com/690508/a-us-ceo-is-offering-to-pay-for-employees-weddings-instead-of-giving-them-a-raise/
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rises but had decided to invest in benefits instead. (A Boxed spokesperson later 

stressed that rises still happened, based on performance reviews.) 

The wedding payment plan yielded a slew of positive press, and Boxed 

Wholesale  whose only other spate of positive attention came from offering 

another benefit: Cheih's paying, from his own pocket, college tuition is quickly 

becoming one of those companies that experts and journalists point to when they 

want to show the sample of great corporate culture. 

In reality, though, Boxed is one of those companies that miss the point of 

what good culture is. In fact Boxed Wholesale's latest perk can just easily be 

viewed as a discriminatory and shallow publicity stunt that masks what could 

later be deeper problems in the organization. 

A wedding benefit is, by its very nature, exclusionary. It only applies to 

people getting married. If you're already married, the company isn't going to 

reimburse you the cost of your celebrant and hall. If you choose to stay single, 

you don't get a check. While the company says no one has complained yet, this is 

a benefit that by its nature segregates its employees.  

What is more, it is a silly benefit to offer. A wedding is indeed expensive. 

But, while pricey, a wedding is not a hardship. In announcing the new benefit, 

Cheih Huang was quoted as saying, “We just felt like once someone is part of the 

Boxed family, we want to be there for them in their time of need.” Time of need? 

Yes, sometimes life throws you curveballs - the company says it instituted a 

benefit because an employee's wedding fund was depleted caring for a sick 

family member - but a wedding is a simple contract between two people in love. 

The reasons weddings are so important is that we tend to overdo them: china 

patterns, flowers, a five-tier cake. There's an industry behind weddings that wraps 

itself in the cloak of love and good feelings, but really should be wearing a ski 

mask as it relieves you of your wallet. 

http://qz.com/690508/a-us-ceo-is-offering-to-pay-for-employees-weddings-instead-of-giving-them-a-raise/
http://fortune.com/2016/05/27/startup-wedding-raise/
http://fortune.com/2016/05/27/startup-wedding-raise/
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A wedding is in no way a "time of need." Watching a loved one struggle 

through cancer, having a sick child, fighting a foreclosure - those are times of 

need. Those are especially tough to handle, when you're only making $14 an 

hour. 

Having a great company culture takes hard work, and, while it requires an 

intention on the part of business leaders to create a solid culture, it also takes 

acceptance and adoption on the part of employees. That's why perks are so often 

a false criterion: a company with a ping-pong table, ice cream socials and all-

expenses-paid accounts can have an awful culture. Great CEOs, who lead 

companies with great culture, often go out of their way to identify needs among 

their employees and dig deep to help. Sometimes they use their companies' funds 

to help, but, very often, they make a personal act of charity. More importantly, 

they keep it to themselves. That's a requirement of a good leader. 

That's also the last objection to Boxed's walk down the aisle of shame: it is 

so public. It is hard to fight criticism that Boxed's wedding benefit is just a 

publicity stunt. The company issued a press release and made sure that the press 

knew what a great company Boxed was to work for. That is actually a bad 

communications strategy.  

Good company culture goes well beyond perks. Perks, more often than not, 

mask cultural problems. And just because you think you're "doing good" as a 

leader doesn't mean you are actually doing something right. In an era when 

competition is high for the best and brightest employees, strong pay, 

collaboration, open lines of communication from the top level down and a strong 

mission are the things that set apart the strongest companies from the pretenders 

making a noise through a steady stream of press releases and stunts. 

entrepneur.com, 2016    

 

B. Sum up the article in 8-10 sentences.  

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/249509
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C. Do you support the author’s opinion? Why? 

 

4.5. SUCCESS AND SATISFACTION 

 

A. Scan the article to say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. George Davis encourages its employees to work longer hours than from 9 to 

5. 

2. The firm likes all its employees to spend more time with their families. 

3. Family-friendly policies make employees more committed to the organization. 

4. Most of George Davis’s employees have been there more than 10 years. 

5. It’s not inevitable for small companies to lose their dynamism as they grow. 

6. However big the firm, the owner’s personality will be the only real factor in 

motivating people. 

 

The problem with expanding a business is that it only becomes harder to 

engage your staff. “It is the culture that will keep people working for you,“ says 

Brian Chernett, founder of the Academy for Chief Executives, a leadership 

coaching club. “The difference between small and big business is that it is easier 

to retain that culture in a small organization than in a large one.” 

Andy Hooper quit his salaried job with a large corporation in 2004 to set 

up Westlakes  Engineering, an architecture and engineering consultancy on the 

west coast of Cumbria. At first he found growth easy, largely because he could 

foster a culture where everyone wanted to be a part of the company’s success. By 

the time the company employed 20 people, however, Mr Hooper noticed that 

leading the team had become much harder work. “I found myself increasingly 
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stretched,” he recalls. “What worked for me when we were a team of five, six, 

seven or eight, I was finding too much when we got to twenty people.” 

When Mr Hooper asked his staff what they wanted, he realised he needed 

to delegate responsibility. Westlakes now has a board of five directors, promoted 

from within Mr Hooper’s team. “It is all about letting go,” he says. “Everybody 

now has got visibility of what we are doing and why we are doing it. We are 

using everybody’s ideas.” 

Some companies consciously restrain the growth of their workforce to 

maintain the culture of their organization. With almost 100 staff, George Davis, a 

Manchester-based legal firm, is neither small nor especially large, but that is the 

way it wants to stay. Lisa Pearson, business development manager, says: “Our 

priority is to make sure everybody who deals with this firm has the best 

experience that you can have dealing with a law firm. We don’t believe that if we 

expand, we would be able to give that level of service.” 

Unlike many law firms, George Davis discourages its employees from 

working long hours. Those that are parents are encouraged to spend more time 

with their families. Such policies lead to a better office atmosphere and greater 

employee commitment, according to Ms Pearson, who notes many of the 

employees have been with George Davis for more than a decade. 

A company need not to lose the vitality of a small enterprise as it grows, 

says David MacLeod, who co-wrote the government’s report last year on 

employee engagement. He claims businesses reach a “break point” when the head 

count passes 20 and an owner’s personality alone can no longer be the sole 

driving force. 

Jonathan Moules, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2014 

 

B. Choose the correct alternative meaning of the underlined words. 
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1. “The problem with expanding business is that it only becomes harder to 

engage your staff.” 

a. recruit 

b. motivate and inspire 

 

2. “it is the culture that will keep people working for you, …” 

a. arts, music, painting, literature, etc. 

b. the people think and do things 

 

3. “the Academy for Chief Executives, a leadership coaching club…” 

a. training 

b. schooling 

 

4. “The difference between small and big business is that it is easier to retain that 

culture in a small organization than in a large one.” 

a. keep 

b. remember 

 

5. “…he could foster a culture where everyone wanted to a part of a company’s 

success….” 

a. adopt 

b. encourage 

 

6. “I found myself increasingly stretched,”… 

a. challenged and stimulated 

b. made longer 
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C. Correct, where necessary, the structures of these expressions used in 

paragraphs 3 and 4. 

 

1. to delegate down responsibility 

2. to promote someone from within a particular department to the board of 

directors 

3. to restrain the growth of the workforce of an organization 

4. to maintain up the culture of an organization 

5. to deal with an organization 

6. to expand up 

 

D. Match the verbs in the expressions above to their meanings. 

 

a. limit 

b. keep the same 

c. talk to and work with 

d. give someone a more important job 

e. get bigger 

f. give someone more power 

 

E. Summarize the article. 

 

4.6. ПРОБЛЕМЫ  КОМАНДООБРАЗОВАНИЯ  В РОССИЙСКИХ 

КОМПАНИЯХ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 
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На сегодняшний день в мире все большее и большее распространение 

получает практика перехода на командные  формы организации труда.  

Данная тенденция отчетливо прослеживается не только в западных, но и в 

российских компаниях (пусть и имеет в них сравнительно меньшие 

масштабы). 

Существует несколько различных типов команд, и один из них – 

вертикальная команда. Такой тип наиболее часто встречается в российских 

компаниях – он подразумевает наличие менеджера-руководителя и 

нескольких его подчиненных.  Очевидно, в  такой команде присутствует 

определенная иерархия (возможно существование нескольких уровней), и 

именно она порождает некоторые проблемы, возникающие в процессе 

деятельности команды. 

Русскому человеку свойственна привычка безусловной  

субординации. При наличии иерархии член команды воспринимает 

менеджера как начальника, возражения которому не допустимы ни при 

каком раскладе. Однако по всему деловому миру   давно используется 

обратная связь (feedback). Она играет огромную роль в деятельности 

команды, ведь именно получая отзывы от сотрудников, непосредственно 

вовлеченных в процесс той или иной деятельности, входящей в их 

компетенцию, руководитель имеет возможность  верно идентифицировать 

проблему, а значит – найти соответствующие способы  ее решения.  

Таким образом,  формальному руководителю команды необходимо с 

самого начала позиционировать себя так, чтобы подчиненные не 

испытывали страха по отношению к нему и были способны высказывать 

свою конструктивную критику относительно рабочего процесса. 

Сформированные таким образом взаимоотношения приведут к установке 

обратной связи, наличие которой является одним из необходимых условий 

успешной деятельности команды. 
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Процесс формирования команды является национально 

специфичным, ведь в нем непосредственно участвуют люди, на поведение и 

отношения которых сильный отпечаток откладывает их национальная 

культура.  В российских компаниях нередко встречаются ситуации, когда 

личные взаимоотношения между членами команды (ссоры, конфликты) 

становятся преградой их совместной деловой деятельности. Все дело  в том, 

что из-за специфики менталитета, российский сотрудник, как правило, 

ставит во главу угла  личные, неформальные отношения, в то время как 

основанием для продуктивной и эффективной деятельности европейских и 

американских команд всегда служат установленные законы и 

общепризнанные принципы работы на общий результат.  

В западных компаниях большинство конфликтов носит 

конструктивный характер (их возникновение выявляет существование 

неполадок в механизме работы команды и, следовательно, позволяет 

принять соответствующие меры по их устранению), в России, конфликт 

воспринимается как явление деструктивное, способное подорвать, 

поставить под угрозу деятельность всей команды. Необходимо 

подчеркнуть, что регулировать личные и неформальные отношения в 

команде куда сложней, нежели просто устанавливать общие законы 

взаимодействия.  

Однако, эмоциональность  при правильном    формировании 

взаимоотношений между членами команды можно использовать для 

создания командного духа, который, в свою очередь,  играет важную роль 

для всех членов команды и оказывает достаточно сильное влияние на 

результаты общей деятельности. 

В России все более популярным и модным становится пришедшее с 

запада слово «тимбилдинг» (teambuilding). Оно употребляется для 

определения различного рода тренингов и мероприятий, направленных на 
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сплочение команды. Однако, многие сотрудники российских компаний к 

таким тренингам относятся скептически, если не с насмешкой, ведь 

подобные мероприятия в большинстве своем носят формальный и 

поверхностный характер. 

Причина такого отношения заключается в том, что методы, 

используемые для формирования команды, скопированы с западного 

образца и зачастую представляют собой  навязывание западных ценностей. 

Они не всегда соответствуют   менталитету русского человека и  условиям 

российских организаций.   

Однако, это не значит, что нам необходимо полностью отказаться от 

методов, предлагаемых западом, это значит, что перенимая их, нужно 

уделять внимание их адаптации и корректировке.  

economica.snauka.ru, 2016 

 

4.7. ПРЕИМУЩЕСТВА И РИСКИ ДОВЕРИЯ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Роль доверия в современном бизнесе становится все более ощутимой. 

Неформальные горизонтальные связи признаются важнее официальных, а 

электронные технологии позволяют членам команд работать на больших 

расстояниях друг от друга и вне прямого контроля. Управляемость 

организаций все больше зависит от доверия между сотрудниками и 

руководством, а его границы проходят там, где доверие, постепенно 

снижающееся по мере удаления от центра компании, полностью заменяется 

расчетом и санкциями. Стало меняться представление о внешней среде 

организации. Задачей становится не само по себе продвижение товара, а 

формирование маркетинга отношений - расширение базы постоянных 
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клиентов, подрядчиков и партнеров. Управление качеством уже не сводится 

только к характеристикам товара или процессов в цепочке создания 

ценности - на первый план выходит качество отношений. Можно ли 

доверять компании, сотрудники которой не доверяют друг другу? 

Известно, что в командах с высоким уровнем доверия сотрудники 

легче переживают стрессы и выше оценивают результативность совместной 

работы. Доверие членов команды друг к другу позволяет повысить 

приверженность коллективу, готовность к взаимопомощи, снижает 

конфликтность, а также издержки руководителя на контроль выполнения 

заданий. Кроме того, переход к конкуренции на основе интеллектуального 

капитала требует таких отношений между сотрудниками, которые 

стимулировали бы их обмениваться знаниями и опытом друг с другом, а 

также делиться ими с другими представителями организации. Но пути 

обмена идеями и знаниями в компании не всегда совпадают с линиями 

коммуникации, заданными организационной структурой. Действительно 

важные сведения и навыки передаются только там, где устанавливаются 

отношения, основанные на доверии. В этом случае, обращаясь за советом, 

человек не рискует показаться глупым или некомпетентным; пытаясь 

разобраться в причинах неудачи - конфликтным; обращаясь за обратной 

связью - неуверенным в себе. Следовательно, команды с высоким уровнем 

доверия еще быстрее учатся на своем и чужом опыте.  

Однако у подобных отношений есть и обратная сторона: чем выше 

доверие, тем менее члены команды контролируют друг друга; чем 

сплоченнее коллектив, тем более сотрудники склонны к непродуманным 

решениям (они верят в партнеров и невольно переоценивают их силы при 

существовании внешней угрозы. Стремление сохранить единодушие в 

команде снижает способность смотреть на свои решения критически); 

атмосфера доверия создает идеальные условия для недобросовестных 
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сотрудников, злоупотребления которых не только могут привести к 

серьезным убыткам, но и портят отношения в группе. 

Многие считают, что можно либо доверять человеку, либо нет - 

третьего не дано. Тем не менее, доверие и недоверие вполне совместимы. В 

любом коллективе есть сотрудники, профессиональному мнению которых 

можно доверять, но нежелательно поручать им даже простые 

административные функции. Наконец, случается, что можно доверять 

компетентности сотрудника, но не его доброй воле и лояльности. 

Абсолютное доверие разрушительно.  

В случае потери доверия одним из членов команды следует сразу 

открыто признать наличие проблемы и четко обозначить принципы, в 

соответствии с которыми будет рассматриваться этот вопрос. Необходимо 

последовательно избавляться от «циников», особенно если они добиваются 

высоких результатов, нарушая ценности и нормы коллектива. Можно 

воспользоваться заслуженным у команды «кредитом доверия» для того, 

чтобы своим непредсказуемым поведением выявить тех людей в группе 

(лишая их чувства безопасности), которые не доверяют никому. 

iteam.ru, 2016 
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                                 UNIT 5 Crisis management 

 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

 

5.1. VOLKSWAGEN: CAN ITS REPUTATION RECOVER? 

 

A. Say what scandal the headline refers to. Read the article and give headings 

to each paragraph. 

 

A company’s reputation is everything. And in today’s age, news 

disseminates so quickly that a solid reputation can be destroyed in minutes. 

Leadership must guard that reputation and when a crisis emerges, executives 

need to rethink about priorities and develop the right plan to restore their 

company’s reputation. 

The recent Volkswagen scandal is destroying one of the world’s leading 

automotive brands. Volkswagen had a very strong reputation with legendary 

brand loyalty across the globe. The company has admitted to illegally using 

software to manipulate exhaust emissions during government testing. 

With all the recalls, buybacks and multiple lawsuits, the financial loss will 

be detrimental to the company. But in the long-term, will Volkswagen restore its 

reputation and win back the public’s trust. It is estimated at $87 billion dollars. 

Will it be able to recover from this crisis? 

It will certainly take a long time and this scandal will forever remain a 

black spot in their history. There are three key initiatives that Volkswagen can 

implement in order to overcome this crisis. 

Volkswagen needs to demonstrate that they are taking a proactive approach 

to fixing this problem, immediately. While, they did take responsibility and 

http://www.vox.com/2015/9/21/9365667/volkswagen-clean-diesel-recall-passenger-cars
http://money.cnn.com/2015/10/02/news/companies/volkswagen-scandal-bp-credit-suisse/
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announced they would cooperate with authorities, it seems like a forced effort not 

leadership stepping up and taking accountability. Apologies are one thing, but 

actions are what really matters. 

To restore their image, the company needs to prove that they are not only 

taking the necessary steps to fix the problem but that they want to. They need to 

demonstrate to the public that they recognize they made a mistake and they will 

fix it. Consumers have yet to be notified if they were impacted by this problem 

and the company has to present a comprehensive plan of action. 

Volkswagen needs to implement new company-wide procedures and 

policies that will prevent this mistake from happening again. They need to roll 

out a new set of strict rules to instill compliance across the global business. 

The company also needs to evaluate its current existing company culture. 

When teams are under tremendous pressure to deliver, compromises are made, 

decisions are rushed, and the end product is affected. At Volkswagen, no one 

spoke up about this problem. The company needs to foster the environment of 

transparency and openness where they know that they will be praised for doing 

the right thing. 

The key to Volkswagen winning back   public trust and rebuilding its 

image is to be genuine. They need to be transparent and show they have nothing 

to hide. 

Currently, one of the biggest challenges they face is getting the public to 

believe that they truly want to resolve this issue. Saying that they want to get to 

the bottom of this problem is one thing but they need to demonstrate they are 

taking action. 

Whether companies can recover from scandals of this magnitude largely 

depends on a company’s leadership and other factors that come into play. With 

time and the right strategy, brands can bounce back. We will have to wait and 

see. One thing remains certain - Volkswagen has quite a bumpy road ahead. 

http://www.wired.com/2015/09/volkswagen-can-salvage-wrecked-reputation/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jose-costa/leadership-in-challenging_b_6923392.html
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huffingtonpost.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of the expressions in English. 

 

1. to manipulate exhaust emissions 

2. to be detrimental to the company 

3. to implement initiatives 

4. to take a proactive approach to something 

5. to take accountability 

6. to foster the environment of transparency and openness 

7. to win back public trust 

 

C. Summarize the article using the headings in task A as an outline and the 

vocabulary above.  

 

5.2. BIG NAMES PROVE WORTH IN CRISIS 

 

A. Scan the article to say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. The value of brands was completely destroyed during and after the recession. 

2. Companies that did not invest in their brands have been totally eliminated. 

3. The value of brands goes down during recessions. 

4. Companies with valuable brands do better than those without in the long run. 

 

For companies whose financial value depends heavily on the health of their 

brands, the severity and abruptness of the recession was a challenge. The 

abruptness with which many consumers stopped spending, and large companies 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
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reduced capital investment, caused a shock to the system. Many companies 

experienced not only the financial crisis, but also a crisis of confidence. 

Marketers and advertising agencies preach the gospel that the companies 

that emerge best out of recessions are those that maintain their marketing budget 

and protect brands when the going gets tough. In practice, few companies were 

certain enough of the future to comply. Yet some of the Doomsday scenarios 

about the value of brands in the post-recession world have not come to pass. 

Emerging from the recession, luxury goods companies and many other consumer 

brand companies are enjoying a rebound. 

The underlying value of any brand – the premium commanded by products 

and services with strong reputations and identities – has not been eliminated by 

the crisis. Even those companies that did not invest heavily in their brands in the 

worst times are regaining some confidence. “Brands outperform in good times 

and there is a recession they do go down, but they come out the other side with a 

sustainable advantage,” says Joanna Seddon, chief executive of MBO, the 

organization that compiles the ranking. 

The nature of brands continues to evolve. Technology rather than 

marketing is now the defining characteristic of seven of the top 10 brands, with 

Coca-Cola, McDonald’s and Marlboro making up the other three. Google 

remains the world’s most valuable brand, but edging up close behind it are two 

other technology companies, IBM and Apple. Both of these outrank Microsoft, 

whose brand value was stable during the year. The resurgence in Apple under 

Steve Jobs, through the iPod, the iPhone and iPad, continues unabated and, on 

present trends, it could be pressing Google for first place within a year or two. 

That is a tribute to a company that inspires devotion among customers. 

It may also be a reflection of the value of inspirational leadership, and the 

way in which consumers identify some of the world’s most valuable brands, such 

as Oracle and Starbucks, with founders who embody their qualities. Larry Ellison 
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of Oracle and Howard Schultz of Starbucks are not only the founders but keepers 

of the flame. The social media boom led by companies such as Facebook and 

Twitter – as well as the rise in smartphones led by Apple – has had a broader 

impact on the top 100. It has boosted mobile operators such as Verizon and 

AT&T, despite the complaints of iPhone users about AT&T’s 3G coverage. 

John Gapper, Financial Times, Market Leader, 2014 

 

B. Use forms of expressions from the second paragraph to correct these 

statements. 

 

1. If you say that something is true and that people should act in accordance with 

it, you preach the bible about it. 

2. If conditions become difficult in a particular situation, the journey gets hard. 

3. A series of very bad events that might happen is a fateful narrative. 

4. A formal way of saying that something has happened is to say that it has come 

past. 

5. If a company does well after a period of doing badly, it undergoes a bounce. 

 

C. Find expressions that refer to (paragraphs 4 and 5)… 

 

1. the thing that people think about most in relation to a brand. (8 letters, 14 

letters) 

2. a period of success following a period of decline. (10 letters) 

3. makes you admire a person, brand, etc. (8 letters) 

4. a feeling of complete admiration, respect, etc. (8 letters) 

5. company founders who are still building their companies. (7 letters, 2 letters, 3 

letters, 5 letters) 

6. companies such as Facebook and Twitter. (6 letters, 5 letters) 
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D. Which of the brands mentioned in paragraphs 4 and 5… 

 

1. relate to technology-based companies or their products? 

2. relate to non-technology companies?  

3. is top in their rankings? 

4. is technology-based, and below three other technology companies?  

5. are names of products related to a technology company? 

6. have grown partly because of the success of other brands? 

 

E. Read the article again and give the main idea. Summarize the article in 6-8 

sentences. 

 

5.3. A CRISIS MADE IN JAPAN 

 

A. Comment on the proverb in the first sentence of the article. Scan the text 

and explain how the proverb illustrates a Japanese approach to problems. 

 

In Japan there is a proverb, "If it stinks, put a lid on it." Alas, this seems to 

have been Toyota's approach to its burgeoning safety crisis, initially denying, 

minimizing and mitigating the problems involving brakes that don't brake and 

accelerators that have a mind of their own. The company appeared less than 

forthcoming about critical safety issues, risking the trust of its customers world-

wide. 

It is not surprising that Toyota's response was dilatory and inept, because 

crisis management in Japan is grossly undeveloped. The pattern is all too 

familiar, typically involving slow initial response, minimizing the problem, foot 

dragging on the product recall, poor communication with the public about the 
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problem and too little compassion and concern for consumers adversely affected 

by the product. The costs of such negligence are low in Japan where 

compensation for product liability claims is mostly derisory or non-existent. 

Japanese firms often seek to cover up or fudge the facts and the people 

communicating with the media and public often do not have the information they 

need to do their job. The absence of a structure to quickly get accurate 

information to top management hampers an accurate and adequate response. That 

leaves management unprepared to deal with media questioning and conveys an 

image of stonewalling and indifference. 

There is a cultural element to this penchant for mismanaging crisis. The 

shame and embarrassment of owning up to product defects in a nation obsessed 

with craftsmanship and quality raises the bar on disclosure and assuming 

responsibility. And a high-status company like Toyota has much to lose since its 

corporate face is at stake. The shame of producing defective cars is supposed to 

be other firms' problems, not Toyota's, and the ongoing PR disaster reveals just 

how unprepared the company is for crisis management and how embarrassed it is. 

In addition, employees' identities are closely tied to their company's image, and 

loyalty to the firm overrides concerns about consumers.  

There is also a culture of deference inside corporations that makes it hard 

for those lower in the hierarchy to question their superiors or inform them about 

problems. The focus on consensus and group is an asset in building teamwork, 

but also can make it hard to challenge what has been decided or designed. Such 

cultural inclinations are not unknown elsewhere around the world, but they are 

exceptionally powerful within Japanese corporate culture and constitute 

significant impediments to averting and responding to a crisis. 

This crisis offers an opportunity to reform Toyota's corporate culture and 

improve quality assurance. This can be done by becoming more focused on the 

customer, using a two-way flow of information and feedback; improving 
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corporate governance by appointing independent outside directors; and making 

risk management more than an afterthought. It is not too late to turn the situation 

around, but this means shedding the constraints of a fusty corporate culture and 

wowing customers with a recall and above-and-beyond after-sales service and 

care. Yet early signs are that Toyota is no longer the nimble company that took 

the world by storm over the past half-century. 

Much is at stake for the company and the nation as Toyota tries to restore 

its reputation. There have been an alarming number of cases in recent years in 

which Japanese products have not met the high quality standards that the world 

and its own people expect of it. In some quarters this is seen as a barometer of a 

nation in decline, one that is adrift and slipping. 

Japan can ill-afford complacency about the quality of its products and 

stagnant productivity especially given its demographic time-bomb. A population 

that is aging and declining at the same time is one that needs to do more with 

less. It needs to raise added value and per capita output to support a growing 

elderly population and its pension and medical care needs. And this means 

keeping up with competitors such as South Korea, which are ready to displace 

Japan wherever it falters. A resurgent Toyota is a good-news scenario that can 

mean a lot to the battered national psyche and help restore Japan's reputation as a 

manufacturing powerhouse where the attention to detail is a hallmark rather than 

a question mark. Here is betting that Toyota will turn this around, reinvigorating 

its fortunes and inspiring a nation badly in need of inspiration. 

The Wall Street Journal, 2015 

 

B. Read the article again and say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. Toyota is quick to respond to the problem with accelerators. 
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2. Toyota’s employees find their loyalty to the company more important than 

concerns about consumers. 

3. A crisis can help the company to introduce necessary changes in its corporate 

culture and pay more attention to risk management. 

4. Japanese products always comply with high quality standards. 

 

C. Give Russian equivalents of these expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

 

1. to mitigate problems 

2. product liability claims 

3. to fudge facts 

4. to own up to product defects 

5. a culture of deference 

6. a two-way flow of information 

7. to meet high quality standards 

8. to raise added value and per capita output 

9. to keep up with competitors 

 

D. Answer the questions using the vocabulary above. 

 

1. What are the facts to prove that crisis management in Japan is grossly 

undeveloped? 

2. What are the reasons for it? 

3. Can a crisis turn the situation around? How? 

4. What is meant by a demographic time-bomb? How does it affect the economic 

situation in Japan? 
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E. Summarize the article using the questions in task D as an outline. 

 

5.4. WHY ORGANIZATIONS NEED TO COMMUNICATE 

EFFECTIVELY DURING CRISES 

 

A. Skim the article and say what aspects matter during crisis communication. 

 

Many people think that corporate communication is all about press 

conferences in plush hotels and the hosting as well as the wining and dining of 

media personnel and associated stakeholders. 

However, there is more to corporate communication than coming up with 

glossy annual reports or pithy press releases. The real mettle of a corporate 

communications team is tested whenever organizations face crises and the way in 

which the well oiled machinery of a corporate communications department 

responds to an urgent need for communications often determines how well the 

press and the public as well as governmental agencies perceive an organization’s 

efforts in mitigating the crisis and the steps taken to address the crisis. 

It isn’t difficult to imagine how mass media react once a scandal or a crisis 

breaks out and how an organization feels when confronted by angry members of 

the public and the other stakeholders. 

In this scenario, the most important aspect is the speed as well as the 

credibility of the response. In other words, an organization has to first assess 

where it stands and then come up with a credible and authoritative response 

immediately so as to avoid “stoking the fires” of the simmering issue. 

This is where a corporate communications team in organizations can come 

into the picture as the senior members of the team must first ensure that they talk 

to the organizational leadership, ascertain what needs to be done, draft a response 
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that accurately represents their stance on the issue and then release a statement to 

mass media. 

Of course this is not as simple as it sounds since it entails coordinating 

with various stakeholders within an organization as well as outside or external 

agencies such as media houses and governmental authorities before a statement 

can be issued. 

Whenever a crisis breaks, it is often the case that organizational leaders 

themselves are unprepared or “caught off guard” by the sheer speed with which 

the mass media and public response erupts. So, the task of first ascertaining the 

facts lies with the leadership since most of the time, the escalation of problems on 

the ground doesn’t always reach the top leadership. 

The point here is that in these days of Twitter and Social Media, it is the 

anonymous public who often breaks the story as well as adds details and is on the 

lookout for updates. Therefore, unlike the earlier eras, a corporate 

communications team cannot afford to simply “manage the mass media” which in 

other terms means print and visual media. 

Instead, they now have to reckon with armies of social media users who 

often react with such alarming speed that would put traditional journalists to 

shame for the sheer agility and pace. 

Therefore, not only does a corporate communications team during crises 

have to coordinate internally, but they also have to ensure that they keep an eye 

on social media feeds so that they can respond accordingly. 

Another important aspect of crisis communication arises whenever there 

are fatalities or deaths and injuries to people. 

For instance, whenever there is a terrorist attack, it is often the case that 

corporations come out with statements that assure and reassure their stakeholders 

about the safety or their employees as well in the unfortunate case of fatalities, 

quickly come up with a response detailing the steps that they are taking. 
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Indeed, it is during these times that a corporate communications team and a 

crisis communications model are tested for their humanitarian aspects as well as  

the organizational leadership is placed in the spotlight for its commitment to the 

welfare of its employees. 

Considering all these aspects, it is important to note that effective 

communication during crises often determines how an organization is perceived. 

Since impressions and perceptions in our “always on” digital culture are formed 

instantaneously, the imperatives of speed, accuracy and humaneness are what 

matters during crisis communication. 

managementstudyguide.com, 2017 

 

B. Answer the questions. 

1. What is the role of crises in terms of corporate communications? 

2. Why is the speed of response so essential? 

3. Why isn’t it so easy to come up with a credible and accurate response? 

4. What situations make crisis communication more difficult? What aspects of a 

crisis communications model are tested in this case? 

 

C. Sum up the article in 8-10 sentences. 

 

5.5. HOW SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IMPROVES CRISIS 

MANAGEMENT 

 

A. What is social responsibility? Skim the article and answer the question in 

the headline in one sentence. 

 

Crisis management starts well before disaster strikes, not just in the sense 

that the company must have risk assessments done, response plans in place, 

http://www.managementstudyguide.com/
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tabletops conducted, and drills tested. If the corporation has a history of acting in 

a socially responsible way – caring for people and communities around their sites 

and those of their supply chain partners – they not only have a better chance of 

bouncing back from disaster quickly, they will likely suffer less reputational 

damage during and after the incident. 

If the company hasn’t actually been caring for employees and community 

members in some tangible way before the crisis, it will be much harder for 

stakeholders to believe they care now. If the CEO comes off looking insincere, 

the company loses reputational capital. But if the company has been helping local 

schools, investing in area infrastructure, or holding health events for the 

community, for instance, stakeholders are likely to assume that they did all they 

could to protect the community from disaster and that their response will be 

driven by genuine concern. 

Brand confidence and loyalty are intrinsically tied to responsibility before 

a crisis. The general orientation of the corporate culture to do the right thing with 

relevant programming to give back to the community pays dividends. 

A 2010 survey by Penn Schoen Berland, Landor Associates, and Burson-

Marsteller found that more than 75 percent of consumers say that it is important 

for companies to be socially responsible – leading to the question of whether a 

reputation of social responsibility actually boosts profit. 

Reputation protection is only one of the ways social responsibility can help 

companies in a crisis. It can also tangibly improve the resilience of the business 

after a major event has occurred. 

Socially responsible decisions before a crisis can enable better business 

continuity, both through the global supply chain and locally. 

As corporations invest in communities and people across the supply chain, 

they learn first-hand about the needs of those communities and their readiness for 

disaster. They know who they are doing business with, what their capabilities are, 
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and what the contingency planning is for major lapses. The company can work to 

bridge gaps, help suppliers better ready themselves, and develop realistic 

contingency plans. This help is likely to be more readily accepted because of the 

company’s dedication to community care.  

Likewise, socially responsible involvement can improve business 

continuity on a local level. Corporate headquarters and other facilities are 

dependent upon the communities surrounding them. If a natural disaster damages 

local infrastructure that hasn’t been adequately hardened, or if it brings harm to 

community members – including employees and their families, consumers and 

clients – the business suffers. But if the company has become engaged with the 

community, developing relationships with local police to assist in investigations 

or share resources, investing in stronger or more hardened infrastructure, hosting 

blood drives or offering up its facilities for disaster assistance, the community 

may be stronger through the disaster and more resilient after, which in turn 

strengthens the company. 

When individual security is assured by a community, the feelings of safety 

and belonging may influence selfless loyalty and the confidence to share 

resources to overcome community hazards. 

A company’s investment in social responsibility in the good times, enabled 

by strong security and risk management, allows the CEO to stand in front of the 

media and the community after a disaster and say with sincerity that the company 

cares about the community and is truly doing all it can to help. There is 

significant intangible value to that kind of sincerity. 

Corporate social responsibility is an invaluable tool in business-focused 

risk mitigation. It builds business or organizational mission in the best of times, it 

protects companies through the worst of times, and it gives companies the benefit 

of the doubt while they are galvanizing their resources to react to any situation. 

securitymagazine.com, 2016 

http://www.securitymagazine.com/
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B. Explain the meanings of these expressions in English. 

 

1. to do risk assessments 

2. to bounce back from disaster 

3. to boost profit 

4. to improve the resilience of a business 

5. to become engaged with the community 

6. business-focused risk mitigation 

 

C. Make a mind map and sum up the article using the vocabulary above. 

 

5.6. HOW OUR LEADERS GET TO GRIPS WITH A SCARE STORY 

 

A. Scan the article and state the issue. 

 

Do you remember swine flu? Or the millennium bug? The dangers of 

salmonella in eggs or of cheese made from unpasteurized milk? These scare 

stories played for a time and were then forgotten, but cost large amounts of 

money and caused anxiety and loss to many individuals. Some scares catch on, 

others do not. It is nonsense to claim that the dangers of the credit expansion of 

2003-07 could not have been foreseen; those who did foresee problems could not 

attract public attention or political support for their views. Those warning of the 

danger of easy availability of nuclear technology and of poor control of the 

former Soviet Union’s nuclear weapons have experienced something similar.  

Successful promotion of a scare requires that some interest group benefits. 

Sometimes this is the scare-promoters themselves. Scientists have learned that 

exaggerated claims are a route to a media profile and research funding. There is 
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little downside in predicting disaster: if it does not materialize they can claim to 

have been instrumental in staving it off. Scares that thrive, such as millennium 

bug and swine flu, have commercial interests that benefit from their propagation. 

Naysayers in the credit boom, by contrast, were ignored in the rush to share the 

riches available to those who denied or disregarded the dangers. 

The regulator, or politician, confronted with warnings of danger faces twin 

pressures of commercial interest and public opinion. Industries are a permanent 

lobbying presence. Public concern, by contrast, is fickle: it may be strong when 

aroused, but unless supplied with a string of newsworthy events – dead bodies, 

corporate collapses, scandalous exposures – it soon fades. 

When public and commercial interests operate in the same direction, the 

outcome is clear, but not when they conflict. That is why swine flu produced an 

exaggerated response but no action was taken to restrain the credit boom. Public 

anger at bankers is now so great that it threatens to overwhelm even their 

legendary lobbying capabilities. 

We want our experts to talk certainties, not assess probabilities. The 

explanation “we thought an event might occur but underestimated its likelihood 

or severity” is never acceptable: but that outcome does, and should, happen often 

to people who make decisions on complex environments. The political and 

regulatory incentives are either to downplay risks or exaggerate them – or to do 

each at different times. 

John Kay, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2014 

 

B. Read paragraph 2 and decide if these statements are true or false. 

 

1. The words promotion and promoters are used in their normal senses here. 

2. Exaggerated claims are objective and justified. 
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3. If you have media profile, you are well known through newspapers, television, 

etc. 

4. A downside is an advantage. 

5. If you stave something off, you help to prevent it happening. 

6. If something thrives, it disappears quickly. 

7. The commercial interests that might have benefitted from two of the scare 

stories mentioned were IT companies and pharmaceutical companies. 

8. You can talk about the propagation of an idea, a rumour, etc. 

9. Naysayers are people who disapprove of something. 

 

C. Find the expressions in paragraphs 3 and 4 that refer to: 

 

1. someone who ensures that companies in a particular industry obey laws 

2. companies and their profit-making activities 

3. what the public thinks 

4. influencing politicians and the laws that they pass 

5. when companies go bankrupt 

6. things that are reported in newspapers and on TV, etc. 

7. when people find about and are shocked by illegal activities 

8. the famous power of banks to influence politicians 

 

D. Put these questions into the order in which they are answered in paragraphs 

3 and 4. 

 

1. Which two examples show this? 

2. Which of these two examples is now causing people to be very angry? 

3. Which of these influences is stronger? 
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4. What two influences do regulators and politicians face when there is a 

possibly dangerous situation to deal with? 

5. What happens when they are different? 

6. What happens when the two influences go the same way? 

7. What determines the strength of public concern about possible dangers? 

 

E. What is the main point in the last paragraph? Choose the best alternative. 

 

1. Experts can never know what is going to happen and deserve all the blame 

they get when they fail to prepare for disastrous events. 

2. Experts can say after a disastrous event that they did not think it would 

happen, or would be so serious, even if it does not seem to an acceptable thing 

to say. 

3. Experts cannot be blamed when they fail to predict serious events, because 

regulators and politicians are either exaggerating or minimizing the dangers 

all the time. 

 

F. Make an outline and summarize the article. 

 

5.7. БЕСПОДОБНЫЕ АНТИКРИЗИСНЫЕ МЕРЫ APPLE 

 

A. Read the article make an outline and sum it up. 

 

Известный обозреватель Джейсон Снелл (Jason Snell) разместил на 

страницах Macworld.com интереснейшую заметку о тех методах, которые 

использует Apple для того, чтобы преодолеть холодные айсберги 

общественного негодования, возникающие на пути могучего 

корабля компании. У Apple возникли PR-проблемы, связанные с громкой 
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историей о ведении IOS лога перемещений устройств. На самом деле, 

проблема намного глубже, чем, кажется, хотя бы потому, что информация 

об этом скандале уже достигла ушей далеких от высоких технологий людей 

и теперь их будет непросто убедить в том, что проблемы как таковой нет. 

Главное в этой истории то, что уже не имеет значения, насколько она 

правдива  и неважно, насколько информация вводит в заблуждение и 

вносит неразбериху — требуется реакция Apple. Некий отклик, 

поясняющий, что именно случилось и почему, позволит «изменить 

траекторию» истории и защитит репутацию Apple и ее продукты. 

Печальная сага о «следящем яблочном оке» и разгоревшаяся перед 

этим дискуссия вокруг антенны iPhone 4 являются  примерами поведения 

Apple в сложной ситуации назревающего скандала.  

Эти примеры являются прекрасной иллюстрацией того, как 

корпорациям следует вести себя в кризисных ситуациях. Но есть и другие 

мнения. В статье, опубликованной Computerworld, эксперт в области 

антикризисного управления Майкл Робинсон (Michael Robinson) подверг 

резкой критике  Apple за то, что она медлила со своим ответом целую 

неделю, и тем временем слухи, домыслы, опасения имели возможность 

спокойно распространяться и достигать даже самых отдаленных уголков 

планеты. По мнению эксперта, Apple не слишком следит за часами.  

Впрочем, тех, кто следит за развитием событий на технологической 

арене, нисколько не удивляет, что Apple, даже попав в непростую 

ситуацию, ведет себя не так, как большинство корпораций на ее месте. 

Немедленная реакция компании считается в подобной ситуации едва ли не 

общепринятым правилом. Данный подход позволяет противопоставить 

настойчиво циркулирующему PR-негативу свое более или менее 

позитивное видение ситуации. Но Apple не была бы собой, если бы 

поступала как все. 
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У Apple весьма примечательный подход: представители компании не 

спешат успокоить общественное мнение любой ценой, а сначала проверяют 

факты и затем излагают их доступным самой широкой публике языком. 

Философия Apple проста: не делать значительных заявлений и не выносить 

сор из избы, пока компания сама не разберется с характером проблем. 

Вместо поспешных и пустых успокоительных речей, компания 

предпочитает хранить суровое молчание до тех пор, пока она не будет 

готова дать всестороннее разъяснение и предложить решение проблемы. В 

обоих случаях Apple использовала свое разъяснение в конкурентной 

борьбе, разъяснив, что проблема шире, не исчерпывается устройствами 

Apple и проявляется в масштабах всей высокотехнологической отрасли. 

Способ, которым Apple преодолела обе проблемы, вызывает 

огромный интерес. Ответом на проблему с антенной стал бесплатный чехол 

для iPhone 4, целый веб-сайт, показывающий, что продукты конкурентов 

также сталкиваются с проблемой ослабления сигнала и виртуальная 

экскурсия в таинственную лабораторию, демонстрирующая, что антенны 

тестируются самым наисерьезнейшим образом. 

Реакцией на  подозрения пользователей компании в слежении за их 

перемещениями стали ответы на вопросы по теме, обещание в грядущих 

программных обновлениях исправить дефект и технические разъяснения 

того, как именно компания использует поступающие данные. 

Что же лучше? Неторопливая обстоятельность Apple или же 

общепринятая немедленная реакция, которой так восхищается эксперт 

Майкл Робинсон? Трудно сказать. С одной стороны, Apple сильно рискует. 

Ее молчание принимают за неготовность компании прояснить ситуацию. 

Тем временем СМИ нагнетают фурор, а в некоторых странах начинают 

внимательное изучение продуктов компании на предмет вмешательства  

технологий Apple в личную жизнь пользователей. 
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Это серьезный аргумент в пользу того, что Apple следовало бы 

реагировать быстрее, не дожидаясь нагнетания страстей. С другой же 

стороны, следует учесть широкую популярность iPhone 4, которой не 

повредил даже скандал вокруг ослабления сигнала антенны. Это дает 

компании все основания считать свой антикризисный подход верным. Он 

не вписывается ни в какие рамки, Apple продолжает следовать своему 

старому лозунгу “Think different”. В компании предпочитают не ходить по 

чужим дорогам и всегда искать собственные пути. Даже во время 

глубочайшего кризиса. 

appleinsider.ru, 2015 

 

B. Surf the Internet to find more examples of effective crisis management 

policies.  
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                     UNIT 6 Partnerships 

 

PARTNERSHIPS 

 

6.1. COMPETITORS CAN BENEFIT FROM COOPERATION 

 

A. Three paragraphs have been removed from the article. Skim the text and 

choose, from paragraphs A-C, the one which fits each gap (1-3).  

 

The cornerstone of the American free-market system is competition. 

Competition has both a cutthroat side and a new side that has emerged during this 

long economic recovery period. 

The examples of the dark side are the cola wars, the competition of 

governments in the cold war, and the competition between Best Buy and Amazon 

to capture the techie consumer’s purchases. 

In the aggressive form of competition, there are winners and losers; 

stalemates require a breakthrough to decide a winner. Some of the consequences 

of the dark side are rushing inferior quality products into the marketplace, raising 

the price of competing toe-to-toe, wasting company resources, and ultimately 

facilitating a winner. 

1. - 

How is this done? It involves things like: visiting each other’s facilities to 

see and learn best practices; swapping executives for six months; establishing 

joint ventures to share costs when providing a product for the benefit of the 

industry; meeting with each other to discuss market challenges, and seeing how 

your competition brings new quality products/services to the market. 
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There’s a new neologism emerging called “co-opetition” to describe 

cooperative competition. Its roots are in the game theory and the works of John 

Nash (“A Beautiful Mind”) on non-cooperative games. It occurs when companies 

form joint ventures to share information and develop new products to reduce 

start-up costs, after which each competes individually in the marketplace. 

At a basic level the whole benchmarking process allows you to compare 

your company with others, in particular your competitors. For example, two 

family-owned electrical contractors in St. Louis swapped family members to 

learn the competencies needed for success from a competitor.  

When product-development expenditures are too large for a single 

competitor to incur, joint ventures emerge to share the cost and technology of 

development. This remains a common practice in the aerospace and automotive 

industries. Encouraging discussions among competitors about market trends, 

challenges and measures of success is where trade associations thrive in serving 

the cooperative side among competitors. 

2. -  

With cooperation, a competitor is known in some detail and the 

opportunity is high to not only co-exist, but also to partner to share services and 

pool purchases to get significant discounts. 

3. -  

Businesses have always competed with themselves to do better than last 

year. In respecting their competition, they are learning new ways to compete with 

their own performance results and to find the improvements necessary to 

continuously do better. 

sentinelsource.com, 2016 

 

A. There are several benefits of this approach to competing. They 

include bringing out the best in each competitor, using a win/win strategy, saving 
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company resources, supporting realistic impressions of competitors, building 

longer term relationships, and helping the economy grow. 

B. Another emerging side of competition follows the rule of “respect 

your competitor.”  What it suggests is a basis for considering a new relationship 

with your competitors. It means that cooperation and competition can co-exist. 

You expect your competitor to be different and see it as an opportunity to learn 

from each other and to both compete in the marketplace. Of course your 

proprietary technology, methods, and ingredients remain off limits. But there are 

many other aspects of a business that can be shared. 

C. There’s something else you should know about the cooperation 

option: it is not easy and it is on the leading edge of the world of competition. It 

has been encouraged by sports psychologists to bring out the best in each 

athlete/competitor. It will become more evident in small-to-midsize businesses in 

order to survive. There will still be a lot of aggressive competition, but the 

cooperation option fosters a mutual non-destructive advantage. 

 

B. Read the article again and answer the questions. 

 

1. What consequences does the cutthroat side of competition bring about?  

2. What does the neologism “co-opetition” describe? What does it imply? 

3. How can it be implemented? 

4. What are the benefits of co-opetition? 

5. Can you give examples of this new approach to competition? 

 

C. Make a mind map of the text and summarize it. 

 

6.2. CREATING PARTNERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
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A. Skim the text and find the topic sentence in each paragraph. 

 

Business is being asked to do more than ever to solve social and 

environmental problems.  As a result, a growing number of leading companies are 

taking the challenge of sustainability seriously, not only to reduce their 

environmental footprint and bolster their reputations but also to improve operations 

and financial performance. 

Many ecosystem challenges cross jurisdictional boundaries and require 

systemic changes beyond the capabilities of individual companies or even of an 

industry. In these cases, the best approach for business can be to partner up—with 

governments, investors, local communities, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 

and other companies.  

To make these partnerships work, it is necessary to follow some essential 

principles of success. 

When organizations sign up for a sustainability partnership simply because 

they don’t want to say no or be left out, commitment can be weak. Founders of a 

nascent partnership must instead identify strong incentives. If participants cannot 

pinpoint such motives, that may be a sign that the mission is ill defined. 

Any collaboration must make sense for all parties, whether their primary 

interests are commercial, environmental, or social. Enlightened self-interest is the 

only genuinely sustainable motive. Sometimes external events can force different 

players to acknowledge that change is necessary. Although no one should join a 

partnership just for PR reasons, publicity and progress can go hand in hand. Attention 

can bring more support, add credibility, and generate momentum. 

Behind the most successful partnerships are one or a few organizations that are 

willing to invest more than their share of financial, human, and political capital to 

make the effort a success. Coordinated action can be difficult because first movers 

take the biggest risks, while later entrants can benefit without much investment at 
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all—and so the temptation is to come in late. But someone has to start or nothing will 

happen.  

One certain way for collaboration to stall is when the partners have different 

agendas. To guard against this, it is important to set a goal that everyone agrees on—

preferably, one that could fit neatly on a bumper sticker. Collaboration should be 

anchored by an exciting, big idea and create a vision that others will mobilize behind.  

Most partnerships need a facilitator to get started. When organizations come 

together, they each have their own incentives, biases, and organizational cultures. 

These can clash. Odds of conflict are highest when the organizations are competitors 

or when they are from completely different sectors and cultures. The first few months 

tend to be particularly rough. Members are often slow to commit staff, and the 

tendency is to wait for others to offer resources first. By pooling funds for a 

facilitator, the collaboration can progress, even when staffing is still under 

negotiation. Over time, as trust and confidence build and as the group moves from 

design to institutionalization, a successful collaboration can and should phase out the 

facilitator. Ideally, individuals who started out as representatives of companies with 

competing interests become a cohesive group working toward a common goal. 

If member organizations decline to dedicate qualified staff, it is necessary to 

check that those organizations have a clear reason to participate and ask why they are 

in the collaboration. If good people are not volunteering, they may need greater 

security. Or they might want the clarity that simple, credible goals provide: they 

should know what they’re meant to do and that it’s worth doing. Working on a major 

collaboration should be an exciting career builder, not a dead end.  

Internally, it’s important to dedicate senior leadership. Without leadership, 

middle management often lacks the incentive to take action, as well as the necessary 

decision-making power.  

Success may come from unexpected directions.  You should be flexible to 

embrace it—and build on it. While your collaboration may not change the world in 
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precisely the way you intend, it can still change the rules of the game in a positive 

way. 

At some point, the partnership will either wind down or become an 

independent entity. That process should be planned for. Some partnerships are 

designed to achieve a certain objective. Once that objective has been achieved, or 

once the window for achieving it has closed, it’s time to shut the door. Others evolve 

into permanent, self-sustaining, and independent institutions. In these cases, founders 

typically move out of the picture, once both a long-term funding model is in place 

and there is a capable leader on the job.  

mckinsey.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of these words and expressions in English and use 

them in your own sentences. 

 

1. to bolster a reputation 

2. to partner up with someone 

3. to sign up for a sustainability partnership 

4. to pinpoint motives 

5. to go hand in hand 

6. an entrant 

7. a facilitator 

8. to pool funds 

9. to phase something or someone out 

10. to embrace success 

11. to wind down 

12. to evolve into something 

 

http://www.mckinsey.com/
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C. Read the article again and give the main reason for and success factors of a 

sustainability partnership. 

 

D. Sum up the article using the topic sentences in task A as an outline and the 

vocabulary in task B. 

 

6.3. PARTNERSHIPS: CAMPAIGNERS USE PEACE AS A WEAPON 

 

A. Comment on the headline of the article. Scan it and state the issue. 

 

When Peter Melchett, head of Greenpeace, accepted a position as an 

advisor at Burson-Marsteller, the corporate communications company, his move 

angered many environmental campaigners. Lord Melchett, however, insisted that 

he could achieve more working with companies than in opposition to them. 

Today, a great number of campaign and advocacy organizations are taking a 

similar stance. 

The Rainforest Alliance, the conservation group, works with companies 

such as Chiquita, the US banana giant that has been heavily criticized for its poor 

record on the environment and labour rights, to alter their business practices. 

Greenpeace, too, has embarked on alliances, joining companies such as NPower, 

the UK electricity supplier, and Unilever, the consumer goods group. 

Divisions remain between those in non-governmental organizations and 

campaign groups who believe in opposing the corporate sector, and those who 

see engagement as the way forward. However, some organizations manage to do 

both at the same time. Greenpeace, for example, supported Unilever’s 

introduction of environmentally friendly Freenfreeze technology for fridges but 

has attacked the company on other issues such as mercury pollution from a 

Hindustan Lever factory in Tamil Nadu, India. Stephen Tindale, executive 
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director of Greenpeace, says that, at a personal level, this can create tensions. 

“But at the strategic level, companies understand that when they go into joint 

venture with us, this is an occupational hazard.” 

For companies who are keen to win public trust, such tensions are a small 

negative factor in a relationship that they see as giving them a way to build 

credibility and demonstrate transparency. At the same time, campaign groups are 

able to harness the scale and efficiency of the corporate sector to further their 

aims. “We need companies because companies are in a position to deliver the 

solutions. And when they engage, they can move faster and be more dynamic and 

creative than government can,” says Mr Tindale. “With the right company, it 

enables you to get things done that you could never possibly do on your own.” 

Auret van Heerden, executive director of the Fair Labour Association, 

believes the rapprochement between the corporations and campaigners will 

continue. “Initially the campaign groups were only exposing and shaming,” he 

says. “But slowly the campaign groups have realized that exposes only take you 

so far, and you need to be willing to engage if you want to promote long-term 

change.” 

The FLA, a US-based monitoring organization, works more closely with 

companies than many organizations whose mission is to improve corporate 

behaviour in areas such as human rights or environmental protection. The FLA 

has, for example, both companies and non-governmental organizations on its 

board. 

However, to maintain its independence and credibility, the organization 

lays down strict rules of engagement. All businesses cooperating with the FLA 

must agree to give it unimpeded and unannounced access to their factories, and 

none of the companies has any control over what the FLA publishes in its reports 

about their labour conditions in their supply chains. “It’s warts and all,” says Mr 
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van Heerden. “And we’ve specified the ground rules precisely because we feel 

we can only do our job properly if we have independence.”  

Maintaining this independence is crucial for organizations that  do not 

want to be see to provide ”greenwashing” – a veneer of credibility – for their 

partners. For this reason, Greenpeace does not take any money from companies. 

And, says Mr Tindale, all joint projects must be based around something concrete 

and clearly defensible, such as the partnership with NPower that has led to 

construction of an offshore wind farm. “If anyone says this is greenwash, we just 

point to the 30 turbines in the sea and say “that’s what it’s delivered,” he says. 

“This delivery of results is something organizations need to keep in mind 

when contemplating joint projects to tackle social and environmental projects,” 

says Ros Tehhyson, co-director of the Partnering Initiative at the International 

Business Leaders Forum. “The key question is whether the collaboration is 

allowing the campaigning NGO to achieve its primary mission more effectively 

or not,” she says. 

As campaign groups recognize that confrontation is only part of the 

process of change, alliances with companies are likely to increase. “We seek 

things where we can co-operate because people don’t just want to hear about 

what’s going wrong. They want to know what the solutions are,” says Mr 

Tindale. “That’s a very important part where environmentalism is at now. People 

know there are big problems. We need to be able to convey the message that 

there are reasons for optimism.” 

Sarah Murray, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2006  

 

B. Read paragraphs 1 and 2 and correct these statements. 

 

1. Peter Melchett angered many environmentalists when he became head of 

Burston-Marsteller. 
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2. Peter Melchett argued that he could achieve more working with environmental 

campaigners than in opposition to them. 

3. Few non-governmental organizations are currently doing the same as 

Greenpeace and the Rainforest Alliance. 

4. The Rainforest Alliance has come under severe criticism for its poor record on 

environmental and labour issues. 

5. Greenpeace has embarked on joint ventures to improve working practices in 

companies such as Chiquita, NPower and Unilever. 

 

C. Choose the best definition for the underlined words from paragraphs 4 and 

5. 

 

1. … are able to harness the scale and efficiency…  

 

a. to control and use the natural force or power of something 

b. to fasten two animals together 

c. to hold in place or stop from falling using leather bands 

 

2. … to further their aims 

 

a. to become successful 

b. to achieve and obtain 

c. to promote or help something progress to be successful 

 

3.  And when they engage, they can move faster …  

a. to attract someone’s attention and keep them interested 

b. to get involved with other people and their ideas in order to understand 

them 
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c. to arrange to employ someone or pay someone to do something 

 

4. … the rapprochement between the corporations and campaigners 

 

a. establishment of a good relationship between  two groups after unfriendly 

relations 

b. a conflictive or unpleasant situation between two opposing parties 

c. mutual understanding and cooperation between two groups or countries 

 

5. … campaign groups were only exposing and shaming 

 

a. to be so much better than something else 

b. making someone feel ashamed or embarrassed 

c. pretending to be upset or ill to gain sympathy or an advantage 

 

6. … exposes only take you so far … 

 

a. to achieve limited or temporary results 

b. to achieve negative results 

c. to attract a lot of attention from the public 

 

D. Read paragraphs 6 and 7 and say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. The FLA works with other non-governmental organizations on global issues 

such as human rights and environmental concerns. 

2. The FLA applies strict rules so that it is not influenced by any one dominant 

company or organization. 
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3. Member companies of the FLA have to undergo lengthy inspections of their 

factories which are arranged well in advance. 

4. Member companies of the FLA have some influence on the reports into their 

working practices and suppliers. 

5. The organization publishes the real facts about companies, however 

unpleasant or embarrassing they may be.  

6. Mr van Heerden states the FLA can only be effective if it remains 

independent. 

 

E. Read paragraphs 8, 9 and 10, then match the beginnings of the sentence 

summaries (1-6) with the endings (a-f). 

 

1. “Greenwashing” is giving the appearance … 

2. Greenpeace does not accept company money … 

3. Greenpeace’s joint projects have to be specific and tangible, … 

4. According to Ros Tennyson, any joint ventures with businesses should … 

5. Stephen Tindale says campaign groups need to collaborate with companies … 

6. Mr Tndale states that the public is well aware of the environmental problems 

… 

 

a. such as the construction of a wind farm in the sea.  

b. that a company has a good record on environmental issues. 

c. in order to maintain its credibility. 

d. and wants to see some positive solutions. 

e. and not just criticize them. 

f. help toward achieving the ling-term aims of the NGO. 

 

F. Make an outline of the article and summarize it. 
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G. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Do you think campaigning groups interfere too much with the business of 

multinationals? Why (not)? 

2. The FLA monitors companies on issues such as human rights and the 

environment. What other areas of corporate business do you think need to be 

monitored closely? Why? How can non-governmental groups help solve some 

of the problems? 

 

H. Surf the Internet to find more examples of a joint venture or partnership 

described in the article. What are the problem and the proposed solution? 

What are the benefits of the project to society? What kind of image does the 

company hope to project with their involvement in the partnership? 

 

6.4. WHY COOPERATION IS BETTER THAN COMPETITION 

 

A. Skim the article and explain the statement. 

 “The position of ‘top-player’ is merely an illusion and its definition is 

impossible to determine because we all offer our unique features and strengths.” 

 

Who doesn’t want to be an entrepreneur? Everyone wants to be their own 

boss and control their working hours while making money doing what they love. 

But the rigor of building a business image is hard. And more and more the ability 

of the business to deliver on its promise is becoming secondary. In today’s 

business landscape, where almost everyone wants to stay on top of the game, how 

will you attract your potential consumers and let your business stand out from the 

rest? 
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Seventy-five percent of new businesses are said to fail within their first 

three years, and running out of working capital is one of the top reasons for this. 

But another opinion is that the Survival of the Fittest rule has made new 

entrepreneurs think in a way that steers them into business failure. 

The Survival of the Fittest rule is practised and promoted everywhere. It 

states that in order to remain on top, you need to do everything you can to be the 

“top-player” in your field, even if it means pouring boiling oil on your opponents. 

Eat or be eaten. Kill or be killed. 

This thought is a pitfall; it ignites competitiveness among businesses, not 

cooperation. After all, mankind has come so far through cooperation, not 

competitiveness.  This practice is a pitfall. The position of “top player” is merely 

an illusion and its definition is impossible to determine because we all offer our 

unique features and strengths.  

An example in business would be the clothing industry. If we define this 

area as general clothing (not narrowing it down into different niches) and use 

profits as the measuring stick, it’s probably chain stores that are at the top. 

However, if we use brand recognition or prestige as the scale for the best, high-

end fashion companies will come out on top. And if we measure by quality, much 

smaller companies might rise to the top. 

Added to that, today’s changing landscape of business involves integrating 

with its immediate surroundings, looking for possibilities of transformation, and 

being one with the economic facet, while remaining true to the core of the 

business. 

In the truest sense, being a survivor in the business world means having the 

ability to cooperate directly or indirectly with other business models, sift and run 

your business based on available economic resources, and think of effective 

communication strategies to make your consumers notice you. In short, it is the 
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innate ability to see the business landscape with a fresh perspective – not with the 

ferocious vision of crushing anyone who crosses your path. 

Being a survivor doesn’t mean that you should be the only one who would, 

and who could, succeed. For example, in a beauty contest, all are vying for the 

crown. But in reality, each of the ladies who managed to clinch their way to 

prestigious beauty titles is a survivor in her own way. It may seem like they are 

competing for the crown, but in reality, each of them is cooperating within the 

beauty organization to raise a specific awareness. 

In a business structure, businesses forge partnerships to raise awareness 

among consumers, tapping each other’s potential and maximizing it to the fullest. 

That’s what you call coordination within competition: unity in diversity. 

By developing our own unique strengths and talents and focusing on 

cooperation instead of competition, we keep the ecology of the business world 

diverse and healthy. There’s no need for anyone to claim a generalized top 

position. We have to work together to make the system function. 

sooperarticles.com, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again and choose the best definition for the underlined 

words. 

 

1. to run out of working capital 

 

a. to use all of something so that there is none left 

b. to leave very fast 

c. to have nothing 

2. to steer someone into business failure 

 

a. to control the direction of the vehicle 

http://www.sooperarticles.com/
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b. to influence the way a situation develops 

c. to guide someone somewhere, especially by putting your hand on their 

back 

 

3. This thought is a pitfall.  

 

a. the right supposition 

b. an unexpected action  

c. a likely mistake or problem in a situation 

 

4. to sift and run business based on available economic resources 

 

a. to put something through a wire net shaped like a bowl to break up large 

pieces 

b. to carefully look at every part of something in order to find something 

c. to choose something 

 

5. to forge a partnership 

 

a. to develop a good relationship with someone or something 

b. to make an illegal copy of something to deceive people 

c. to form by heating and hammering  

 

6. to tap someone’s potential 

 

a. to use what is available 

b. to strike lightly against something 

c. to waste something 
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C. Answer the questions using the vocabulary above. 

 

1. How has the business landscape changed today? 

2. What does being a survivor imply now? 

3. What is coordination within competition? 

4. Can you give any other reasons why cooperation is better than competition?  

5. Are there any drawbacks of cooperation? 

 

D. Sum up the article using questions 1-3 in task C as an outline. 

 

6.5. ДЕЛОВЫЕ ПАРТНЕРЫ И СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВО В БИЗНЕСЕ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and summarize it. 

 

Бизнес-партнерство может быть актуальным как в момент открытия 

бизнеса, так и в случае, если вы на рынке уже не первый год. В идеальной 

ситуации партнер по бизнесу должен быть экспертом в той области, знание 

которой необходимо для перехода на следующую ступень развития. Кроме 

того, это может быть партнер-инвестор, который обладает необходимыми 

финансовыми средствами для вашего нового проекта и хочет активно 

участвовать в его реализации. Партнерство считается рентабельным, если 

его целью является достижение совместных финансовых результатов, 

которых вы не смогли бы достичь по отдельности. 

Что нужно учитывать при выборе партнера? Помимо того, что 

следует проверять оборот компании партнера за отчетный год, формы 

собственности данной компании, а также анализировать другие стороны 

вопроса, необходимо учитывать следующие моменты. Во-первых, это 
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доверие. Если вы доверяете друг другу, это позволит вам 

сконцентрироваться на решении актуальных для бизнеса задач и, как 

следствие, значительно преуспеть. Второе - взаимоуважение: понимание 

партнерами сильных сторон друг друга способствует развитию крепких 

партнерских отношений. А третье, возможно, самое главное - это общие 

интересы и взаимная заинтересованность. Если вы хотите построить 

большую компанию, которая станет лидером на рынке, и ваш партнер 

разделяет ваши намерения, вы уже на верном пути. Общие цели и интересы 

сплотят вас: сотрудничая и прилагая совместные усилия, вы непременно 

достигните желаемого результата. 

В сотрудничестве есть свои сильные стороны, и свои трудности. 

Вначале - о преимуществах сотрудничества. Если нужно открыть бизнес, 

это легче сделать с партнером: сложение денег даст вам дополнительные 

возможности. Сотрудничая с партнером, вы получаете больше идей для 

развития бизнеса, больше перспектив, а также дополнительное время на 

реализацию поставленных задач, ведь вы можете распределять обязанности. 

Хорошие партнеры поддерживают друг друга, происходит обмен навыками, 

знаниями и опытом, что помогает обоим партнерам выйти на новый 

уровень. Кроме того, в партнерстве обычно повышается эффективность 

принятия решений. Одна проблема рассматривается под разными углами: 

партнер может предложить такое решение, о котором вы даже не 

задумывались. 

Однако, как бы ни было хорошо сотрудничество, оно имеет и свои 

недостатки. Партнерство отнимает у вас немного свободы: вам придется 

считаться с мнением своего партнера. Кроме того, порой, когда вы не 

можете прийти к консенсусу, это приводит к появлению разногласий. У вас 

могут быть разные взгляды относительно распоряжения финансовыми 

средствами и инвестиционных вопросов, а это - дополнительное время на 
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переговоры. Кроме того, у вас возможны расхождение в амбициях: 

например, вы хотите построить компанию, которая станет лидером на 

рынке, а ваш партнер предпочитает тихую жизнь и не поддерживает 

масштабный рост. В таком случае партнерство лучше не начинать. 

В любом случае, партнерство в малом бизнесе отличается от 

партнерства между крупными компаниями. В больших компаниях каждое 

решение проходит много уровней, что требует значительных временных 

затрат. Напротив, чтобы у маленьких или начинающих фирм была 

возможность устоять и двигаться вперед, им необходимо принимать 

эффективные решения достаточно быстро. Небольшие компании склонны к 

действиям, сопряженным с риском, и использованию инновационных 

решений в тех ситуациях, когда крупные компании предпочитают 

соблюдать устав и действовать в рамках проверенной системы. 

psychologos.ru, 2016 

 

6.6. МПС VISA И MASTERCARD: КОНКУРЕНЦИЯ И 

ПАРТНЕРСТВО НА РЫНКЕ ПЛАТЕЖНЫХ КАРТ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 

 

Международные платежные системы Visa и MasterCard являются 

мировыми лидерами в таком направлении, как производство пластиковых 

карт с 70-х годов прошлого века. На российский рынок эти системы пришли 

довольно давно и, несмотря на многочисленные попытки создания 

отечественных платежных систем, остаются наиболее популярными, 

а изготовление пластиковых карт этих систем возрастает год от года.  

Вообще, история возникновения платежных карт началась с 

курьезного случая. Наверное, каждый из нас когда-нибудь да забывал 
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кошелек дома. Ситуация, что и говорить, неприятная. Выручали друзья или 

отказ от покупки. Но совсем по-другому развивалась история с господином 

Фрэнком МакНамара, известным американским бизнесменом. Забыв 

однажды дома наличные средства, он не смог расплатиться за ужин в 

ресторане. Будучи джентльменом, Ф. МакНамара не оставил такой 

вопиющий случай без внимания. Именно с этим именем связывают 

возникновение систем безналичного расчета и начало такого процесса, 

как изготовление пластиковых карт. 

Использование платежных карт является приемлемым для самых 

широких слоев населения. Начиная с простых, недорогих карт и заканчивая 

элитными представителями, они довольно уверенно и глубоко вошли во все 

сферы нашей жизни. О чем красноречиво свидетельствует увеличение 

объема такого показателя, как производство пластиковых карт. 

Мировой рынок платежных карт, в том числе и российский его 

сегмент, давно поделен между двумя самыми известными и крупными 

платежными системами — Visa и MasterCard. Нельзя сказать, что борьба за 

клиента между двумя этими системами носит брутальный характер. Каждая 

из них имеет свой сегмент распространения, в рамках которого и 

производится такой процесс как изготовление пластиковых карт. Например, 

система MasterCard больше представлена в Африке и Европе, а Visa — в 

США, Канаде, Латинской Америке и в Австралии. Каждая из систем 

начинала производство пластиковых карт  в Соединенных Штатах. 

Стремясь привлечь больше клиентов, каждая из систем применяет 

различные способы стимулирования. Но сказать, что карты Visa или 

MasterCard чем-то фундаментальным отличаются друг от друга, нельзя. 

Системы практически равноправны, изготовление пластиковых карт идет 

равными темпами, набор услуг для клиента почти идентичен, количество 

пунктов по приему карт к оплате практически одинаково. 
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На российском рынке производство пластиковых карт обеих систем 

также практически одинаково. Хотя ради справедливости стоит заметить, 

что карт Visa эмитируется немного больше. На вопрос «От чего зависит 

выбор международной системы?» сами банкиры отвечают, что каких-то 

предпочтений или выгод от выбора не существует. Говоря по-простому, 

выбирают ту систему, с которой «больше дружат». 

Говоря о России, следует сказать, что изготовление пластиковых 

карт какое-то время назад преследовало несколько другие цели, чем, 

скажем, в Европе. Большой процент эмитированных пластиковых карт 

использовался для выплаты заработной платы сотрудникам крупных 

предприятий. В этом случае потенциал карты сводился к одному: снять 

денег и забыть о карте до следующей зарплаты. Но прогресс идет, и на 

сегодняшний день производство пластиковых карт на отечественном рынке 

связано с элитными картами, с эмиссией карт для оплаты услуг и товаров в 

Интернете. То есть карты международных платежных систем начинают 

использоваться все шире и становятся все более популярными.  

uscard.ru, 2015 
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UNIT 7 

Unit 7 Energy 

ENERGY 

 

7.1. BILL GATES AND OTHER BILLIONAIRES BACKING A 

NUCLEAR RENAISSANCE 

 

A. Scan the article and choose its most appropriate message. 

  

1. There is a lot of private investment in nuclear plants to make them safer. 

2. Obvious safety risks of nuclear power may be mitigated by using new 

technologies and its numerous benefits make it an essential component of the 

global renewable energy mix for the future. 

3. Nuclear power plays a key role in climate stabilization. 

 

Let’s for a second imagine a world without nuclear energy. That’s a tough 

one but let’s try. No nuclear bombs, of course, no Chernobyl and Fukushima, no 

worries about Iran and North Korea. A wonderful world, maybe? 

Probably not, because without nuclear energy we would have burned 

millions more tons of coal and billions more barrels of oil. This would have 

brought about climate change of such proportions that what we have today would 

have seemed negligible. 

Nuclear energy and uranium, which feeds it, are controversial enough even 

without any actual accident happening. Radioactivity is dangerous. Nobody is 

arguing against it. When an accident does take place, the public backlash is 

understandably huge. What many opponents of uranium forget to mention, 

however, are the benefits of nuclear energy and the fact that the statistical 
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probability of serious accidents is pretty low. They focus on the “What if?” and 

neglect the other side of the coin. But let’s try to see both sides of the issue. 

The positive side of nuclear energy definitely deserves more attention than 

it’s currently getting. Uranium-fueled power is obscenely greener than fossil 

fuels. It’s also cheaper and, perhaps surprisingly for many, it is actually lower in 

carbon emissions than solar and biomass. This means that the construction of a 

nuclear plant, including materials used and the work itself plus the operation of 

the plant over its lifecycle, produces fewer greenhouse gases than the 

construction and operation of a solar farm. 

What’s perhaps more important is that nuclear energy is much more easily 

scalable than other low or zero-carbon energy sources. And that isn’t just some 

claim from the nuclear industry – that’s something climate scientists and 

environmentalists are saying.  A public appeal by several such scientists, urges 

greater support for nuclear energy noting that “While it may be theoretically 

possible to stabilize the climate without nuclear power, in the real world there is 

no credible path to climate stabilization that does not include a substantial role for 

nuclear power.” 

The uranium mining industry is certainly aware of these attitudes and it’s 

also aware of a global trend: countries are building new nuclear plants and 

upgrading existing ones. The growth of nuclear power around the world will 

cause demand for uranium to surge, and uranium prices are set to double over the 

next two years. And the reality is that we can’t wean ourselves off fossil fuels 

without nuclear power.  

Yet what about those notorious safety risks? Nuclear energy may be green, 

but it is also more dangerous than, say, wind energy. Private investors such as 

Bill Gates, D. E. Shaw, and Chinese billionaire Li Kashing have been pouring 

money in next generation nuclear reactor development– and uranium mining – 

for years now. The nuclear reactors of tomorrow will not only be safer than the 
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ones we already have – which are also safer than many believe – they will be 

much more efficient. The nuclear reactors of the future will utilize not just 

regular uranium but will take care of the waste as well – the same waste that 

raises so much concern among environmentalists and the general public. 

Back in 2012, Bill Gates noted that “When you have fission, you have a 

million times more energy than when you burn hydrocarbons. That's a nice 

advantage to have.” 

Today, it’s getting increasingly clear that it’s more than “nice”. Nuclear 

power is unique among zero-carbon energy sources: its production is consistent 

as it doesn’t depend on sunlight or wind. This coupled with affordability and 

safety – whatever environmental extremists say – makes nuclear energy an 

indispensable element of the global renewable energy mix for the future. 

It also suggests uranium is more than likely to take the center stage it 

deserves as fossil fuels relinquish the spotlight. 

It’s impossible to find another natural resource that is so fundamentally 

necessary to our future. This will be the year of the uranium rebound, and nuclear 

energy’s next-generation safeguards will rewrite the global energy map once 

again. 

oilprice.com, 2016 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of these expressions. 

 

1. to bring about climate change 

2. the public backlash 

3. to produce greenhouse gases 

4. to be more scalable 

5. low or zero-carbon energy sources 

6. climate stabilization 
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7. to upgrade nuclear plants 

8. to wean oneself off fossil fuels 

9. to pour money in next generation nuclear reactor development 

10. the global renewable energy mix 

 

C. Answer the questions using the above vocabulary.  

 

1. What are the main dangers of nuclear power? 

2. What are the benefits of nuclear power? 

3. What is being done to make it safer and more efficient? 

4. Do you agree with the author’s arguments? Can you add your arguments for 

or against nuclear power? 

 

D. Make a mind map and summarize the article. 

 

7.2. NUCLEAR ENERGY: COME-BACK KID OR UGLY DUCKLING? 

 

A. Explain the headline of the article. Scan the article and say which 

paragraphs contain the following information. 

 

1. Countries that favour using nuclear energy 

2. A country committed to lessening its reliance on nuclear energy  

3. Why some environmentalists now support nuclear energy 

4. Improvements being made within the nuclear industry 

5. Recent concerns about nuclear power and waste products 

6. The hidden costs of nuclear power 

7. Comparative costs of coal and nuclear power stations 
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For environmentalists, it is thinking the unthinkable. Nuclear power, once 

the target of protests and demonstrations, has been transformed into the 

unexpected darling of some sections of the green lobby. The reason is simple: 

nuclear energy offers the hope of producing power on a large scale without 

burning fossil fuel. That would solve what many regard as the biggest threat the 

planet faces: global warming, caused by a dramatic rise in the level of carbon 

dioxide since industrialization. 

As people still want the benefits of industrialization, and as developing 

nations pursue economic development – leading to predictions that our energy 

consumption and thus levels of atmospheric carbon could more than double – 

some experts depict the once-maligned nuclear industry as the best solution. The 

nuclear industry has itself assisted this transformation, through the development 

of new technologies designed to male nuclear power safer and to deal with long-

term problems such as the disposal of waste. 

But critics argue that the technology still suffers from problems. For 

instance, any nuclear reactor takes a long time to build and to produce energy. 

Safety concerns have also been heightened by the escalation in terrorist threats. 

Not only is there a possibility of a terrorist attack on a nuclear installation, but the 

creation of nuclear material for use in reactors  and the waste generated provides 

terrorists with opportunities to steal valuable nuclear materials for use in nuclear 

bombs, ‘dirty’ bombs.   

Another question is whether nuclear energy would be economically viable. 

The upfront costs are discouragingly high at an estimated $1,300 to $1,500 per 

kilowatt to build a nuclear plant, which works out as roughly twice what it costs 

to build a gas-fired power station. However, proponents claim that over the life of 

a nuclear plant, it can generate energy at a cost comparable to or even cheaper 

than that of conventional fossil-fuel power. 
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Detractors counter that the industry has been subsidized by the public 

purse in so many ways, from research and development to clear-up operations, 

that the energy is much more expensive than the sector admits. For all these 

reasons, though some green lobbyists support a nuclear future, most remain 

opposed. They argue that alternatives, from better energy conservation and 

natural sources such as wind, to technologies such as hydrogen fuel cells, are 

more realistic and less risky. 

Eileen Claussen, president of the Pew Centre on Global Climate Change, 

believes there may be a role for nuclear energy, but only when certain conditions 

have been met. “You have to make sure you have enough safeguards and you 

don’t have nuclear proliferation.” Some governments also remain opposed to the 

idea. Sweden recently confirmed plans to shut down one of its 11 nuclear 

reactors, to reduce its dependence on nuclear power. 

By contrast, Sweden’s neighbor Finland has heartily embraced nuclear 

power. The Finnish parliament recently ratified a decision to build a final spent-

nuclear-fuel storage facility and approved a new nuclear reactor. France generates 

three quarters of its energy from nuclear sources. 

Perhaps the most important government in the debate is China, whose 

appetite for energy requires sweeping solutions. It plans to build as many as 30 

nuclear plants, and to generate as much as 300 gigawatts from nuclear means by 

2050. This has made other governments nervous. The development of the 

problem-free alternative, nuclear fusion, is as far as 50 years away. Long before 

then, governments and the public will have to decide what part they want nuclear 

power to play in energy production. 

Fiona Harvey, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2006  
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B. Read paragraph 1 and 2 and replace the underlined words in these 

sentences with the correct form of a word or expression from the 

paragraphs, keeping the same meaning. 

 

1. There were at some time in the past plans to build a new nuclear reactor.  

2. The company is the subject of criticism by safety inspectors because of its 

accident record. 

3. Solar energy is very popular with many environmental groups.  

4. The use of gas, coal and oil increases the levels of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere. 

5. The Swedish government is trying to achieve its plan to reduce dependence on 

nuclear energy. 

6. A major problem with nuclear energy is throwing away the unwanted 

substances produced. 

 

C. Read paragraph 3 and say which of these disadvantages of nuclear power 

are not mentioned. 

 

1. Fears of nuclear waste falling into the wrong hands 

2. The preparation time before any energy can be produced 

3. Concerns about possible attacks on nuclear installations 

4. Risk of accidents at a nuclear plant  

5. Contamination of the local environment 

6. The time it takes to construct a nuclear installation 

 

D. Match the word partnerships from paragraphs 4 and 5. 

 

1. upfront                              a. plant 
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2. nuclear                              b. purse 

3. gas-fired                            c. lobbyists 

4. the public                          d. operations 

5. clear-up                             e. power station                            

6. green                                 f. costs  

  

E. Complete these sentences using one of the word partnerships from task D. 

 

1. If money is provided by the government, it is said to come from … . 

2. A factory that generates energy using nuclear material is called a … . 

3. An activity or activities which are planned to deal with a problem are … . 

4. People who try to persuade the government to act on environmental issues are 

… . 

5. When money is paid as soon as a project starts or a deal is signed, this is 

known as … . 

6. A factory that generates energy using gas is described as a … . 

 

F. Read paragraph 8 and choose the right answer why China’s nuclear policy 

is so important.  

 

1. Because it will be the first country to use nuclear fusion, which is more 

dangerous than existing nuclear reactors. 

2. Because it plans to build a large number of nuclear power stations in a 

relatively short period of time.  

3. Because other governments are worried about the competition from China’s 

nuclear industry. 

 

G. Sum up the article using the heading in task A as an outline. 
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H. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Has the article changed your opinion of nuclear energy? 

2. Would you be happy to live near a nuclear power station? Why (not)? 

3.  Which countries have the highest dependence on nuclear energy in the world? 

4. What is Russia’s energy policy? What percentage of its energy is produced by 

nuclear power? What other forms of energy are used in Russia? 

 

7.3. AVIATION GIANTS TO RAMP UP BIOFUEL USAGE 

 

A. Scan the article and state the issue. 

 

As if oil companies don’t have enough to worry about right now, they can 

now add the price of jet fuel in the future to their concerns. United Airlines is 

taking the first steps towards building a biofuel-powered fleet. The airline is 

testing biofuel blends in place of conventional jet fuel on short hop flights 

between LA and San Francisco. United’s plan is to ultimately expand  biofuel use 

to all domestic flights departing out of the LA hub, and from there presumably to 

roll out biofuel blends across all flights globally over time. 

United’s blend is 30% biofuel/ 70% conventional fuel mix produced by 

California-based Alt Air Fuels. Alt Air operates a refinery near LA and the plan 

is to have Alt Air deliver about 15 million gallons of a refined biofuel product to 

United over the next three years. The biofuel is doubly beneficial for United from 

a PR standpoint in that they get to claim environmental credit and “Made in the 

USA” credit since the biofuel is refined here and sourced from materials 

produced in the U.S. 
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United appears to have a broader interest in the biofuel space as evidenced 

by the $30 million investment that the airline put into Fulcrum BioEnergy in 

2015. Fulcrum is focused on developing technologies to generate biofuel from 

municipal solid waste. United’s investment will be used to help construct 

Fulcrum Bio refineries near United’s hubs. In addition, United will get a discount 

on biofuel produced by Fulcrum. 

 At current prices, it is highly unlikely that biofuels for United can compete 

with conventional jet fuels on price. A May 2016 Oilprice.com interview with 

Aeromexico CFO Ricarco Sanchez Baker confirms this fact, and concludes that 

while consumption is still limited, Aeromexico sees reasons to support the use of 

biofuels. It is, however, unlikely that current prices are the driving rationale for 

United’s interest. Instead airlines such as United probably see biofuel investments 

as a good risk mitigation option in addition to the obvious PR benefits. Biofuels 

are likely to have a more stable price than traditional jet fuels since they are a 

more conventional manufactured product rather than a direct natural resource 

derivative. By using some biofuels in their jet fuel blend then, United is 

effectively able to reduce the variation in its jet fuel costs over time. That in turn 

should lead to more consistent earnings, happier shareholders, and a higher stock 

price. 

Biofuels can’t be used by jet engines in a pure blend because of the design 

of current jet engines, and the negative effects of biofuels on rubber hoses and 

gaskets. Blending biofuels helps to avoid this issue. Over the long run, of course, 

blended biofuels would likely become increasingly weighted towards biofuel 

rather than conventional jet fuel, especially as jet engines are redesigned to 

accommodate those needs. The biofuel innovations are useful not only in planes, 

but in ships as well. The evolving attitudes towards biofuels are evidenced by the 

US Navy’s interest in adopting a biofuel blend for their ships. 
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 The market for bio-blend jet fuel is not trivial, which is why multiple 

firms like Fulcrum and Alt Air are pursuing it. In 2015 nearly 700 million 

passengers traveled in and out of U.S. airports leading to the consumption of 16.7 

billion gallons of jet fuel. With United handling about 15 percent of U.S. air 

traffic, that suggests that the company needs just over 2.5 billion gallons of fuel a 

year, or about 800 million gallons of biofuel annually if the company wants to 

use a 30/70 mix in all of its jets. 

Obviously, the biofuel industry is not even close to being able to supply 

that much product yet, nor is United looking to buy that much. But the figures do 

point to an evolving market which is quite sizeable, and presents a real 

opportunity for the right firms. 

oilprice.com, 2016 

 

B. Give Russia equivalents of these words and expressions. 

 

1. to build a biofuel-powered fleet 

2. to test biofuel blends 

3. conventional jet fuel 

4. to roll out biofuel blends across all flights 

5. a refinery 

6. a refined biofuel product 

7. to generate biofuel from municipal solid waste 

8. a good risk mitigation option 

9. to pursue a market 

10. an evolving market 

 

C. Answer the questions using the above vocabulary. 
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1. What are the plans of United Airlines, an American company? What are they 

doing now to fulfil these plans? 

2. What are the benefits of biofuel from a PR standpoint? 

3. Are biofuels competitive with conventional jet fuels on price now? What is 

the prospect of biofuels? 

4. What are the drawbacks of biofuels? 

5. What is the trend in the market for bio-blend jet fuel? 

6. Do you think biofuels may be a real alternative to fossil fuels? Why (not)? 

 

D. Summarize the article in 8-10 sentences using questions 1-5 in task C as an 

outline. 

 

7.4 INDIA AND ITS ENERGY NEEDS: DEMAND IS RISING BUT 

LAGS REST OF THE WORLD 

 

A. Read the article and say how many types of energy are referred to and what 

is expected to happen to India’s consumption of each over the coming years. 

 

India, a sleeping giant in the energy world, may have finally awoken, with 

energy consumption projected to grow by the second fastest rate during the next 

25 years, putting it just behind China, its bigger neighbour. Future energy usage, 

however, will still fall well short of consumption rates in the developed world. 

India’s population of about 1 billion represents about 16 per cent of the world’s 

population, but accounts for less than 2 per cent of its energy consumption. 

Even if the country achieves the forecast growth rate of 2.3 per cent for 

energy use during the next 25 years, each person would still be using less than 

half of the energy used by the average person in the developed world be 2030. 

Nevertheless, the growth in energy consumption in India is expected to result in a 
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doubling of greenhouse gas emissions over the next 25 years, according to the 

International Energy Agency (IEA), the energy watchdog for the developed 

world. 

“The increased amount of carbon dioxide emissions to come out of India 

and China will negate whatever we are trying to do in the West in attempting to 

reduce emissions,” says John Waterlow, an energy analyst at Wood Mackenzie. 

“This is the conundrum,” he says. “How can the West tell the developing world 

that it must limit the amount of emissions it can emit, which, in turn, affects the 

development of their economies?” In spite of the increase in emissions in India 

and China, developed countries will have far higher per capita emissions than in 

India. This is largely due to India’s wide use of wood and cow dung in rural areas 

for cooking and heating.  

Biomass and waste account for more than 50 per cent of India’s total 

energy use. Although its share is expected to decline during the next 25 years as 

India’s consumption of oil, gas and coal increases, it will still remain the most 

common fuel for residential energy consumption, the IEA said in its World 

Energy Outlook report. The IEA forecasts that Indian oil demand will rise to 

5.4m barrels a day by 2030, with more than 90 per cent of this consumption to be 

supplied by imports. This growth may push India into the top tier of oil 

consumers in the world, but still puts it well behind China. 

India’s low level of car ownership is the main reason for the relatively low 

use of oil. Even if the car ownership increases in the next decade from the present 

9 cars per 1,000 people to 24 cars per 1,000, it is still lower than China’s growth 

rates and a fraction of the levels of car ownership in Europe, where one in two 

owns a car. “India will never be able to have the same rate of the car ownership 

as the West because there is simply not enough oil in the world,” says Mr 

Waterlow. 
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The IEA’s projected strong economic growth rates of more than 4 per cent 

a year on average over the next 25 years will stimulate gas demand among 

industrial users in India. Despite a recent significant gas discovery, this will not 

be enough to meet future demand. Therefore a substantial increase in gas imports 

is forecast, mainly through shipments of liquefied natural gas (LNG). India has 

signed a $40bn deal to import LNG from Iran and is also negotiating with 

Bangladesh and Burma about building pipelines to import gas. Nevertheless, coal 

will remain the preferred energy for industrial users. The IEA projects Indian coal 

demand to rise at similar rates to total growth rates of energy use in the country 

during the next 25 years.   

Kevin Morrison, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2006 

 

B. Read paragraph 1, 2 and find the meanings of the underlined words as they 

are used in the context. 

 

1. … energy consumption projected to grow by the second fastest rate …   

 

a. made a picture or film appear on a large screen 

b. calculated to be in the future 

c. stuck out beyond an edge or surface 

 

2. … energy usage, however, will still fall well short of consumption rates … 

 

a. to be a clear equivalent to 

b. to be a lot more than 

c. to be much less than 

 

3. … 1 billion represents about 16 per cent of the world’s population … 
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a. to officially speak or take action for other people  

b. to be equal to 

c. to be a symbol of 

 

4. Even if the country achieves the forecast growth rate … 

 

a. prediction of the weather 

b. what is happening now 

c. what is expected to happen in the future 

 

5. Even if the country achieves the forecast growth rate … 

 

a. speed at which something increases in size 

b. payment fixed according to a standard scale 

c. percentage charged for borrowing money 

 

6. … half of the energy used by the average person … 

 

a. not unusually big or small 

b. typical of most of the people (or things) in a group 

c. usual standard, level or amount 

7. … is expected to result in a doubling of greenhouse gas emissions …  

 

a. to cause to happen 

b. success or achievement of something 

c. profit or loss made by a company over a period of time 
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C. Use the correct form of the words and expressions from task B to complete 

these sentences. 

 

1. China has a strong economic …  … which is expected to last for several 

decades. 

2. Energy savings last year were only $50,000, which …  …  …  … the $90,000 

target. 

3. The over 50s … the majority of our clients. 

4. Falling share prices …  … calls for the CEO’s resignation. 

5. The … is for more oil price rises. 

6. Our sales are … to grow by 4% a year. 

7. The … worker in Spain earns $1,200 a month. 

 

D. Look at paragraph 3 and find the words and expressions which mean the 

following. 

 

1. to cause something to have an effect 

2. a confusing and difficult problem 

3. industrialized countries (2 expressions) 

4. countries that are changing their economic system to one based on industry  

5. as a result 

6. when a country or region increases its wealth, for example by changing the 

economic system 

7. for each person 

8. by many people and in many places 

 

E. Read paragraph 6 and say whether these statements are true or false. 
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In India … 

1.  the economy is expected to grow annually by over 4%. 

2.  the demand for gas is expected to increase in the industrial sector. 

3. Large deposits of gas have been found. 

4. there will be sufficient locally produced gas to meet the needs of industry. 

5. the government is in negotiations with three countries to import gas via 

pipelines. 

6. gas is the most common energy source with industrial users. 

7. the demand for coal is expected to remain stable. 

 

F. Sum up the article. 

 

G. Answer the questions. 

 

1. What is the West doing to reduce carbon dioxide emissions? 

2. How could some of the world’s largest energy users reduce their 

consumption? Why might they resist reducing their consumption? 

 

7.5. TRUMP SUPPORTS ‘CLEAN COAL’, BUT DOES IT REALLY 

HAVE A FUTURE? 

 

A. Skim the article and explain the term “clean coal”. 

 

Donald Trump has tossed around the term “clean coal” in his murky plan 

to boost jobs in the fossil fuel industry for months now. What Trump meant by 

“clean coal” is unclear. Coal is a dirty fuel with a declining fortune. With 

production falling, at least half a dozen coal mining companies have filed for 

bankruptcy within the past two years. Technical advances in fracking have 
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increased the production of natural gas and driven down prices, making it cheaper 

than coal and a more attractive source of energy for power generation. How 

Trump plans to beat that economic reality to promote the production of both coal 

and natural gas is puzzling. 

The term is used more often within the energy industry to refer to an 

expensive technology called carbon capture and storage (CCS) that once 

promised to keep coal power a dominant source of electricity for decades to 

come. Efforts to make clean coal technology affordable in the US has so far 

failed despite hundreds of millions of dollars in government and private funding. 

But public and private funding continues to pour in as proponents believe the 

technology will play an important role in many countries that have pledged to cut 

emissions. 

Putting a price on carbon to force businesses to cut emissions will help to 

create a market for CCS, energy experts say. But how will Trump make it work if 

he is bent on relaxing regulations? 

CCS refers to a family of technologies that catches as much as 90% of the 

carbon dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels, preventing them from 

escaping into the atmosphere and contributing to global warming. The captured 

emissions are then either stored underground or used to boost oil production. On 

a much smaller scale, carbon dioxide has been used to make a variety of 

products, including paint, plastic and fuels such as diesel. 

Energy experts believe CCS is an essential tool in the battle against global 

warming because fossil fuels remain major sources of emissions. The technology 

can capture carbon dioxide released while making products such as steel, cement 

and chemicals. 

The cost of testing and building CCS projects remains high after more than 

a decade of significant investments. Yet, public funding for its research hasn’t 

stopped. Currently, there are 38 large-scale CCS projects underway around the 
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world, including three in the US, though pilot and demonstration efforts and other 

CCS initiatives number in the hundreds globally.  

There is a growing interest in CCS by the oil and gas sector. Ten of the 

world’s biggest oil companies, mostly European companies pledged to invest 

$1bn to develop climate-friendly technologies, including a large chunk for CCS. 

Critics called the pledge minuscule. Some environmental groups oppose 

CCS altogether because they believe backing the technology signals support for 

fossil fuels. 

Private investments alone may not be enough to make CCS a good tool to 

fight climate change. One of the best ways to create a market for CCS with 

climate expertise is to enact a broad reaching carbon policy that forces businesses 

to pay for their emissions. But the Trump administration and Republican-led 

Congress won’t likely favor enacting this type of regulation as they think it’s 

always cheaper to release emissions than to try and clean them up. 

Legislation is pending in Congress to increase CCS tax subsidies. Tax 

credits likely won’t sufficiently lower the cost of building a new coal plant, but it 

could encourage the use of CCS for existing power plants and industrial 

processes. 

CCS could gain greater support outside of the US as countries move to 

meet the emission reduction targets of the Paris agreement. China could be a big 

market for CCS because it depends heavily on coal for energy and has expressed 

an interest in using carbon capture to meet its Paris targets.  

theguardian.com, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again and say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. Many mining companies have gone bankrupt since natural gas is a cheaper 

source of energy now. 

http://www.theguardian.com/
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2. The carbon capture and storage technology is actively applied in the USA. 

3. Public funding for the CCS research has stopped as it is very costly. 

4. Most of environmental groups oppose CCS. 

5. CCS could be also popular outside of the US because countries have to reduce 

their carbon dioxide emissions according to the Paris agreement. 

 

C. Give Russian equivalents of these expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

 

1. the fossil fuel industry 

2. coal mining companies 

3. to file for bankruptcy 

4. the carbon capture and storage technology 

5. public and private funding pours in  

6. to catch carbon dioxide emissions from burning fossil fuels 

7. to escape into the atmosphere 

8. to contribute to global warming 

9. to develop climate-friendly technologies 

10. to enact a broad reaching carbon policy 

11. to meet the emission reduction targets of the Paris agreement 

 

D. Answer the questions using the above vocabulary. 

 

1. Why does Trump’s plan to boost jobs in the fossil fuel industry seem to be 

doubtful? 

2. How is the carbon capture and storage technology supposed to work? 

3. What are the drawback and the perspective of the CCS technology? 

4. What is the attitude of environmentalists to the technology? 
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5. What can help to make CCS an effective method to prevent global warming? 

 

E. Sum up the article using the questions in task D as an outline. 

 

7.6. МИФЫ И ПРАВДА ОБ АЛЬТЕРНАТИВНЫХ ИСТОЧНИКАХ 

ЭНЕРГИИ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and sum it up. 

 

В настоящее время выдвигается множество различных идей и 

предложений по использованию всевозможных возобновляемых 

источников энергии. Так, существуют предложения по использованию 

энергии атомных частиц (atomic particles), смерчей и даже энергии молний. 

Проводятся эксперименты по использованию биоэнергетики. Но 

существуют традиционные виды альтернативной энергии: энергия солнца и 

ветра, морских волн, приливов (tide) и отливов (low tide).  

Основным видом неиссякаемой энергии считается солнце. Солнце 

ежесекундно излучает энергию в тысячи миллиардов большую, чем при 

ядерном взрыве. Нужно только уметь пользоваться им. Следует заметить, 

что использование альтернативных источников энергии может достаточно 

эффективно снизить количество выбросов в атмосферу вредных веществ. 

Существует две крайние точки зрения на альтернативные 

(возобновляемые) источники энергии (renewable energy sources). 

Миф первый. Крайне восторженное отношение к данным 

альтернативным источникам. Люди, увлеченные данной тематикой, с 

жаром доказывают их преимущества, зачастую забывая о свойственных им 

недостатках. После прочтения их статей начинаешь удивляться, почему до 

сих пор не закрыты все ТЭЦ и АЭС (HPP and atomic power stations), если 
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есть такие вещи как ветрогенераторы (wind power generator/ wind turbine), 

приливные станции (tidal stations) и т. п. 

Миф второй. Альтернативные источники энергии фантастически 

убыточны и не могут обеспечить даже минимальных потребностей 

современного общества. 

Оба этих мифа представляют собой крайности, поэтому неверны. 

Альтернативные источники энергии действительно пока еще не способны 

обеспечить потребности современного общества. Однако задача вовсе не 

состоит в том, чтобы полностью отказаться от одних типов энергии и 

перейти на другие. Всегда ценятся резервные источники. Поэтому даже при 

небольших объемах в общей энергосистеме возобновляемые источники 

энергии могут играть важную роль. Например, в Карпатах в одном из 

санаториев (health resort), который имел проблемы с электроснабжением, 

владелец санатория поставил ветрогенератор. 

Далеко не все места пригодны для использования альтернативных 

источников энергии. К примеру, перед тем как установить ветряную 

электростанцию, необходимо узнать, какие в среднем дуют ветра в вашей 

местности. Обычно ветрогенератор имеет смысл устанавливать в тех 

местах, где есть перепад давлений, а именно – в горах, на побережье моря, 

океана. Более точную информацию необходимо получить в местных 

метеорологических службах. Поэтому перед установкой постарайтесь 

подсчитать, выгодно ли это будет для вас или нет. То же самое обстоит и с 

солнечной энергией. У нас далеко не Сахара, поэтому не следует 

рассчитывать на то, что солнечная энергия позволит вам полностью 

обеспечить себя электроэнергией, даже для небольшого дома. 

Однако не следует отчаиваться. Просто надо посмотреть, какие 

альтернативные источники можно использовать в своем доме. Именно к 

этому двигается большинство стран Европы. В среднем в ЕС на долю 
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возобновляемых источников энергии (сюда относятся и 

гидроэлектростанции) приходится около 7-10%  от всей производимой 

энергии. Это не так уж и мало. Тем более, что из года в год их доля растет. 

altenergiya.ru, 2014 
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UNIT 8 

Unit 8 Employment trends 

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS 

 

8.1. IS THE NUMBER OF WORKERS IN THE U.S. DECLINING? 

 

A. Read the article and match the first sentences with the paragraphs. 

 

a. There is also the case of displacement of jobs due to technology. 

b. Unlike the employment rate, which provides an immediate snapshot of the 

labour force and measures only available workers, the labour force 

participation rate is a long-term measure. 

c. The number of workers in the United States is going down. 

d. There is a contrary perspective. 

e. According to Lindsey Piegza, chief economist at Stifel Economics, the labour 

force participation rate declined because workers lacked incentives to stay in 

the workplace. 

f. As with the causes, there no clear-cut solutions for low participation rates in 

the labour force. 

 

1. According to a note from Stifel Economics, a research and 

consultancy firm, the U.S. labor force participation rate, a broad measure of all 

types of workers in an economy, declined by 2.2% to 64.6% in the last 19 years. 

In simple terms, this means that there are fewer workers in the economy now as 

compared to 20 years ago. More disturbingly, the U.S. has lost 5.2 million 

workers between the ages of 25 – 54 since 1995. In contrast, Germany and 

Australia added 7.8% and 5.3% more workers, respectively, to their economy 

during the same period.  
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2. These ranged from stagnant wages to negative returns on college 

investment and a lack of upward mobility. Others say that the clearest cause for 

decline in participation rates is an aging population. Baby Boomers (or, the 

generation born between 1946 and 1964) retired at the same time (in 2000) as 

participation rates went down, leaving a gap in the employment force. The recent 

recession exacerbated matters with a large number of adults dropping out of the 

workforce altogether.  

3. Typically, businesses use automation to cut costs. Then, they plow 

back their savings into new ventures or expand their business and hire additional 

workers in the process. But, Piegza from Stifel discounts the role of technology in 

affecting labor participation rates. "The problem this time around is not 

technology in and of itself, but the lack of investment," she says. This means that 

businesses are not expanding operations and, consequently, laid-off workers are 

not being replaced by new workers. 

4. Europe and Australia, where participation rates have increased in the 

last 20 years, can suggest a policy template. According to Piegza, the U.S. and 

Europe are moving in opposite directions in this regard. Thus, while the U.S. is 

expanding the government's role and funding for social safety nets, Europe is 

moving away from it. She says the government should lower tax rates to increase 

participation rates. "As soon as a worker becomes a minority partner with the 

government, there is less incentive to work," she explains, adding that arresting 

minimum wage increases will boost participation rates. “The more expensive a 

worker becomes, the more reliant businesses become on technology for labor 

alternatives,” she says. Piegza's argument also extends to businesses that have 

fewer incentives to grow and succeed, if they are “unfairly taxed.” 

5. Wage increases can help pull in workers. If they see higher wages 

being offered by employers, they will be motivated to work. The lack of family 

friendly policies, such as paid maternity leave, flexible scheduling and universal 
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pre-kindergarten can be identified as a key reason for declining workforce 

participation in general and of women in particular. Paid family leave that allows 

workers to take temporary time off to care for a loved one is a potentially 

powerful tool for bolstering labor force participation. 

6. As such, its decline could have long-term consequences on the 

United States' economic health. 

investopedia.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of these expressions in English. 

 

1. labour force participation rate 

2. a lack of upward mobility 

3. displacement of jobs 

4. laid-off workers 

5. a policy template 

6. a minority partner 

7. to arrest minimum wage increases 

8. to pull in workers 

9. maternity leave 

10. flexible scheduling 

11. to bolster labour force participation 

12. to provide an immediate snapshot of something 

 

C. Make a mind map and sum up the article using the above vocabulary. 

 

8.2. OLDER PEOPLE: AGE AND EXPERIENCE 

 

A. Scan the article and state the issue. 
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Demographics usually proves a powerful force for change in the business 

world, and the rapidly ageing world population looks likely to continue the 

pattern. By the year 2050, according to the International Labour Organisation, the 

number of people aged over 60 will rise from 600m to 2bn. In less than 50 years, 

for the first time in history, there will be more people in the world over the age of 

60 than under the age of 15. All this has profound implications for employers 

and, says the ILO, should provide an incentive for companies to fight age 

discrimination and accommodate older workers, creating challenging careers to 

persuade them to stay in their jobs longer. 

However, changing demographics alone are unlikely to spark drastic 

changes in corporate policies and practices towards older workers. John 

Atkinson, who runs the Unemployment and Labour Market Disadvantage 

programme at the Institute for Employment Studies, says legislation is likely to 

provide a sharper stick with which to prod companies into action. In the UK, for 

example, the government is committed to implementing age legislation under the 

European Directive on Equal Treatment. 

The exact form the new rule will take is not yet clear, but it is thought 

likely that it will be similar to existing legislation on race and gender. “It wasn’t 

until the law came in that most employers pulled their socks up and started to 

take it seriously,” says Mr Atkinson. “So the best employers are thinking about 

their policies and practices towards age, but the vast majority are not.” 

And yet, as savvy companies have realised, positive policies and practices 

on age diversity make good business sense. Because of the nature of its business, 

B&Q, the British DIY retailer, has found that having older workers on its staff 

has enhanced sales and customer loyalty. Older employees often have a basic 

knowledge of DIY, customers, who tend to associate older people with this 

knowledge, feel comfortable asking for their advice. 
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And for sectors such as financial services, the age profile of customers 

means it makes business sense to increase the average age of sales teams. 

Changing demographics was part of the reason that Halifax Bank of Scotland 

(HBOS) re-evaluated its diversity programmes. An ageing population was 

driving a need to put a greater focus on savings and retirement plans and the 

release of capital tied up in property – and at least half of the bank’s customers 

are now over the age of 50. In response, the HBOS group policy was altered to 

allow people to work beyond the traditional retirement age of 60 or 62. 

But permitting employees to work beyond the traditional retirement age is 

one thing. It is quite another to persuade them to remain in work – particularly 

when private pensions and savings and the possibility of buying a house in the 

south of France provide a tempting alternative. Indeed, many workers, rather than 

staying on, are retiring early – either through desire or because of poor health. 

At the same time, changing demographics present another challenge for 

employers that hope to persuade their staff to remain with the company for 

longer. In a world where a higher proportion of employees are older, there will no 

longer be a sufficient supply of the sort of senior management positions that were 

once the goal of many in the workforce. 

“People tend to look at older employees when they talk about age,” says 

Michael Stuber, founder of Mist Consulting, the Cologne-based diversity 

consultancy. “What they often ignore is that the main clientele are people who 

are today 38 to 45. They are growing older and they have made their careers with 

an idea that they should be at a director’s rank by the age of 43, otherwise they 

won’t make it. And now it’s obvious that, particularly in times of lean 

management, they cannot all be promoted to director level.” 

With rate of promotion slowing and pay growth declining from about 35 

onwards, working longer looks far less attractive than it did a couple decades ago. 

“What used to be a manual worker’s earnings pattern – they earned their most at 
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their fittest, and their earnings declined as they got worn out – has become the 

pattern for everyone,” says Mr Atkinson. Given such trends, simply abolishing 

the formal retirement age and removing age specifications from recruitment 

advertisements remain cosmetic initiatives. They fail to address a deeper 

underlying problem. That is the need to create an appealing working life for these 

growing older in a world where career structures, rather than being vertical, will 

look increasingly horizontal.   

Sarah Murray, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2016 

 

B. Read paragraphs 1, 2 and correct these statements. 

 

1. The Institute for Employment Studies says that, by the year 2050, the number 

of people over 60 will increase from 600m to 2bn. 

2. In 50 year’s time, it is predicted there will be more over 60s than teenagers in 

the world. 

3. Employers should deal with race discrimination at work and provide 

incentives for senior workers to agree to early retirement. 

4. John Atkinson from the ILO says changes in demographics will force 

companies to take actions. 

5. The British government is hesitant about implementing age legislation under 

the European Directive on Equal Treatment. 

 

C. Choose the best alternatives to replace the underlined words, according to 

the context of paragraphs 3 and 4. 

 

1. It wasn’t until the law came in … 

 

a. was involved in a plan or a deal 
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b. came into effect 

c. became fashionable or popular 

 

2. … most employers pulled their socks up 

 

a. made more of an effort 

b. criticized someone or something 

c. showed disapproval 

 

3. … savvy companies 

 

a. smart and wise 

b. ignorant of lacking in ability 

c. high-tech and up-to-date 

 

4. … enhanced sales and customer loyalty 

 

a. the length of time customers stay with a company 

b. the act of consumers refusing to change their purchasing habits 

c. the degree to which people buy a brand or use a company’s services 

 

D. Complete these sentences using the expressions below. 

 

1. For many supermarket chains, it ….. to employ older people as checkout 

attendants. 

2. B&Q prefers more experienced workers ….., as their can explain their 

products more effectively. 
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3. If you ….. of something, you understand the main principles behind it, but 

you are certainly not an expert. 

4. I didn’t ….. applying for that job, as I didn’t think I have the necessary skills. 

5. ….. should ensure that a variety of people of different race, age and 

background are recruited by a company. 

6. What is really ….. to employ older people for longer is the change in 

demographics in the world. 

7. He had always put money towards …..in case he was suddenly made 

redundant. 

8. The business had gone bankrupt, but managed to pay off its workers, as it had 

money ….. in property. 

 

a. because of the nature of its business 

b. diversity programmes 

c. driving a need 

d. feel comfortable about 

e. have a basic knowledge 

f. makes good business sense 

g. savings and retirement plans 

h. tied up 

 

E. Match the words and expressions (1-6) from paragraphs 7-9 with the correct 

definitions (a-f). 

 

1. demographics             a. all the people who work in a country, industry or                     

2. workforce                        factory 

3. lean                            b. money a person receives for work for a particular  

4. earnings                            period 
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5. abolish                        c. using the most effective methods and the fewest   

6. recruitment                      possible employees 

                               d. process of finding new people to work for an 

                                      organization 

                               e. officially end a law, system or organization 

                               f. details concerning age, sex and income of a  

                                     particular group of people  

                                                 

F. Read paragraph 9 and choose the best summary. 

 

1. Working longer is now more appealing than it was in the past, and all workers 

now earn most when they are in their forties. A change in legislation is not the 

answer. There is a need to create a more attractive working life for older 

employees whose careers are more likely to develop horizontally, rather than 

going up the career ladder. 

2. Working longer is now less appealing than it was in the past, and all workers 

now earn most when they are in their physical prime. Changing the retirement 

age and not mentioning age requirements in job advertisements are only minor 

changes. We need to find ways of working for longer and accept that careers 

may develop horizontally.  

 

G. Summarize the article. 

 

H. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Do you agree with the formal retirement age in Russia? Why (not)? 

2. At what age would you expect to retire? 
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3. Do you think older employees should earn more or less or the same as 

younger workers? Why (not)? 

 

8.3. FEMALE ETREPRENEURSHIP IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

 

A. Read the article and sum it up in 8-10 sentences. 

 

In recent years, the rate of new business formation by women has 

significantly outpaced the rate of new business formation by men across all 

ethnic groups in the USA. Similar trends are found across the developing world. 

However, women still own and manage significantly fewer businesses than men. 

The explanation for this phenomenon, the behaviour of female entrepreneurs in 

terms of traits, motivations, and success rates, and their gender-related 

distinctiveness are complex and multifaceted. Women have been assigned a 

special role not only because they stand to benefit from entrepreneurship being 

the poorer and more discriminated against gender, but also because they are seen 

as a critical driver of entrepreneurship in light of their unique role in the 

household and the rise in female-headed households across the developing world. 

Significantly fewer women than men own and manage businesses 

worldwide. This could be because women fail more often than men or because 

fewer women than men start businesses to begin with, or both. However, some 

evidence exists that women's failure rates are not that significantly different from 

those of men. Thus, at least a portion of the difference between genders must be 

due to the fact that fewer women than men start businesses. Evidence to date 

suggests that a variety of reasons contribute to explaining observed differences in 

entrepreneurial behaviour across genders, and that such differences have 

significant implications at the macroeconomic level. Perhaps women and men 

have different socioeconomic characteristics. Also, women tend to possess fewer 
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years of experience than men and tend to concentrate in different sectors. In 

addition, the propensity of women to start a business may differ from that of men 

for cultural reasons such as discrimination. 

The businesses owned and managed by men and women are also different. 

Women's businesses tend to be smaller and to grow less than those owned by 

men. Also, women's businesses tend to be less profitable than those of men and to 

generate lower sales turnover than men, even in same industry comparisons.  

The general question is whether the characteristics and role of female 

entrepreneurship vary across countries at different stages of development. Recent 

evidence shows that prevalence rates of female entrepreneurship tend to be 

relatively higher in developing then in developed countries. This has traditionally 

been explained by the fact that in developing economies women face higher 

barriers to entry in the formal labour market and have to resort to 

entrepreneurship as a way out of unemployment and, often, out of poverty. In 

many cases opportunities and incentives are unfavourable for women to begin 

businesses, even when they have the abilities and knowledge. 

Larger gender gaps in start-up activity are found in middle-income 

countries, whereas they tend to be narrower in lower-income countries probably 

because many women start businesses out of necessity. Surprisingly, women in 

poorer countries tend to be more self-confident about their abilities to become 

entrepreneurs and less afraid of failure compared to women in middle- and high-

income countries.  

Women in developing countries, like their counterparts in more developed 

ones, rely more than men on extended families which, in many rural settings are 

often their only or major social network. Married women with young children are 

more likely to enter entrepreneurship than waged labour, and are more likely to 

be entrepreneurs than non-married women—although they are also more likely to 

quit a business voluntarily. 
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As far as female entrepreneurs' firm performance is concerned, the 

evidence from developing and developed countries is somewhat similar. Women 

tend to have lower growth expectations and their firms tend to grow slower in 

both sales and employment than those of men. Some evidence suggests that 

women's primary concern in many developing countries is not with growth but 

rather with survival.  

wider.unu.edu, 2016 

 

B. Surf the Internet to find out information about female entrepreneurship in 

Russia? What is the trend?  

 

8.4. INDIA: CALL CENTRES RING THE CHANGES 

 

A. Read the article and choose the correct option to complete these sentences. 

 

1. Despite significant growth in the sector, a high turnover of staff in India’s call 

centres has led to … 

 

a. loss of contracts. 

b. criticism of its work culture. 

c. closure of many call centres. 

 

2. Young workers recruited by a call centre in India … 

 

a. often leave the job to work in another centre that pays better. 

b. often leave, even if they don’t have another job to go to. 

c. both (a) and (b). 

 

http://www.wider.unu.edu/
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3. As a result of some unfair tactics by competitive call centres, some 

multinationals are now … 

 

a. increasing employee count at a faster rate. 

b. opening call centres in more remote places. 

c. retaining workers with attractive work facilities.  

 

4. Allowing more mature employees to work from home or part-time is another 

way of … 

 

a. telecommuting from home. 

b. attracting more experienced employees. 

c. dealing with the problem of staff turnover. 

 

5. Despite high attrition rates, call centres in India are expected to … 

 

a. continue to grow. 

b. do worse than those in the West. 

c. both (a) and (b). 

 

India’s call centres have a lot to answer for, according to the traditionalists. 

Not only has the booming sector helped spawn a brash new generation of 

profligate consumers, they say, but its revolving door work culture is also 

undermining virtues such as loyalty, hierarchy, patience and discipline. Such 

anxieties might appear futile in view of the fact the sector has almost quadrupled 

its headcount in the past three years to more than 350,000 employees and looks 

set to continue expanding at 50 per cent a year. 
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Such concerns are becoming the chief headache of Indian call centre 

managers. Attrition rates particularly in the larger hubs of Bangalore, Delhi and 

Mumbai, have jumped to more than 50 per cent a year in the past 18 months. This 

is still comfortably below the worst rates in western centres, where it could 

exceed 100 per cent. It is now posting serious challenges to India’s increasingly 

stretched human resource managers. “Until recently, India had a culture where 

you took a job for life and never dreamed of leaving it unless you had a firm 

counter-offer,” says Noni Chawla, a management consultant and headhunter in 

Delhi. “But these young call centre workers think nothing of taking a job, doing 

four weeks of training and leaving without anything else in the bag.” 

There is an economic logic to such restlessness, however. In spite of 

India’s unmatchable supply of English-speaking graduates – roughly 2.5ma year 

graduate in India, most of them with some level of English – the industry’s rate 

of expansion has meant that demand has often outstripped supply. This is 

particularly true of the more established centres. “I would advise companies that 

are setting up in India to avoid Bangalore in particular,” says Paul Davies, 

managing director of Onshore Offshore, a UK based consultancy. “There is a 

circuit where new companies come in and poach employees at higher salaries.” 

One solution has been for companies to choose more isolated locations – as 

HSBC has recently done, when it opened a call centre on the coast of Andhra 

Pradesh. India has more than 50 towns with a population of 500,000 or more. 

Nevertheless, the strategy has its risks. One multinational that recently opened a 

centre in the Rajasthan capital of Jaipur has found it hard to boost employee 

count at the pace it would wish. “India has a lot of English speakers, but investors 

should not overestimate the number of people that are ready to work,” said Raju 

Bhatnagar, president of ICICI OneSource, an Indian third-party call centre, with 

4,200 employees in Bangalore and Mumbai. “It is probably better to face 

problems of attrition than of shortage of supply.” 
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Another remedy, which has taken on increasingly bizarre forms, is to make 

the workplace more attractive. Some companies have introduced salsa classes. 

Others have moved to multi-cuisine canteens. Almost all have on-site recreational 

facilities, such as football tables and cafes, albeit with limited success. “You can 

only really attract people with such gimmicks,” says Mr Chawla. “Retaining them 

is a different matter.” 

More seriously, companies are also becoming more alert to dealing 

employee trauma, particularly for those who work on the telephone, for example 

abusive calls. “All are recorded, so we sit everyone around and replay it and ask 

everybody to suggest where it could have been better handled,” says Mr 

Bhatnagar. “It helps the employee realize that it was nothing personal. In fact, 

only 1 per cent of calls are abusive and training can do much to help.” The typical 

Indian response to anger is to fall silent, which only makes the Western customer 

worse,” says Mr Davies. “But they learn very quickly.”  

Another solution – still in its infancy – is to hire part-time older employees, 

including housewives, and allow them to telecommute from home. About 80 per 

cent of India’s call centre employees are added between 20 and 25 and do not 

consider the industry to be a long-term career. 

Another option, which one company is considering, is to open a call centre 

on campus and allow students to drop in and out and work part-time. “The more 

flexible we can be, the more likely the employees are to stick around,” said a 

human resource manager in Delhi. 

Ultimately, though, there is not much companies can do to surmount two 

core problems: that very few people like to sleep during the day and work at night 

(the permanent “jet-lag syndrome”) and that, in spite of the more glamorous-

sounding outgrowths, most work in call centres is repetitive and is likely to 

remain so. 
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At the same time, there is little to suggest the problem of an inherently 

footloose workforce will pose a mortal threat to India’s continued expansion. 

“Call-centre attrition is a universal problem,” says Mr Bhatnagar. “It has got 

worse in India, but not nearly to the extent you would see in the West.” 

Edward  Luce, the Financial Times, Market Leader, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of these expressions in English. 

 

1. revolving-door work culture 

2. to undermine virtues 

3. attrition rates 

4. to pose a serious challenge 

5. demand outstrips supply 

6. to poach employees at higher salaries 

7. to telecommute from home 

8. to work part-time 

9. to surmount a core problem 

10. repetitive work 

11. footloose workforce 

 

C. Answer the questions using the vocabulary above. 

 

1. What is a call centre? Which businesses generally use them? 

2. What expression does the author use to characterize call centre work culture? 

Why? What are the consequences of this culture? 

3. What accounts for high attrition rates? 

4. What can be done to retain call centre employees?  

5. What are two core problems which are hard to cope with? 
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6. Is the situation in this sector really threatening? 

7. In what other ways can a company make an unpopular job more attractive to 

retain employees? 

 

D. Sum up the article using questions 2-6 as an outline. 

 

E. Surf the Internet to find out which sectors are currently experiencing a high 

staff turnover in Russia. Give your reasons. 

 

8.5. JOB GROWTH TRENDS: THE U.S. ECONOMY BARRELS 

TOWARD FULL EMPLOYMENT 

 

A. Skim the article and give the main idea. 

 

U.S. job growth trends remain extremely strong despite some negative 

factors in the global economy. According to the ADP Research 

Institute's February ADP National Employment Report 214,000 positions were 

added in the U.S. private sector. Growth at large organizations was particularly 

robust, with 76,000 positions added. The services-providing sector accounted for 

nearly 208,000 new positions. Mark Zandi, chief economist of Moody's 

Analytics, states that "despite the turmoil in the global financial markets, the 

American job machine remains in high gear" and "full employment is fast 

approaching." 

Fortune describes the job market's current status as one of the fastest 

periods of growth since the late 1990s, which is counted among the "strongest 

periods of economic growth in American history." Ahu Yildirmaz, vice president 

and head of the ADP Research Institute, regarded the growth rate as "surprisingly 

strong," particularly because of the instability of international markets and a 
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strengthening dollar, which historically have a negative impact on large 

employers. As CHROs and other business leaders consider these recent job 

trends, understanding the potential organizational impact of near-full employment 

is important. 

Higher employment can result in fiercer competition among organizations 

to recruit top talent and an abundance of opportunities for job seekers. The 

ADP Workforce Vitality Report has noted a strong trend in "job switchers," or 

individuals who switch jobs as a way to achieve wage growth or improvements in 

total compensation. Leisure, hospitality, education, health, finance and 

information are among the industries that may offer the highest increases in 

compensation for job switchers. 

HR leaders must be conscious of increased opportunities for talent to jump 

ship in a market that favors job seekers. Ensuring your wage growth for job 

holders is competitive with your region and industry can reduce the appeal of 

defection for employees. Prioritizing nonfinancial aspects of total compensation, 

including benefits and flexible workplace options, could also offer protection 

against job switchers. 

In today's global economy, some employee turnover is inevitable. The 

historic norm of employees who stay loyal to a single employer for life is no 

longer reflective of today's talent or job market. In light of these trends, Harvard 

Business Review (HBR) recommends that employers double down on retention 

tactics for high performers. The priorities of your best workers or most hard-to-

replace talent may not be reflective of your workforce as a whole. HBR indicates 

that top talent is most likely to prioritize the following: competitive compensation 

(66%), bonuses and merit-based compensation, retirement plans (45%), 

supplemental training programs (44%). 

CHROs should work internally to benchmark talent according to a skill set, 

performance and potential and develop metrics to prioritize organizational 
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improvements in accordance with top talent priorities. In today's job market, it's 

impossible to please everyone. However, by specifically focusing your retention 

efforts on your best employees, you may be able to significantly mitigate your 

risks. 

In light of recent U.S. job growth trends, HR leaders should strive for a 

sense of balance as they shape a strategy to increase retention. For example, 

requiring employees to sign non-compete agreements can protect your 

organization, but these types of measures most often find success when coupled 

with improved employee engagement programs. 

As the U.S. economy barrels toward full employment, HR leadership 

should realize that when talent is scarce and opportunities are abundant, job 

switching is inevitable. Because of this, it's become clear that CHROs should 

rethink and reshape their retention and total compensation plans to stay 

competitive in a market where the job seeker has the upper hand. 

adp.com, 2016 

 

B. Give Russian equivalents of the expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

 

1. the turmoil in global financial markets 

2. to recruit top talent 

3. job switchers 

4. to jump ship 

5. to double down on retention tactics for high performers 

6. to benchmark talent 

7. to mitigate risks 

8. to sign a non-compete agreement 

9. to have the upper hand 
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C. What does CHRO stand for? 

 

D. Summarize the article in 8-10 sentences using the vocabulary from task B. 

 

 

8.6. ПРОФЕССИЯ БУДУЩЕГО: КАК ИЗМЕНИТСЯ РЫНОК 

ТРУДА К 2030 ГОДУ? 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and sum it up. 

 

Первые серьезные шаги делают технологии, которые недавно 

казались фантастикой: 3D-печать, робототехника, виртуальная реальность, 

искусственный интеллект. На массовый рынок выпустили очки HTC Vive и 

Oculus Rift, нейросеть Prisma превращает фотографии в картины, с 

помощью 3D-принтеров печатают автомобили и еду. 

Технологии постепенно изменяют мир и рынок труда. Исчезают не 

только профессии, но и целые отрасли; появляются новые (например, 

мобильные телефоны полностью вытеснили пейджеры). Так было и раньше, 

но в последние десятилетия компьютеры и автоматизированные механизмы 

стали настолько дешевыми и производительными, что на некоторых 

рабочих местах теперь эффективнее использовать их вместо людей. 

Механизмы и программы заменяют билетеров, охранников, бухгалтеров; 

даже годовые отчеты для Forbes пишут роботы-журналисты.    

Если раньше люди могли проработать на одном месте всю жизнь и 

уверенно выбрать для детей перспективную работу, то сегодня это сделать 

уже не так просто. За одно десятилетие появляются, развиваются и 
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исчезают новые профессии. Как понять, что будет востребовано через 10, 

15, 20 лет? 

Эксперты выделили 8 основных тенденций, которые изменят рынок 

труда в ближайшем будущем. На основе этих процессов можно понять, 

какие качества потребуются специалистам будущего вне зависимости от их 

профессии. 

Компании постепенно расширяются, открывают филиалы по всему 

миру. Над множеством современных товаров и услуг работают 

профессионалы  из разных стран. Главный офис компании может 

находиться в США, производство — в  Китае, а внешним видом устройства 

и его дизайном заниматься команда из Германии. Специалистам будущего 

важно знать не только иностранный язык, но и национальные стандарты и 

отраслевые требования, а также разбираться в смежных рабочих областях. 

Чем больше международные компании будут выходить на 

национальные рынки, тем жестче станет конкуренция. В этих условиях 

организациям нужно будет гибко и быстро адаптироваться к изменениям: 

появлению новых технологий, устареванию целых отраслей. Специалисты 

должны будут быстро реагировать на изменение условий задачи, уметь 

распределять свои ресурсы и планировать время.   

В условиях высокой конкуренции победят компании, которые лучше 

всего спрогнозируют и удовлетворят потребности клиентов. Специалисты 

должны будут лучше понимать, что нужно покупателю, и ориентироваться 

на его пользу в своей работе. То есть создавать максимально удобные, 

полезные и качественные товары.         

Постепенно сократится количество мест, где можно всю жизнь 

выполнять одни и те же задачи и взаимодействовать с ограниченным 

кругом людей. Продавцов, бухгалтеров и билетеров заменят механизмы и 
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программы. Бизнесу нужно будет гибко адаптироваться. Поэтому 

специалисты станут работать над разными проектами в разных командах. 

В последние несколько десятилетий компьютеры и автоматы стали 

достаточно мощными и доступными, чтобы заменить людей разных 

профессий. Они выполняют работу, которую раньше мог сделать только 

человек: например, распознать преступника на фотографии или даже 

написать статью. Дешевеют роботы для дома и производства, которые 

эффективнее людей справляются с задачами. Исследователи из 

оксфордской Martin School’s Programme on the Impacts of Future Technology 

прогнозируют, что за 20 лет 45% рабочих мест в промышленно-развитых 

странах «получат» компьютерные программы и роботы. Людям останется 

работа, которую не могут выполнить технические устройства и системы – 

творчество, изобретение новой техники и программ, научная деятельность.   

В мире, в котором большинство рутинных задач выполняет техника, 

необходимо уметь ее настраивать под себя, то есть программировать; 

задавать, какие задачи, и в какой последовательности механизмы будут 

выполнять. Уже сейчас в западных странах сотрудников производства учат 

в обязательном порядке программировать станки на автоматическую 

работу.  Профессионалам будущего необходимо знать как минимум основы 

программирования.   

В будущем появится множество новых технологий и инструментов 

для управления, понадобится все больше людей, которые освоят их и 

смогут продуктивно руководить проектами, командами разработки и 

крупными компаниями. Техническим специалистам потребуется системное 

мышление – способность быстро понимать, как функционируют сложные 

механизмы, процессы и организации.  

К товарам будут предъявлять все более строгие требования с 

экологической точки зрения. При их разработке и производстве необходимо 
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будет эффективно экономить энергию, расход воды и природных 

ископаемых, уменьшать количество отходов. В выигрышном положении 

окажутся специалисты с «экологическим мышлением». 

informatikum.ru, 2016 

 

8.7. РОССИЙСКИЙ РЫНОК ТРУДА НАЗВАЛИ НЕНОРМАЛЬНЫМ 

 

A. Read the article and sum it up in 6-8 sentences. 

 

За последние 20 лет в России сложилась специфическая модель рынка 

труда, сильно отличающаяся от нормы, которая наблюдается в развитых 

странах. Он приспосабливается к колебаниям экономики за счет изменения 

зарплат, а не за счет изменения уровня безработицы. Соответствующий 

вывод содержится в докладе «Российский рынок труда: тенденции, 

институты, структурные изменения», подготовленном Центром 

стратегических разработок и Высшей школой экономики.  

«Когда в других странах случается экономический кризис, политики 

и экономисты с ужасом смотрят, как падает занятость и вследствие этого 

растут показатели безработицы. В России ничего подобного не случается — 

здесь режут, задерживают и даже не выплачивают зарплаты, но не 

пытаются увольнять», — говорится в аннотации к докладу. 

Такая закономерность прослеживается на всех этапах новейшей 

истории России, вне зависимости от состояния экономики, утверждают 

эксперты. 

«В кризисных ситуациях заработная плата входит в режим 

свободного падения, не встречая на этом пути особых препятствий. А 

наличие значительной переменной составляющей (в виде разного рода 

премий и бонусов) делает ее гибкой и вверх, и вниз. Такая модель создает 
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проблему так называемых работающих бедных, поскольку сохраняет 

низкооплачиваемые рабочие места и стимулирует неформальную занятость. 

Но все это является частью цены за высокую занятость и низкую 

безработицу», — говорится в докладе ЦСР и ВШЭ. 

20 марта в беседе с «Лентой.ру» бывший замглавы 

Минэкономразвития, директор Центра структурных исследований 

РАНХиГС Алексей Ведев назвал неэффективный труд одной из главных 

проблем России. «Издержки на труд у нас очень высоки. Ситуация такая: у 

нас зарплаты маленькие, а производительность труда процентов на 30-40 

ниже, чем эти зарплаты. Но факт есть факт — даже при таких низких 

зарплатах эффективность труда у нас очень низкая. Получается порочный 

круг. И зарплаты низкие, и работа плохая», — отметил эксперт. 

Неделей ранее вице-премьер Ольга Голодец заявила, что российская 

бедность является уникальной, так как это бедность работающего 

населения. 

lenta.ru, 2017 
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UNIT 9 

Unit 9 Business ethics 

BUSINESS ETHICS 

 

9.1. THE TRUTH ABOUT ETHICAL ORGANISATIONS 

 

A. Read the article and say what three factors contribute to an organization’s 

ethics. 

 

There are many ideas about the factors that contribute to the ethics of an 

organization. These ideas range from ethical leadership to a concern for 

stakeholders to having a mission beyond economic success. While these ideas 

seem plausible, there is little evidence to support them. More importantly, there is 

often little you can do to affect these factors. A company that makes coat hangers 

is limited in the extent to which it can make its mission inspiring. 

So a team of researchers set out to isolate actionable factors that contribute 

to an organization’s ethics. By relying on publicly available data together with 

survey research on over 100 companies, the team built a survey instrument now 

widely used to measure the ethical performance of organizations. Their research 

found three factors that any organization can use to improve its ethics. 

The first factor is a work culture in which employees are never retaliated 

against for reporting concerns. Many studies show that organizations in which 

employees report errors do better on quality measures. Employees in all 

organizations fear retaliation to some extent, especially when reporting on their 

managers. This fear of speaking up allowed unethical practices to persist at GM 

and Volkswagen even when many employees knew better. Ethical organizations 

don’t pretend that fear of retaliation does not exist but instead work to create a 

culture in which retaliation is not tolerated and reporting is expected. 
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The second factor is a reward system in which ethics figures prominently. 

The strongest signal an organization gives employees about what the organization 

values is the organization’s reward system. You can talk about ethics until you 

are blue in the face, but if ethics matters little on payday you will not accomplish 

much. In ethical organizations, you are rewarded not only for what you 

accomplish but also for how you accomplish it. Many organizations don’t reward 

ethics because the HR function says it is too hard to measure. This is the same 

HR function which believes it can measure such intangibles as whether or not an 

individual is a team player. The key is not so much rewarding conduct that is 

ethical, but not rewarding conduct that produces results while cutting ethical 

corners 

The third factor promoting organizational ethics is actions to resolve 

ethical issues when they arise. While employees are used to ignoring 

organizational communications as manipulative fluff, they watch an 

organization’s actions carefully when unethical conduct is uncovered. The CEO 

of a major financial services company caught in an ethics crisis told me that he 

was more worried about what his employees would think than he was about what 

the pubic would think. He was wise in knowing that public opinion would 

eventually come around but if his own people learned to act unethically, there 

would be no end to the company’s problems. If a lot of foot soldiers are executed 

in an organizational crisis while the ringleader goes unpunished, employees will 

draw the right conclusion. On the other hand, if investigations into wrongdoing 

go to the top, you have made major progress toward establishing an ethical 

culture. 

These three factors go a long way towards determining the ethics of an 

organization. It all comes down to listening, rewarding what matters and 

investigating wrong-doing fairly and completely. 

huffingtonpost.com, 2016 
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B. Explain the meaning of these words and expressions in English.  

 

1. plausible 

2. to measure the ethical performance of organizations 

3. to retaliate against somebody for reporting concerns 

4. to cut ethical corners 

5. to go unpunished 

6. investigations into wrongdoings 

7. to establish an ethical culture 

 

C. Sum up the article using the above vocabulary. 

 

9.2. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

A. Scan the article and state the issue. 

 

People recognize that global companies wield extraordinary influence, 

both positive and negative, on society’s well-being. They expect firms to address 

social problems linked to what they sell and how they conduct business. In fact, 

consumers vote with their checkbooks if they feel that transnational companies 

aren’t acting as stewards of public health, worker rights, and the environment.  

The playing field isn’t level; consumers don’t demand that local companies 

tackle global warming, but they expect multinational giants like BP and Shell to 

do so. Similarly, people may turn a blind eye when local companies take 

advantage of employees, but they won’t stand for transnational players like Nike 

and Polo adopting similar practices. Such expectations are as pronounced in 
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developing countries like China and India as they are in developed countries in 

Europe. 

Since American companies dominate the international market, critics have 

charged that they run roughshod over indigenous cultures in other countries. 

Champions of free trade have countered that people in other nations want to 

partake of the great American dream, and global brands like Coke, McDonald’s, 

and Nike provide access to it. That debate has cast a long shadow over American 

firms, and they have become rather circumspect about revealing their origins, 

culture, and values while doing business overseas. Many have tried to position 

themselves as more global than (ugly) American. 

However, it simply doesn’t matter to consumers whether the global brands 

they buy are American. To be sure, many people say they care. A French panelist 

called American brands “imperialistic threats that undermine French culture.” A 

German said that Americans “want to impose their way on everybody.” But the 

rhetoric belied the reality. Studies show that consumers’ purchase decisions are 

not almost influenced by products’ American roots. 

What really can have an effect on consumers’ choice in different countries 

is the extent of transnational companies’ involvement in social issues. While 

most companies have launched corporate social responsibility initiatives, the 

impact of such activities is questionable. Most efforts appear to be a new form of 

public relations. Even when companies are proactive, initiatives are often limited 

to those that are “sustainable”—a euphemism used to describe moneymaking 

activities that happen to benefit society. For instance, a company scouting for 

supply chain efficiencies may reduce its need for packaging materials, helping 

both the environment and the company’s bottom line. Another common approach 

is to repackage philanthropic efforts using the new language of social 

responsibility to target socially responsible investors. The problem is that 

consumers, already skeptical of transnationals’ motives, regard those approaches 
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as opportunistic. The test for social responsibility initiatives is simple: Will 

consumers perceive the actions to be motivated primarily by self-interest—or by 

an interest in the welfare of people and the planet? 

To be credible, global companies’ social responsibility efforts must 

demonstrate that the firms have harnessed their ample resources to benefit 

society. Studies show that people trust powerful individuals who are seen to have 

sacrificed their interests for the good of the whole. The same logic applies to 

global companies. Some may argue that corporations have no business expending 

resources on activities that lack a profit motive because a firm’s only priority is to 

deliver returns to shareholders. That’s shortsighted; if consumers believe that 

global companies must shoulder greater social responsibility, executives really 

don’t have much of a choice, do they? 

hbr.org, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again and say whether the statements are true or false. 

 

1. Consumers demand that all companies should address social and 

environmental problems. 

2. Most consumers do not care about American roots of the products they buy. 

3. As a rule, actions companies take to seem more socially responsible are just a 

new form of public relations. 

4. Consumers’ purchase decisions depend on the quality of products. 

 

C. Give Russian equivalents of these expressions and use them in your own 

sentences. 

1. to wield extraordinary influence on society’s well-being 

2. to address social problems 

3. to turn a blind eye to something 
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4. to dominate the international market 

5. to run roughshod over indigenous cultures 

6. to cast a long shadow over somebody/something 

7. to repackage philanthropic efforts 

8. to harness ample resources  

9. to shoulder greater responsibility 

 

D. Summarize the article using the above vocabulary. 

 

E. Do you believe that multinationals can really sacrifice their interests for the 

good of society? Why (not)? 

 

9.3. TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT THE LOCAL ISSUES 

 

A. Skim the article to find out which industries and companies have done the 

following. 

 

1. provided health and education facilities for the local community 

2. built homes for their workers 

3. worked with specialists in isolated indigenous populations 

4. done research on the impact of their operations on the community 

5. offered their services to non-profit organizations at a reduced price 

6. created safer working environments 

7. given contracts to local businesses 

 

Because business has access to financial resources and modern 

management methods, it might seem a logical candidate to contribute to the 

development of poor communities in the countries in which it operates. With 
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social responsibility on corporate minds, the will to participate certainly exists. 

However, since companies are not experts in health and education, and many lack 

staff equipped to manage social programmes, they need to tread extremely 

carefully to ensure that these programmes do not backfire. 

The issue is most contentious in the extractive industries, whose companies 

create vast footprints wherever they invest and whose operations are often located 

in countries run by oppressive and corrupt regimes. Here, the thorniest issue is 

defining the limits of responsibility. If an oil company builds hospitals and 

schools for communities immediately surrounding its operations, conflicts can 

arise with neighbouring villages that feel left out. Yet if companies do nothing, 

they will be operating in what Richard Sandbrook, special advisor to the United 

Nations Development Programmes, calls “an oasis of affluence in a desert of 

need”. 

Another danger is that, by improving life for those around their operations, 

multinationals can create a culture of dependence. The question then arises as to 

what happens to the programmes companies have funded or the townships they 

have built when a mine needs to be closed or conflict forces investments to be 

withdrawn. In recent years, however, many have become better equipped to deal 

with such issues. Big mining companies, which often work in remote areas 

populated by indigenous people, now employ sociologists and anthropologists. 

Multinationals have learned to work with local governments, unions and 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in rolling out social programmes, and 

many conduct social-impact studies before even embarking on an investment. 

“The large mining companies I’ve dealt with have become so experienced at this 

that they have community plans, closure plans for their mines and the whole 

thing is done on a basis that is so much thorough than it used to be,” says Mr 

Sandbrook. “But there are still plenty of companies that do just abandon a place 

and leave a mess.” 
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Even for less controversial businesses working in more stable parts of the 

world, community investments or philanthropic programmes must be approached 

in a measured way. “The first thing is to understand the local conditions,” says 

Adrian Hodges, managing director of International Business Leaders Forum. 

“Then you must be clear about what it is you have to offer – cash is probably not 

the answer.” 

Such resources include technology, office space and business expertise. 

Accenture, the technology and consulting company, for example, offers its 

services to NGOs in developing countries at an affordable price via Accenture 

Development Partnerships, a non-profit group. When companies offer their own 

skills or services, however, transparency is essential. A software company 

partnering with an education establishment to promote better schooling, for 

example, may be also selling software to that institution. “The danger is that it’s 

seen as self-serving,” says John Kline, professor in international business 

diplomacy at Georgetown University. “So it’s important that there is a partner 

group that’s separate from the company so there is credibility to it.” 

Often companies’ day-to-day business has unforeseen benefits. Pfizer, the 

pharmaceuticals company, is trying to map what it calls “value transfer” 

throughout the business. Nancy Nielsen, Pfizer’s senior director of corporate 

citizenship, cites the example of construction sites where the company has 

imposed safety standards requiring, for example, workers to wear hard hats and 

shoes, a practice that has subsequently been adopted elsewhere. 

If organizations focus on spreading the benefits of their investment 

outwards – through, for example, local sourcing – they can make substantial 

contributions. “Unilever in Vietnam employs about 4,500 people directly, but has 

created 800 to 1,000 small businesses in support as well – so the numbers get 

really quite big,” says Mr Sandbrook. “In the past 15 years, everything has been 

concentrated on the environmental story and to some degree on the social story, 
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rather forgetting that actually the biggest contribution companies can make to 

development is the economic story. Rightly, the pendulum is now swinging back 

to that one.” 

Sarah Murray, the Financial Times, Market Leader 

 

B. Read paragraphs 1, 2 and find the words and expressions which mean the 

following. 

 

1. don’t have enough 

2. plans to improve the quality of people’s lives 

3. be very cautious about what is done in a difficult situation 

4. have the opposite effect to the one intended 

5. causing a lot of disagreement between people 

6. companies obtaining raw materials, such as oil and coal, from under the 

ground 

7. have an enormous impact 

8. the most complicated and difficult problem 

9. begin to happen 

10. sense that you are not accepted or included 

 

C. Read paragraphs 3, 4 and find the verbs which are used with these nouns. 

 

1. life 

2. a culture of dependence 

3. (social) programmes (2 verbs) 

4. social-impact studies 

5. a place 

6. a mess 
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D. Read paragraphs 5, 6 and find the phrases which have a similar meaning to 

the following. 

 

1. done in a careful and controlled manner 

2. providing money for community projects might not be the best solution 

3. it must be clear to everyone that what the company is offering is fair and 

honest 

4. to help develop improved educational standards 

5. it appears that a company is only doing something to gain some advantage for 

itself 

6. it can be believed and trusted 

 

E. Read paragraphs 7, 8 and say whether these statements are true or false. 

 

1. Pfizer knew that their safety policy would be beneficial outside the company 

as well. 

2. Unilever works with up to one thousand small businesses in Vietnam. 

3. Richard Sandbrook believes that the most important role of companies is to 

help countries develop economically. 

 

F. Give the main idea of the article and sum it up. 

 

G. Surf the Internet to find out what type of social programmes some well-

known multinational companies are involved with. Which programmes do 

you like most and why? 
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9.4. WHY SHOULD YOUR BUSINESS CARE ABOUT SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 

A. Read the article and answer the question in the headline. 

 

Ten years ago, only a handful of Fortune 500 companies issued 

sustainability reports. Now, a large number of businesses - large and small - have 

integrated corporate social responsibility as part of their daily business routines. 

Today, more consumers than ever are demanding that companies change their 

practices, become more transparent and communicative and take a more hands-on 

approach to making the world a better place. 

According to a 2014 Nielsen survey more than half of online consumers 

around the world surveyed (55 percent) said they would pay more for products 

and services from companies that are socially and environmentally responsible. 

So, is corporate social responsibility (CSR) a sign of changing consumer 

demands or just a knee-jerk reaction? 

Not too long CSR was an afterthought to many and was dusted off only if 

leaders needed to minimize their companies' negative impact following a scandal. 

But that's changed: CSR is now more of a direct corporate response to consumers' 

ever-growing demands for transparency. Corporate social responsibility is one of 

the ways business has changed and will continue to do so.  

Ignoring your company’s social responsibility could spell disaster. In fact, 

CSR should be an active part of your business plan; it’s never too late to start 

making a difference. Consumers frown upon companies that ignore social 

responsibility and develop unethical reputations. What's more, companies with 

these reputations are more likely to stumble into legal troubles, which could 

result in their failure. 
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In short, companies care about social responsibility because customers do. 

In this electronic age, consumers are far savvier and can search for a company’s 

record and labor practices any time they want. Then, they’ll take to social media 

to talk about it - using those platforms as a powerful tool to spread the word, 

positive or otherwise. 

Additionally, companies are using social responsibility as a recruiting tool, 

and prospective employees name a company’s stature in the community as the 

second most important driver of employee engagement. 

As a result of CSR, many blue chip companies are looking to empower the 

poorest sector of the population - domestically and abroad - in order to balance 

the scales and create more opportunity and even a prospective set of new 

customers down the road. 

Not to mention that CSR can increase a company’s bottom line. It’s a win-

win for everyone when you make money and have a positive impact in the world. 

An example of this practice is Visa’s financial inclusion initiative. The 

company has partnered with local governments and non-profits in order to 

transform the economic architecture of developing countries. 

You don’t need to be a big corporation to make a difference in the world 

by helping one person/one community at a time. Many small and medium-size 

businesses are getting into the game, too. These smaller or even niche companies 

are exemplifying the “3 P’s” principle: people, planet, profits. And this aim, in 

turn, has given rise to the “B-corporation” ("B" for "benefit") - a new kind of 

business entity that by law is required to generate social and environmental 

advantages in order to operate. 

B-corporations are now recognized in seven states, including New York 

and California, and the way they integrate their CSR into their normal business 

practices can have a big effect on how publicly traded companies view their 
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corporate vision and objectives, basically rethinking the relationship between 

Wall Street investors and business management. 

Whatever cause you yourself support, be sure to be transparent with your 

practices and honest with your customers. You must be authentic if you’re going 

to be successful at anything; otherwise, you will be labeled as disingenuous and 

will lose the trust of your customers. Trust is the most fragile relationship you 

could ever have. Once it’s gone, you'll find it next to impossible to get it back. 

entrepreneur.com, 2016 

 

B. Explain the meanings of these expressions in English. 

 

1. to issue a sustainability report 

2. to develop unethical reputations 

3. a recruiting tool 

4. to increase a company’s bottom line 

5. a win-win for everyone 

6. to generate social and environmental advantage 

 

C. Sum up the article using the above vocabulary. 

 

D. Is CSR popular with Russian companies? Why (not)? 

 

9.5. HOW A NEW GENERATION OF BUSINESS LEADERS VIEWS 

PHILANTHROPY 

 

A. Read the article and say what business principles are applied to tackle social 

and environmental problems. 
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Andrew Carnegie’s advice was to spend the first part of your life getting as 

much education as possible, to spend the second part making all the money you 

could, and to spend the last part giving it all away for worthwhile causes. 

Today, business leaders are not only trying to address community and 

global problems earlier in their lives; they are also questioning the traditional 

divide between commerce and philanthropy. The prominent hedge fund manager 

Bill Ackman said, “When I graduated from business school I thought business 

was about making money and philanthropy was about doing good. Now I think 

both can be used as methods for changing the world.”  

The eBay Founder Pierre Omidyar launched Omidyar Network with both 

an LLC and a foundation arm. He wanted to broaden the range of tools he could 

apply for social change - including not just grants to nonprofits but also “impact 

investments” into mission-driven, for-profit companies. 

Impact investing has an array of champions - from Pope Francis to the 

White House - and is gaining traction in sectors as diverse as education, financial 

inclusion, and alternative energy. Some observers worry that it diverts money 

away from worthy nonprofits. But Omidyar argues that it’s more about finding 

the right solution to each problem: “It’s important to invest in the best change-

makers you can find regardless of what legal form their organization takes. It’s 

about using everything in your toolkit.” 

Another key business principle that the new generation of philanthropists 

brings to their social change initiatives is their emphasis on rigorous, results-

focused metrics. Effective altruism, for instance, is a growing movement to use 

evidence and reason, rather than emotion and intuition, to drive funding 

decisions. It has been championed by people such as Facebook co-founder Dustin 

Moskovitz and his wife Cari Tuna, who have used the approach to identify less 

celebrated causes (such as iodine deficiency in the developing world), where 

studies show their money can make an outsized difference. 
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The drive for more and better data and analysis on the efficacy of programs 

is now widely accepted as best practice. LinkedIn founder Reid Hoffman sees 

this as another principle brought over from the business world: “In the for-profit 

world, the ventures that tend to have the most impact in the long term are the 

ones that are so unconventional that a lot of people initially believe there’s no 

way they can work. … It turns out that many social impact ideas also have that 

unconventional aspect to them, which makes many people doubt their 

potential.” He says: “Test your ideas in small, measurable ways, and find out 

what works.” 

There are now more than 1,000 B Corporations, which are certified by the 

nonprofit B Lab to meet rigorous standards of social and environmental 

performance, accountability, and transparency. They list a positive societal 

impact alongside profit as a top-line goal. 

But such formal certifications are just one way in which corporate leaders 

are leveraging their enterprises for greater social good. Sir Richard Branson, for 

example, has pushed for Virgin and other companies to take a stand on issues that 

align with their values. This isn’t just good for the world, he says. It’s good for 

business. “If companies become a force for good, the people working for them 

will be that much more motivated and their brands will shine that much brighter 

amongst others,” he explains. “Customers care about these things, and they will 

vote with their wallets.” 

Business leaders stress the importance of a business strategy that sees the 

economically disadvantaged not as charity cases but as willing and able 

consumers for products that match their needs - and pocketbooks. Companies can 

offer a variety of affordable consumer products to lower-income people in East 

Africa who might traditionally have been priced out of such access. 

The opportunities to harness the power of markets for social good are 

enormous - especially for the next generation of change-makers who can build on 
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these ideas. Richard Branson sums it up well: “If you put charity on one side and 

for-profit business on the other, we see the beautiful hybrid models in the middle 

as the greatest opportunity of our lifetime.” 

hbr.org, 2016 

 

B. Comment on these quotations. 

 

1. Andrew Carnegie’s advice was to spend the first part of your life getting as 

much education as possible, to spend the second part making all the money 

you could, and to spend the last part giving it all away for worthwhile causes. 

 

2. “If you put charity on one side and for-profit business on the other, we see the 

beautiful hybrid models in the middle as the greatest opportunity of our 

lifetime.” 

R. Branson 

 

C. Summarize the article. 

 

9.6. BUSINESS BOWS TO GROWING PRESSURES 

 

A. Read the article and put these items in the correct order. 

 

1. A scandal at a financial company 

2. The expectations of major investors 

3. The views of CEO and a deputy CEO 

4. Types of companies that are under most pressure 

5. Use of product advertising to promote a CSR message 

6. A company putting demands on suppliers 
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7. A crisis at a major oil company  

 

The language of responsibility has spread so rapidly in business that it is 

now turning up in some surprising places. Messages such the small print in drinks 

advertisements that urge customers to enjoy alcohol “responsibly” are not 

directed at the public so much as governments, regulators, investors and 

employees. A decade ago, few companies with social and environmental 

programmes were willing to speak out about them for fear of attracting closer 

scrutiny, and possibly shouts of “hypocrisy”, from campaign groups. Today, 

many companies feel they cannot afford not to talk about what they are doing, 

even if this does make them more vulnerable to attack. 

Rising expectations of business are being given extra impetus by 

continuing revelations of corporate malpractice, particularly in the US. 

Companies that find themselves subject to greatest scrutiny include those with 

dominant market positions, such as former state-owned utilities; those dealing 

directly with consumers such as banks and retailers; those producing essentials 

such as food or drugs; and those exploiting natural resources or depending on 

supply chains in low income countries, such as oil producers or clothing 

manufacturers. 

Trust and responsibility have become valued additions to the CEO lexicon. 

Some talk of responsibility as a moral obligation. Mervyn Davies, chief executive 

of Standard Chartered Bank, which does business in more than 50 developing 

economies, says that the pursuit of profit is not enough; companies need 

principles, and employees want to see these principles in action. “I don’t think 

that companies can just go about doing their business and ignore what’s 

happening around them and not make a contribution,” he says. 

Others justify it on business grounds. “We know very clearly that 

companies which adopt and embrace corporate responsibility are more likely to 
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create wealth and shareholder value than those that do not,” says Michael Fairey, 

deputy chief executive of Lloyds TSB. “The business case revolves around the 

creation of employee motivation, customer satisfaction and brand loyalty.” Is 

there clear evidence that responsible business boosts financial returns? Many 

studies have examined whether there is a link. Those that have established a 

connection easily outnumber those that have found no link or a negative 

correlation, according to Risk Returns and Responsibility, a report by the 

Association of British Insurers that reviews the evidence. 

The biggest incentive for companies to behave properly is the damage 

caused when they do not. Take Citigroup, the world’s largest financial services 

company, which saw its share price dragged down by a series of legal and 

regulatory problems that have cost it billions of dollars. The image of Chuck 

Prince, Citigroup chief executive, apologizing for banking-law violations in 

Japan is a powerful one. Mr Prince has been trying to instill ethical behaviour in 

the group since his appointment.  

The damage caused by corporate malpractice can be both immediate and 

enduring. “CEOs are talking more about corporate responsibility. Are they taking 

responsibility? Some are. Some are not,” says Robert Davies, chief executive of 

the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF), which has been promoting 

responsible business practices for 14 years. “The tragedy is that, so often, they 

have to be hit by a crisis.” 

Institutional investors are increasingly concerned about this type of crisis 

and the ethical, social and environmental risks that companies run. Big investors 

see the way that companies handle issues such as obesity or human rights as a 

measure of the overall quality of their management, says Mr Davies. For growing 

number of companies in the supply chain, responsible practices are no longer a 

matter of choice. Vodafone, for example, requires its suppliers to comply with its 

new code of ethical purchasing, designed to provide safe and fair working 
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conditions. Vodafone says terminating a contract with a supplier would be an act 

of last resort, but the threat is there. 

Greater government regulation to enforce corporate responsibility is one of 

the demands of non-governmental organizations. They can be expected to 

continue to lobby for it as long as they perceive a mismatch between the rhetoric 

and the way some companies behave. For multinationals in particular, it requires 

unrelenting effort to ensure high standards by every employee at every site in 

every country in which they operate. But unless they do, their credentials will be 

jeopardized. Witness the way that the reserves scandal at Royal Dutch/Shell has 

undermined its pretensions to leadership as a “sustainable” oil company. 

Companies that fail to make all the connections on corporate responsibility 

increase the risk of damage to share holder value and fuel cynicism among the 

public and campaigners. 

Alison Maitland, the Financial Times, Market Leader 

 

B. Read paragraph 1 and find the meanings of the underlined words as they 

are used in this context. 

 

1. The language of responsibility has spread … 

 

a. share work, responsibility or money among several people 

b. become widely used or known about 

c. pay for something gradually over a period of time 

 

2. … it is now turning up in some surprising places. 

 

a. being found 

b. arriving unexpectedly 
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c. operating a switch to increase temperature, volume, etc. 

 

3. … for fear of attracting closer scrutiny 

 

a. causing people to like or admire someone or something 

b. moving towards another person or thing 

c. creating interest in examining something carefully 

 

4. … many companies feel they cannot afford not to talk about … 

 

a. must talk because there could be serious problems if they didn’t 

b. do not have enough time or money to talk 

c. must not talk because it could cause serious consequences 

 

C. Match the word partnerships from paragraph 2. 

 

1. corporate                             a. manufacturers 

2. dominant                             b. countries  

3. state-owned                         c. utilities 

4. supply                                 d. malpractice 

5. low-income                          e. market positions   

6. clothing                                f. chains 

 

D. Complete the sentences below using the word pairs from task C. 

 

1. The series of organizations that are involved in passing products from 

manufacturers to the public is known as the …… 
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2. Examples of ….. are usually water, gas and electricity, although these 

companies have been privatised in many countries. 

3. ….. are often criticized for their use of non-biodegradable synthetics such as 

nylon and polyester. 

4. The company has a ….., as its brands now have over 60% of combined market 

share. 

5. When companies break the law to gain some advantage for themselves, this is 

referred to as ….. 

6. Many call centres have been outsourced to ….. in a move to economise on 

employee salaries. 

 

E. Find words in paragraph 5 and 6 which have a similar meaning to these 

phrases. 

 

1. actions that break the law, an agreement or principle 

2. to teach people to think, behave or feel in a particular way 

3. being chosen for a job or position 

4. continuing for a very long time 

5. accepting 

6. trying to persuade people to support 

 

F. Use the words from task E in the correct form to complete these sentences. 

 

1. Since her ….. as CEO, she has announced plans to make 5,000 people 

redundant. 

2. Jeans have an ….. appeal with people of all ages and social classes. 

3. The government has announced a campaign to ….. healthy eating habits. 

4. The sale of these animal skills is a ….. of international law. 
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5. The manager has worked hard to ….. discipline in the department. 

6. Although he was head of the project, he let his deputy ….. the blame for the 

financial mismanagement. 

 

G. Read paragraphs 7, 8 and match the verb-noun collocations as they appear 

in the text. 

1. to handle                        a. credentials 

2. to terminate                    b. cynicism  

3. to ensure                        c.  issues       

4. to jeopardize                  d. a contract 

5. to fuel                            e. high standards  

 

H. State the issue of the article and sum it up. 

 

9.7. HAS CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY BECOME THE 

MODERN GOLD RUSH? 

 

A. Read the article and explain what the headline implies. Comment on the 

association with gold rush. 

 

Dove, Chipotle and Patagonia are among some of the companies trying to 

get out ahead of their competitors by aggressively backing social and 

environmental issues. 

Companies have traditionally competed to release the best products or 

provide the best services, but experts say a new type of gold rush is unfolding, 

one in which brands race each other to claim an environmental or social cause. 

Issues like climate change, poverty and gender inequality require urgent 

attention, and those companies that focus on their values and not the bottom line 
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gain a competitive advantage. Brands need to position themselves as a positive 

force for change in relation to a specific social cause. This expands the role of the 

brand into the culture at large, inspiring internal and external stakeholders to 

engage and to take action. 

There are a number of big brands that are leading the way in this regard. 

Outdoor clothing and gear company Patagonia was one of the first to carve out a 

niche sustainability message with its commitment to responsible consumption, 

which it has pushed in various campaigns over the past decade. In 2011, the 

company released a full-page print advertisement detailing the environmental 

costs of its bestselling sweater, asking customers to think twice before buying it. 

Patagonia has seen double digit growth annually over the past five years. 

It’s the marriage of storytelling and integrity of what they’re doing that gives 

them credibility in the marketplace, and it lives in your mind. 

Other brands that have claimed a specific sustainability message include 

coffee giant Starbucks and its “Shared Planet” slogan, based on the premise that 

everyone has the ability, and a responsibility, to help tackle the big environmental 

and social issues of the day. Mexican fast food chain Chipotle’s commitment to 

selling “Food with Integrity” includes using fresh foods free of artificial flavors 

or preservatives, sourcing meat that has been responsibly raised, and eliminating 

genetically modified ingredients from its products. And personal care company 

Dove’s “Real Beauty” campaign - launched more than a decade ago - which aims 

to challenge beauty stereotypes and encourage women to feel more comfortable 

in their bodies.  

Once a big brand becomes known for a certain cause, it does make it more 

difficult for another company to gain the same amount of attention for doing 

something similar. 

Chipotle has committed to only using meat that has been responsibly raised 

and cutting genetically modified ingredients from its products. Fast food chain 
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and rival McDonald’s has also committed to improving animal welfare and 

providing more fruit and vegetable options to its customers, but its message is 

less loud and clear. That doesn’t mean other brands will forever be trailing 

behind, as people’s priorities change and new issues come to the fore. It’s not 

permanent, it’s a constant evolution of cultural reference points and values 

depending on what consumer the company is targeting, and what issues are 

resonating in the media. 

Not everyone believes that there are only so many sustainability causes to 

go around. There is ample scope for all companies to include a positive impact on 

society and the environment in their goals.  

Tackling big environmental and social issues requires a collaborative effort 

among companies. These problems are systemic and require cross-cutting 

approaches. Industry group the Consumer Goods Forum’s approach to 

deforestation-free palm oil is an example of companies working together on a 

goal rather than competing for ownership. 

But healthy competition among brands pushes them to become better, both 

in a business sense and in terms of the greater good. Much like the race to 

innovate in order to deliver better products and services, faster and easier,  this 

kind of competition is a win-win for businesses and the greater good, provided 

they are authentic and take substantive action. 

theguardian.com, 2016 

 

B. Read the article again and summarize it in 6-8 sentences. 

 

9.8. ЧТО ТАКОЕ КОРПОРАТИВНАЯ СОЦИАЛЬНАЯ 

ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬ 

 

A. Read the article, make an outline and render it in English. 
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Корпоративная социальная ответственность (КСО) - этичное 

поведение бизнеса по отношению к человеческому сообществу - более не 

является для российских деловых кругов чем-то экзотическим. Все большее 

число компаний в России осознают, что их коммерческая деятельность 

напрямую влияет на общество, в котором они живут, а будущие успехи в 

бизнесе тесно связаны с ключевыми общественными ценностями. 

Внедрение политики корпоративной социальной ответственности 

признано фактором, увеличивающим прибыльность компаний, в связи с чем 

бизнес начал реагировать на призывы инвесторов, правительств и общества 

прояснить степень воздействия своего основного производства на 

окружающий мир. 

Появившись в 1970-х гг. в связи с ростом опасений по поводу 

загрязнения окружающей среды, сегодня концепция КСО серьезно 

расширилась. Теперь важнее не то, что компании делают с деньгами, 

которые они заработали, а то, как они заработали эти деньги. 

Преимущества, которые дает компаниям реализация стратегий 

корпоративной ответственности, включают в себя возросшее 

удовлетворение персонала, сокращение текучести кадров и увеличение 

ценности бренда. Компании, не присоединившиеся к этой игре, упускают 

возможности в бизнесе, теряют конкурентные преимущества и отстают в 

управлении. Не внедряя стратегии КСО, они, во-первых, не отслеживают и 

не контролируют воздействие своего производства на общество и 

окружающую среду, а во-вторых, не полностью реализуют свой 

экономический потенциал. 

Можно говорить о двух основных составляющих концепции КСО. 

Первая - это минимизация рисков, т. е. идентификация и заполнение всех 
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пробелов, которые существуют во взаимоотношениях компании и 

общества. 

Идентификация этих пробелов - первый шаг на пути к внедрению 

КСО. Некоторые сравнивают его со страховой политикой, которая 

защищает компанию от неожиданностей и проблем в дальнейшем. 

Например, в контексте всеобщей борьбы с ожирением индустрия продуктов 

питания и напитков сбилась с ног, пытаясь соответствовать ожиданиям 

общества. В настоящий момент время и ресурсы, затрачиваемые на 

изменения в ключевых бизнес-процессах, обходятся в целое состояние, хотя 

активисты КСО предсказывали это много лет назад. Таким образом, одна из 

дополнительных функций КСО заключается в раннем оповещении о 

проблемах, которые могут появиться и застать компанию врасплох. 

Вторая составляющая КСО - превращение проблем, существующих в 

общественной жизни и окружающей среде, в возможности для бизнеса. Так, 

например, в Гане, где население страдает от йододефицита, компания 

«Юнилевер» создала специальную йодированную соль. Чтобы производить 

и продавать ее, компания перестроила всю свою бизнес-модель в этой 

стране. Производство вынесли в сельские районы, создавая там рабочие 

места. Распространением занялись продавцы на велосипедах. 

Расфасовывать соль стали в маленькие, более доступные по цене пакеты. 

Так, пойдя навстречу социальной и медицинской потребностям, компания 

создала новый бренд и новый рынок. 

Другой пример - компания «JC Johnson» (химикаты для борьбы с 

насекомыми), которая в течение многих лет демонстрировала стремление 

уменьшить воздействие своей продукции на окружающую среду. 

Специалисты компании изучили и классифицировали свои товары по 

степени вредности и сосредоточили усилия на выпуске наименее вредных, 

заставив поставщиков последовать своему примеру. 
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Итак, мы видим, что компании могут использовать свой ключевой 

бизнес для борьбы с социальными проблемами. И это не 

благотворительность или филантропия, это социальная инновация. 

iteam.ru, 2016 
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Приложение 1 

 

HOW TO SUM UP AN ARTICLE 

 

I. Introduction 

 

a) factual information about the article 

 

 

 

 

The article is 

The article I am going to sum up is 

The article I am going to summarize is 

headlined … 

called … 

entitled … 

written by … 

taken from … 

published in … 

posted on the website … 

placed on the website … 

 

 

b) the main idea of the article (It should be in one sentence.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The article 

deals with … 

raises the problem of … 

touches upon the problem of … 

covers the problem of … 

treats … 

is intended to … 

gives an account of … 

focuses on … 
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comments on … 

highlights the problem of/the fact that  

reports on … 

describes (how) … 

points out the advantages and 

disadvantages of … 

looks into the problem of … 

maintains … 

stresses … 

claims… 

 

II. Main body 

 

Formulate the main points and make an outline to organize them in a logical order. 

Your order may be different from the order they appear in the article. 

 

to list points To start with … 

To begin with … 

In the first place … 

First of all … 

Firstly …/Secondly …/Thirdly … 

Then … 

Next … 

Finally … 

One major advantage/disadvantage of … 

One point of view in favour of … 

According to the article … 

As the author puts it … 
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Another point (problem, idea, issue, factor) 

raised in the article is … 

The author goes on to say … 

It is illustrated by the fact … 

to add information What is more … 

Furthermore … 

Also … 

In addition to that … 

Besides … 

To some extent … 

Moreover … 

Above all … 

Not only …but also … 

to describe similarities Similarly … 

Likewise … 

Equally … 

In the same way … 

There is a close/striking 

parallel/analogy/resemblance/similarity between 

to make contrasting points But … 

On the one hand/on the other hand … 

While … 

It cuts both ways … 

Whereas … 

By contrast/in contrast … 

In contrast to/with … 

However … 

In spite of … 
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Although … 

Nevertheless … 

to express effect Therefore … 

Consequently … 

That is why … 

So … 

Hence … 

As a result … 

As a consequence … 

So that … 

This results in smth … 

This leads to smth … 

to express cause Because (of) … 

As … 

Due to … 

The cause of this is … 

The reason for this is … 

It results from …  

to mention minor related topics 

and ideas 

As for/to … 

With regard to … 

With respect to … 

As far as something is concerned … 

 

III. Conclusion 

 

Give the author’s conclusion in your own words. If there is no conclusion in the text, 

make it on the basis of all the important information generalized. 
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In conclusion … 

On the whole … 

The author comes to the conclusion that … 

Eventually … 

Finally … 

Last of all … 

To sum up … 

Taking into account … 

All in all … 

To summarise … 

To conclude … 

In a nutshell … 

In short … 

In brief … 
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